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ABSTRACT
Intralogistics operations in automotive OEMs increasingly confront problems of
overcomplexity caused by a customer-centred production that requires customisation and,
thus, high product variability, short-notice changes in orders and the handling of an
overwhelming number of parts. To alleviate the pressure on intralogistics without sacrificing
performance objectives, the speed and flexibility of logistical operations have to be
increased. One approach to this is to utilise three-dimensional space through drone
technology. This doctoral thesis aims at establishing a framework for implementing aerial
drones in automotive OEM logistic operations.
As of yet, there is no research on implementing drones in automotive OEM logistic
operations. To contribute to filling this gap, this thesis develops a framework for Drone
Implementation in Automotive Logistics Operations (DIALOOP) that allows for a close
interaction between the strategic and the operative level and can lead automotive companies
through a decision and selection process regarding drone technology.
A preliminary version of the framework was developed on a theoretical basis and was then
revised using qualitative-empirical data from semi-structured interviews with two groups of
experts, i.e. drone experts and automotive experts. The drone expert interviews contributed
a current overview of drone capabilities. The automotive experts interview were used to
identify intralogistics operations in which drones can be implemented along with the
performance measures that can be improved by drone usage. Furthermore, all interviews
explored developments and changes with a foreseeable influence on drone implementation.
The revised framework was then validated using participant validation interviews with
automotive experts.
The finalised framework defines a step-by-step process leading from strategic decisions and
considerations over the identification of logistics processes suitable for drone implementation
and the relevant performance measures to the choice of appropriate drone types based on
a drone classification specifically developed in this thesis for an automotive context.
Keywords: Drones, automotive OEM logistic operations, framework
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1 INTRODUCTION
The topic of aerial drones in automotive intralogistics is gaining in importance as an
increasing need for fast and accurate delivery of parts within a factory setting intersects with
a growing modularisation and flexibilization of the manufacturing environment, which makes
surface area a scarce resource. In response to this need for speed in conjunction with space
restrictions, the third dimension of space offers significant potential to be used. The
implementation of drones is thus a logical, forward-looking way of enabling manufacturing
and intralogistics to meet new challenges.
This introductory chapter is divided into three sections. Section 1.1 elucidates the problem
background and, thus, the motivation for this thesis. Section 1.2 defines the research
questions. In section 1.3, the research objectives are presented along with the structure of
the thesis. Last section 1.4 focusses on the thesis scope.

1.1 PROBLEM BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH MOTIVATION
The motivation for this thesis originated in the author’s professional experience as a
consultant for automotive companies with a speciality in the logistics operations of original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) as well as current fundamental influences in the industry
(section 2.1.1).
In this capacity, the author observed that trends such as modular production increasingly
moved to the forefront of automotive discourse, which implied a nascent awareness in the
industry that its operations need to be rethought against the background of new technologies
and changing environments. This anecdotal evidence reverberated with findings in the
research literature which indicated that logistics increasingly confront the problem of
horizontal limits in the plant environment (Scholz et al., 2017), and that the complexity of the
manufacturing environment is increasing (Kern et al., 2017). Although currently used
autonomous guided vehicles (AGV) address flexibility and agility requirements of new
modular production sites (Kern et al., 2017), they also lead to denser traffic in the OEM
plants. In contrast to AGVs, drones feature a high degree of manoeuvrability as they are able
to use the entire three-dimensional space and, as a result, offer the advantage of direct, timesaving routes by taking the “beeline” path to their destination. With an eye to more flexibility,
which can be achieved through a “single-piece flow”, and to even more variation in products
(Scholz et al., 2018), a vision for the use of drones to improve speed and precision in logistics
is yet to be developed.
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The technology of drones in automotive OEM logistics environment can be a solution
alongside other technologies (Maghazei & Netland, 2019). Winkler & Zinsmeister (2019) are
listing trends of digitalisation in intralogistics and name drones beyond many others. In
relevance of this thesis, looking at technology in intralogistics mainly the named trends of
3D-shuttle systems, AGVs, automated picking-systems, collaborative robots, grid sorters,
picking robots or self-organising conveyor or storage systems might be comparable
technologies in the research. All systems aim towards a high performance in this
environment. Within the automotive manufacturing process the logistics operations require
multiple variants of technology that are mainly following given process requirements. With
mostly using forklifts, tow trains, driverless AGVs or cranes the sheer amount of parts and
even heavier parts are handled within automotive OEMs (Klug, 2018). Further processes like
kitting in car sets are often used for commissioning smaller parts into car-specific sets out of
the sequencing area (Klug, 2018). In case of small part emergency logistics Klug (2018)
mentions pneumatic tube networks for specific use cases, however this solution is very static.
First single use cases identify drones to be useful in indoor logistic requirements (Olivares
et al., 2015). However, applicability may be reduced due to various requirement restrictions,
e.g. weight and space limitations, and other transporting technologies applied. This is
comparable to the multiple technologies stated in the findings of Winkler & Zinsmeister
(2019), that list drones besides many other technologies yet drones seem to have less
importance in current technology overviews. For that reason, drone application and thus the
research tends itself to identify very specific niche implementation cases of drones in
automotive OEM logistics operations. The usage of drones is mainly pioneered by leading
companies such as Amazon (Hern, 2016) with a focus on long-range deliveries, operating
subject to numerous legal regulations as well as considerations of safety and security.
However, specifically in intralogistics, drones can be seen as a technology in a niche
function. Müller, Rudolph, Janke, & Deutsches (2019) state that functional requirements
change and technology alter and further more transportation can possibly be more expensive
for the case of the niche function in parcel delivery. Furmans, Seibold, & Trenkle (2019)
differentiate between connection-based and trip-based systems and highlight that drones
could similarly as AGVs be a variable track system on trip basis and be free moving. Free
movement could lead to specific requirements for drone technology, which are still to be
identified. Hüring (2019) further states, that drones should only be used for parts, which occur
only in small size and number and have less economic impact to producing companies.
Landrock & Baumgärtel (2018) additionally highlight, that drones are not only usable on
camera basis but also for delivery purposes. They similarly conclude that the weight of the
transported goods might be too high in industrial application and see smaller single parts as
the main purpose for drone-based transportation. Looking at a specific focus on the efficiency
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of drone in intralogistics, Fritzsch, Namneck, Stonis, Schwab, & Kirchner (2020) outline that
drones cannot carry parts of high weights that which may regularly need to be handled in
intralogistics. They equally state, that drones are only useful at single small-weighted parts
if it comes to time pressure and the need of speed. Similarly, Lieret, Kogan, Doll, & Franke
(2019) emphasise drone inhouse usage for small and lightweight parts to be very useful
instead of conveyer belts, AGVs or even transportation by car or bike.
Overall, many sources see large yet very specific and unexplored application cases for
drones in intralogistics. Especially the change from high-output practice towards flexible
individual production will change requirements for intralogistics (Bozkurt et al., 2020). For
this reason, this research will focus on intralogistics with drones and explore this topic in one
specific industry, where this change in production philosophy is already very applicable.
Although government conferences have aimed at reducing drone regulation unclarities
(EASA, 2018), there are still many open questions. For this reason, this research is focused
on the application of drones within the confines of corporate real estate, which allows for an
operation of drones under less regulatory pressure as drone usage in public space. As a
result, this thesis can pursue a process-oriented approach toward its topic with limited
deviation into legal terrain.
The following sections further specifies the research question, the research objectives, and
the thesis structure.
.

1.2 RESEARCH QUESTION
The following research question is to be answered:
“Can drones be implemented in automotive original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) logistics operations and how can this be achieved?”
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1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND THESIS STRUCTURE
The aim of this thesis is to find out if and how drones can be used in automotive original
equipment manufacturers (OEM) logistics operations. In order to explore the “if”, it is
necessary to identify potential areas for the implementation of drones in current automotive
OEM logistics operations. In case of the “how” potential logistic operations and addressable
performance measures for drones need to be identified. A tool needed to this end, however,
a framework for drones in automotive logistics operations (DIALOOP), does not yet exist and
has to be created in this thesis. It evolves from the research process and is intended for a
later use by researchers and automotive executives.
The following research objectives are pursued:
Research objective 1: Define automotive OEM logistics operations and performance
measures
First, literature on logistics operations is analysed with regard to existing frameworks
for, and models of, logistics operations. Then, inhouse processes (Boysen, Emde, Hoeck, &
Kauderer, 2015; Jafari, 2015), also called intralogistics (Scholz et al., 2017), are defined and
broken down in their constituent sub-processes. In addition, relevant performance measures
from the areas of supply chain management and logistics, particularly manufacturing
logistics, are identified and systematised. A major task is to chart the process landscape by
segmenting the overarching intralogistical process into process areas, each containing a
number of processes. This facilitates a systematic approach to the analysis of droneimplementation potentials. This is necessary as the processes’ terminology and sequential
arrangement varies greatly in the literature. Some studies structure the processes as
incoming warehouse, handling areas and point of use, linked by transportation (Kern et al.,
2017), and others differentiate between receiving, storing and delivery (Boysen et al., 2015).
The latter refers to parts supply in the automotive industry. Moreover, Kern et al. (2017)
discuss modular manufacturing systems. Only a few authors (Dörnhöfer, 2016; Kern et al.,
2017; Klug, 2018) address intralogistics processes at a detailed level, and only Dörnhöfer
(2016) presents a detailed framework for logistics operations and performance measures in
automotive OEM. Thus, operations and performance measures that are discussed in the
literature have to be systematised and updated in this thesis in order to form a foundation for
the further research process.
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Research objective 2: Classify drones to explore their application in automotive OEM
logistics operations
In addition to logistics operations and performance measures, current drone definitions,
classifications and use cases are dealt with as part of the literature review. Existing
classifications of drones (Arjomandi, Agostino, Mammone, Nelson, & Zhou, 2007; Custers,
2016; Ghazbi, Aghli, Alimohammadi, & Akbari, 2016; Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017) are
discussed, which use, among others, size or weight, wing type and flight ability or
environmental characteristics as criteria for classification. There is a large number of
classifications and each classification is designed for a special purpose. The most recent
comparison of classifications (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017) partly lends itself to the
purposes of this thesis, because it includes hybrid drones, i.e. drones that combine
characteristics of several drone types, such as rotor drones and fixed-wing drones or groundmoving and flying automated vehicles (Fraunhofer IML, 2016). This is particularly relevant
due to multiple restrictions in public air space by the German government (Dobrindt, 2017),
which make it necessary to adhere to a weight maximum of 25 kg of combined drone weight
and payload weight and other safety and security concerns (Cho, Lim, Biobaku, Kim, &
Parsaei, 2015; Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017; Loh, Bian, & Roe, 2009; Pauner, Kamara, &
Viguri, 2015; Weibel & Hansman, 2004). A useful classification for the purpose of this
research is lacking in the literature and therefore has to be developed in this thesis. The
objective is to classify drones specifically for the use in automotive OEM logistics operations.
Research objective 3: Explore the preconditions under which drones can meet current
the requirements of automotive OEM inhouse logistics operations and identify related
performance measures
As is the case in other first forays into drone implementation, for example Olivares,
Cordova, Sepulveda, & Derpich (2015); Škrinjar, Škorput, & Furdić (2019) or Troudi,
Addouche, Dellagi, & El Mhamedi (2017), this research on drone implementation in the
context of OEM intralogistics needs to take a structured approach to the level of detail. This
research objective is twofold. On the one hand, the logistics operations, which can be
handled by drones, have to be identified. On the other hand, suitable performance measures
are mandatory to be able to determine the drone implementations that add value to the
logistics process. In addition, the research aims to identifying future changes that influence
drone implementation and that need to be addressed to make use of the full potential of
future drone application.
Research objective 4: Establish a framework for the implementation of drones in
automotive OEM logistics operations
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As a final junction of all of the above research steps, a framework for drones in
automotive logistics operations is developed. It orientates on existing logistics frameworks
(Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016; Mentzer & Kahn, 1995; Mentzer, Min, & Michelle Bobbitt,
2004; Saatcıoglu, Denktas-Sakar, & Karatas-Cetın, 2014; Vidal Vieira, Ramos Toso, da
Silva, & Cabral Ribeiro, 2017), on frameworks for logistics innovation (Grawe, 2009) or
innovation in general (Kamal, 2006), for technology & production (Garrido-Vega, Ortega
Jimenez, De Los Ríos, & Morita, 2015; Gladysz & Santarek, 2015), for performance
(Ghalayini & Noble, 1996; Trienekens, van Uffelen, Debaire, & Omta, 2008) and strategy
(Davila & Epstein, M.J., Shelton, 2013; Neely et al., 2000). The framework helps to structure
and connect both research areas, automotive logistic operations and drone implementation,
and serve as tool for future work of identifying if drones can be implemented and how.
Research objective 5: Validate the framework, including the content that reflects
present-situation, transient conditions and assessments (in the following called
contemporary core content), within automotive OEMs
This research objective aims to validate the results on the classification of drones, on
logistics operations and on performance measures as well as the DIALOOP framework itself.
To do so, semi-structured expert interviews are conducted solely with automotive experts.
This empirical approach reduces the limitations of a purely conceptual development of a
framework, which are exacerbated by the exploratory nature of this research.
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1.4 THESIS SCOPE
The research at hand takes part in the area of German automotive OEM logistics. The
author’s professional experience helped identify different restrictions such as legal limitations
for drones on public ground as well as certain optimisation potentials in the automotive
industry. German OEM are significantly leading in innovation and technology leadership and
“produces by far the largest number of premium vehicles worldwide. Almost two thirds (63
percent) of all premium passenger cars sold are made by a German OEM” (Bormann et al.,
2018, p.9). Furthermore German OEMs are leading the ranks in research and development
(Bormann et al., 2018). German OEMs have made significant headway in certain areas of
innovative technology and processes, which are described in section 2.1.1, also compared
to other industry sectors (Hofbauer, 2020). They can thus be viewed as likely early adopters
of novel technological solutions, such as drone technology. In international comparison
especially also industry-leading Japanese manufactures, which still mostly focus on
productivity, German automotive manufacturers already try to improve their future production
by aligning production and logistics or even implement modular production systems (Toma,
2020, p.79-80). Additionally, German automotive OEMs are said to be very innovative in
world-wide comparison (Kerna & Wolff, 2019). They further state, that adoption of technology
is higher in developed countries – like Germany - as for example in China those technologies
would be less applied because of currently still low wages (Kerna & Wolff, 2019, p.13).
Today’s challenges, however, is to be more flexible and competitive. The reduction of
the research scope to inhouse logistics OEM operations mainly results from legal restrictions
on the use of drones in public spaces, yet also from examples, of other technological
developments, such as autonomous vehicle evaluation cases on company ground (Unger,
Markert, Müller, Markert, & Trade-off, 2018), which were all pioneered on company ground
and in a small-scale version before being rolled out into public space.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter presents the results of a literature review to establish a theoretical
foundation combining the aspects of automotive OEM logistics operations, drone application
and frameworks for technology implementation. The first part of the literature review
focusses on logistics operations in automotive OEMs. On the basis of an overview of process
areas and logistics operations, important performance measures are identified. The review
of literature on drones takes account of definitions and classifications of drones and then
elucidates current applications, challenges and success factors. Subsequently, frameworks
for technology implementation are reviewed and an outline for the implementation of drones
in automotive OEM intralogistics operations is developed. This outline also guides the further
research process. Finally, the chapter conclusion defines research gaps identified in the
literature review that are relevant to this research and highlights that these gaps are
sufficiently addressed by the research objectives stated in section 1.2.

2.1 LOGISTICS OPERATIONS IN AUTOMOTIVE OEM PRACTICE
Research in logistics is not as established as other research areas, which is why it
can be beneficial for logistics research to borrow and adapt theory from neighboring areas
(Kovács & Spens, 2007). This is also appropriate because logistics is intensely affected by
technological and other innovations (Stark, 2015). The technology in the focus of this
research is drone technology, which is specifically viewed in respect of its potential
deployment in automotive OEM logistics operations. Technology is an important factor in
logistics, as logistics in general faces numerous challenges (Maloni, Carter, & Carr, 2009;
Tuan, 2017). The following section explores these challenges with reference to recent and
ongoing trends and paradigms relevant to automotive OEM logistics.

2.1.1 Fundamental influences on logistics operations in automotive OEMs
This section presents an overview of the most important influences on logistics
operations in automotive OEMs based on the literature review. In a first step, the research
area of logistics is outlined.
Logistics as research area
Logistics management, supply chain management and logistics as research areas each set
a different focus and relate to each other in different ways. According to a definition for
logistics management used by several authors, which subordinates logistics management to
supply chain management (SCM), “logistics management is that part of Supply Chain
Management that plans, implements, and controls the efficient, effective forward and reverse
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flow and storage of goods, services, and related information between the point of origin and
the point of consumption in order to meet customer requirements.” (Ballou, 2007, p. 338;
Klingenberg & Boksma, 2010 p. 4877; Mentzer et al., 2004, p. 607). Elements of this
definition, especially the element of an efficient and effective forward flow, are revisited in
later sections of this chapter (section 2.1.3). By contrast, Lambert, García-Dastugue, &
Croxton (2005), in a publication on SCM, report that different authors equate SCM with
logistics, operations management or procurement and even all three together. Logistics
management processes can be seen as part of supply chain management (SCM),
understood as a strategic, rather overarching discipline, which, according to Ballou (2007),
also includes supplier management and the collaboration with different partners in the supply
chain. He further states that “SCM is viewed as managing product flows across multiple
enterprises […] whereas logistics is seen as managing the product flow activities just within
the firm” (Ballou, 2007 p. 339). Following this definition, a logistics system encompasses, at
a micro-level, the material flow as well as the information flow (Tuan, 2017). The definition
offered by Ballou (2007 p. 339) is used in the research. This thesis follows these definitions
in that it assumes that logistics should nowadays be understood as a part of an overarching
SCM.
Further, the literature review shows that most of the studies have a strong strategic focus,
which often results in a lack of process orientation and an weak concern with questions of
implementation (Dörnhöfer & Günthner, 2015). This thesis aims to narrow the gap between
a strategic perspective and an operations and implementation perspective. However, the still
nascent research on drones does not yield much insight in operational and implementation
aspects. To compensate for this, this thesis narrows its focus to logistics operations that take
place on enterprise property and indoors, and which thus corresponds to Ballou’s (2007)
definition of logistics. This narrowed approach allows for taking account of operational issues
to a sufficient, but by no means exhaustive extent.
Industrie 4.0
In recent years, the author observed in his professional work an increasing interest,
and concern with, trends summarised under the term Industrie 4.0, sometimes also referred
to as the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The concept of Industrie 4.0 comprises a visionary
change in industrial thinking with developments in various fields ranging from strategic
decision-making to diversification and modularity in production, manufacturing and products:
“the Fourth Industrial Revolution can be best described as a shift in the manufacturing logic
towards an increasingly decentralised, self-regulating approach of value creation, enabled by
concepts and technologies […] and smart factories, so as to help companies meet future
production requirements” (Hofmann & Rüsch, 2017, p. 33). Although Industrie 4.0 is still in
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its beginning phase, it already has a massive impact on industries (Strange & Zucchella,
2017). Nevertheless, the paradigm Industrie 4.0 is at risk of being a mere management fad,
which, according to Hofmann & Rüsch (2017), means that this paradigm has moved very
quickly into the focus of the industries, but that it not leads to major changes after all.
Regardless of its long-term fate, this new paradigm affords industries the opportunity to
improve their horizontal or upstream and downstream integration (Scholz et al., 2017).
Industrie 4.0 in recent years sill has many drivers, like agility, customisation, need for
accuracy or efficiency, as well as cost reduction, quality increase, stock reduction and
transparency (Ghadge, Er Kara, Moradlou, & Goswami, 2020, pp.673-675). By contrast,
Industrie 4.0 is facing barriers including financial matters, lack of management support or
change mentality or even legal restrictions (Ghadge, Er Kara, Moradlou, & Goswami, 2020,
pp.673-674).
M. Kumar, Tsolakis, Agarwal, & Srai (2020) highlight specifically the relevance of reducing
lead time of production and decoupling inhouse manufacturing. Industrie 4.0 is required by
companies because of an existing “demand for shorter delivery time, more efficient and
automated processes, higher quality and customized products” (Bigliardi, Bottani, & Casella,
2020, p.322). Bai, Dallasega, Orzes, & Sarkis (2020) are linking Industrie 4.0 with “with
emergent and disruptive intelligence and information technologies” (Bai, Dallasega, Orzes, &
Sarkis, 2020, p. 1) and further suggest a careful evaluation in every single case. Logistics is
a major focus for potential improvements within the Industrie 4.0 movement (GroßePuppendhal, Lier, Roidl, & ten Hompel, 2016) and this momentum can be used to generate
progress if frameworks are employed to react to challenges and meet new requirements
(Hofmann & Rüsch, 2017). The regional focus of this research is supported by Industrie 4.0
having its roots in Germany (Bonaccorsi, Chiarello, Fantoni, & Kammering, 2020, p.2).
Especially because of Germany’s focus on manufacturing technology (Bonaccorsi, Chiarello,
Fantoni, & Kammering, 2020, p.14) drone implementation present a feasible solution to be
applied. Industrie 4.0 also has implications for the research topic as drones can be an element
of a new logistic paradigm under Industrie 4.0 (Beke et al., 2018, p.191), especially with
regard to self-regulation of drones, value creation and the integration of new technologies.
This thesis views drone technology as a potential enabler of the paradigmatic shift labelled
Industrie 4.0.
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Mass customisation
The concept of Industrie 4.0 can partly be understood as a reaction to the rise of
mass customisation as a recent phenomenon. Mass customisation is a major challenge for
many companies as it establishes new, as of yet often conflicting requirements to be met
(Engelhardt-Nowitzki & Zsifkovits, 2007). After all, it “aims at offering customized products in
a high variety but for still low prices and within short delivery times” (Meyr, 2004, p. 447).
In doing so, it exacerbates a situation in which “exorbitant product variety, very limited space,
and other factors, organizing efficient and timely deliveries of parts and subassemblies to
final assembly within the factory is one of the most pressing problems of modern mixedmodel assembly production” (Emde & Gendreau, 2017, p.255).
In recent years mass customisation moved towards mass personalisation (Aheleroff, Philip,
Zhong, & Xu, 2019), allowing for even more customer integration into manufacturing.
Although mass customisation is very product driven (Aheleroff, Philip, Zhong, & Xu, 2019, p.
1398), this research is relevant in the context as drones could help getting more affordable
impact or insight in a required depth, like a trade-off of transparency and costs whilst
considering “all factors involved in tailored functionalities and appearances under Industry
4.0” (Aheleroff, Philip, Zhong, & Xu, 2019, p. 1398).
Mass customisation in mixed-model assembly production thus requires to solve the problem
of frequently conflicting goals, such as high variety, low price, short delivery time and space
limitations, at the same time. With its focus on automotive OEMs and their logistics
operations, this research highlights potential drone-based solutions to problems of mass
customisation.

European build-to-order manufacturers
In the automotive industry Build-to-order (BTO) initiatives are seen as another way
to meet changing requirements. The BTO “strategy reflects the idea that value-adding
activities such as assembly and manufacturing are triggered by customer orders” (Roehrich,
Parry, & Graves, 2009, p.1). Mondragon, Lyons, Michaelides, & Kehoe, (2006) argue that a
BTO strategy and implementation can yield a competitive advantage because products are
no longer pushed through manufacturing but are pulled through by customer demand. This
change from a push to a pull process requires flexibility in production lines and a reduction
in lead times, which implies that an implementation of BTO must be accompanied by
significant upgrades, which in the long run offer important advantages. Vehicles ordered by
the customer from Automotive OEMs today must be delivered within highly-restricted time
horizons already (Klingebiel, 2006). However, the time horizons become even shorter as
OEMs offer the customer the opportunity to change the car order shortly before production
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starts (Boysen et al., 2015). Also the customer demand for express delivery of BTO cars
increases time pressure in the automotive industry (Olbert, Protopappa-Sieke, &
Thonemann, 2016). In addition to shortening the time horizon, BTO may also have beneficial
effects in terms of inventory turnover, increase of data usage and production-facility changes
(Mondragon, Lyons, Michaelides, & Kehoe, 2006). The resulting low inventory demands a
high logistics performance in order to ensure the needed supply within automotive OEMs
(Dörnhöfer & Günthner, 2015). Logistics operations thus have a key impacts on the
improvements that can be reached by applying a BTO strategy (Holweg & Miemczyk, 2003).
However, the warehouse-stock driven philosophy adhered to by automotive OEMs leads to
increasing cost, and alternative philosophies that abstain from a focus on cost-intensive
stock are required (Holweg & Miemczyk, 2003). In addition to the already mentioned flexibility
and reduction of the throughput-time, a BTO strategy in the automotive sector requires
immediate reactions in case of disruptions (Klug, 2017). If these conditions are met, then
BTO can deliver the advantages identified by Roehrich et al. (2009), i.e. a high degree of
flexibility and the ability of an on-demand fulfilment of time-sensitive customer requirements.
These authors conclude that a BTO strategy improves competitiveness and consider
innovative logistics as a key factor in unlocking the potential offered by BTO (Roehrich et al.,
2009). Likewise, Parry & Roehrich (2013) assume that innovation in production, supply and
logistics, information flow and material flow can support the BTO approach. BTO impacts
identified in the literature concern time and inventory as well as flexibility, especially in
disruption management, and these areas affected by BTO are also addressed in this
research with its focus on German premium BTO automotive OEMs. Nevertheless, there are
also barriers to an implementation of BTO: Roehrich et al. (2009) mention costs,
administrative effort and adjustments in the organisation and plant, both layout and
equipment. The literature shows that there is a valuable potential in the implementation of a
BTO environment. A BTO implementation in automotive OEMs could be supported by
drones, if their application logistics operations are aimed at improvements in the performance
measures pertaining to BTO.
Modular and smart manufacturing environment
Industrie 4.0, mass customisation and BTO make it necessary for OEMs to
implement a modular environment. In turn, modularisation is a key enabler of the Industrie
4.0 paradigm (Hermann, Pentek, & Otto, 2016). Große-Puppendhal, Lier, Roidl, & ten
Hompel (2016) observe that the required modularity can be reached by applying cyberphysical systems aiming for more flexibility and transformability in production. Already in the
form of process modules, modularity can lead to a higher degree of efficiency, which is
necessary to compete successfully in an environment marked by an increasing demand for
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personalisation and a quickly changing market situation (Foith-Förster & Bauernhansl,
2016). Thus, modularisation may offer an avenue to solving the problems posed by
differentiation, shortening product lifecycles and the flexibilization of manufacturing (Kern,
Rusitschka, & Bauernhansl, 2016) because a modular assembly leads to more flexibility as
an answer to contemporary requirements (Kern, Rusitschka, Kopytynski, Keckl, &
Bauernhansl, 2015). Also modular logistics can play a crucial role in increasing performance
(Fredriksson & Gadde, 2005). The advantages offered by modularisation can be
complemented in the concept of smart manufacturing: “Smart Manufacturing objectives are
not just about applying IT, but about game-changing promise to energize innovation, address
productivity, achieve new and structurally different performance goals, and drive the
competitive advantage of investments” (Davis, Edgar, Porter, Bernaden, & Sarli, 2012,
p.147).
Smart factories need to be reconfigurable and adaptable (Furmann, Furmannová, &
Wiȩcek, 2017). Therefore, modular production also requires adequate logistics operations,
which are flexible and support transformation enablers. Feldhütter, Steck, Hawer, & Ten
Hompel, (2017) point out that inhouse logistics in automotive OEMs are affected by product
complexity. A modular and smart environment could influence logistics in a positive way,
which is why future solutions should address the requirements put forth by modularity and
smart factories. Applying smart factory considerations, whilst “enabling technologies […] are
more likely to obtain greater opportunities in terms of flexibility, speed, increased production
capacity, decreased errors and costs, and an improved product quality and ability to meet
customer needs” (Büchi, Cugno, & Castagnoli, 2020, p.8), can match with requirements
derived from other influences in this sub-section. The research therefore aims at
contributing to the nascent body of knowledge on if and how drone implementation could
be done and help fulfil these requirements now and in the near future.
Autonomous ground vehicles
As a potential part of the above-mentioned smart manufacturing environment,
autonomous ground vehicles (AGVs) have a long history and are known by diverse terms,
such as “driverless transportation system”, “automatic guided vehicle” or “autonomous
ground vehicle” (Kunze, 2016, p. 291). AGVs are typically suitable to operate in delivery
operations characterised by small-scale supply requirements (Scholz et al., 2017).
Generally, AGVs can contribute to enabling the above-mentioned modular and smart
environments; however, their potential has to be developed further (Kern et al., 2017). Smart
transportation can, for example, optimise warehouse and delivery operations (Stefansson &
Lumsden, 2008). In practice, AGVs are increasingly integrated in logistics environments.
Micieta, Hercko and Botka (2016) describe potential reductions in time and mistakes to be
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gained through AGVs and assume that further innovations can lower the costs of AGV
implementation while increasing productivity as well as competitiveness. Many sources in
the literature mainly highlight the scalability and flexibility of AGVs (Kern et al., 2017; Scholz
et al., 2017), but also consider how these advantages depend on a smaller size and a lower
energy consumption of these vehicles. AGVs may be a driver in the implementation of new,
flexible, non-linear assembly lines and also feature a high degree of reliability and
productivity (Flämig, 2016).
Their efficiency, especially the time used for manoeuvring, could further be optimised by
employing data-based techniques regarding route planning to ensure the “shortest possible
delivery time” (Stefansson & Lumsden, 2008). Finally, more and more autonomous decisions
have to be made to meet the customer requirements (Scholz et al., 2017).
While AGVs are said to be highly flexible and are considered to play an important part in the
future of transportation, they cause too much traffic in intralogistics (Scholz et al., 2017). This
already significant traffic problem will only increase with having more AGVs and lead to
adverse developments in logistics operations. Drones, in contrast, “do not occupy space on
the ground but on the other hand their operating space and autonomous movement may be
constrained in some cases by ground obstacles and other UAVs” (Deja, Siemiątkowski,
Vosniakos, & Maltezos, 2020, p.533)
They can expand autonomous transportation into three-dimensional space and thus offer a
suitable solution with a high applicability (Fornasiero et al., 2018). It thus appears plausible
to view AGVs as a technological platform, in which drones are integrated to expand or even
replace some applications while offering a solution to the challenges currently faced by
AGVs.
In summary, this section has traced out a development towards new paradigms, which most
likely change the way logistics contribute to the overall manufacturing process and which
affect existing logistics and performance measures.

2.1.2 Process areas and logistics operations
This section investigates the research on process areas within automotive OEMs.
The literature strongly emphasises that performance measures are aligned with processes
(Dörnhöfer, 2016). It is therefore necessary to describe the processes and logistics
operations in the focus of the research to extrapolate relevant performance measures. A
process focus also enhances the practice orientation and, thus, the practical relevance of
the research (Dörnhöfer & Günthner, 2015). The main process areas identified in the
literature are ‘goods receipt’, ‘storing including inventory handling’, ‘picking & sequencing’
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and ‘delivery to line’, with the ‘line’ including the location of goods usage. These process
areas are summarised in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Process areas to be included in the DIALOOP framework, Source: The author
Some of the relevant publications focus on a particular process or bundle of processes, e.g.
on warehousing (Hedler Staudt, Alpan, Fugate, & Taboada, 2015; Klingenberg & Boksma,
2010; Saatcıoglu et al., 2014), others contribute to research on modular automotive logistics
and assembly (Boysen et al., 2015; Hedler Staudt et al., 2015; Kern et al., 2017). Boysen et
al. (2015) investigate parts logistics in automotive OEMs – a topic highly relevant to this
research – in great detail. Dörnhöfer (2016) in his work on performance measures in
automotive OEM logistics operations comprehensively covers the entire inhouse process
including the pertaining performance measures. The following paragraphs present the
process areas in more detail and, where applicable, further differentiate individual process
areas into logistic operations. The logistic operations are used later in this thesis to analyse
which logistic operations are suitable for drone application.
First, the ‘goods receipt’ process is considered. Incoming parts gain importance as the
supplier landscape increases in size (Angappa Gunasekaran & Ngai, 2012). The receiving
of parts at the gates or dock doors includes the steps of registering, unloading and scanning
and of booking the parts into the OEM’s system (Boysen et al., 2015). Other publications
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identify the sub-processes of ‘Goods receipt’ as checking, packing and labelling and giving
to put-away (Vidal Vieira et al., 2017). Discrepancies in concepts and terms in the literature
can result from a divergent industry focus, e.g. if packing is already part of the “Goods
receipt” in distribution-based businesses. The literature for manufacturers also indicates that
goods receipt may contain the logistics operations register, scan, check and book, unload
and label (Boysen et al., 2015; Paião, 2014; Vidal Vieira et al., 2017), and that the receiving
process is likely to be identical in all industries.
The process area subsequent to ‘goods receipt’ is ‘storing’. The storing of parts is the process
of taking them to a warehouse area or storage location, where they remain until delivery to
the line, with a differentiation between central storage and a storage nearer to the line
(Boysen et al., 2015). Generally, there are different types of put-away (Paião, 2014), i.e.
directly put-away, put-away by Warehouse Management System (WMS), sorting and putting
away in batches or gathering to avoid empty travel. Vidal Vieira et al. (2017) further added
storage location assignment and replenishment as important operations in storing. Many
authors address warehousing (Hedler Staudt et al., 2015) or inventory handling. The
summary process can be named ‘Storing’. For the purpose of this research, the process area
of storing is defined as containing put-away, sorting, gathering, location assignment,
replenishment and warehousing.
Directly succeeding ‘Storing’ is the process area of ‘picking & sequencing’ the parts, which
mostly aims at putting items in the correct order for their later delivery to line (Boysen et al.,
2015). Sequencing can take place in different variations, such as parts-to-pickers and
pickers-to-parts (Boysen et al., 2015). Other authors identify picking, auditing, packing and
handling as logistics operations in the process area of ‘storing’ (Vidal Vieira et al., 2017). It
can be assumed that picking and sequencing will gain in importance in a more complex and
modular flexible environment because of the concomitant decrease in space availability in
the assembly environment. For this thesis, the sub-processes of picking, auditing, packing
and handling are adopted.
The final process in this specific automotive setting is the ‘delivery to line’, which is typically
done by fork lift, tow trains or conveyer systems (Boysen et al., 2015). The ‘delivery to line’
process comprises the tasks of scheduling inhouse transport vehicles (Emde & Gendreau,
2017) and the line feeding process in a mixed product-model line (Kern et al., 2017).
According to Golz, Gujjula, Günther, Rinderer, & Ziegler (2012), the process incorporates
the operations of identification of parts and scheduling peak shuttle demands, which is similar
to Emde & Gendreau's (2017) scheduling inhouse transport vehicles. The delivery-to-line
process poses many challenges such as the balancing of stock, scheduling or material flow
control (Golz et al., 2012). Interestingly, Golz et al. (2012) argue that it is important to
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minimize the number of shuttle drivers in the logistics area, as a reduction of staff in favour
of automation leads to more control. For the purpose of this research, the logistics operations
in the process area ‘delivery to line’ are summarised as identification, scheduling and line
feeding.
The - process areas discussed above are commonly referred to in the literature, using the
same or an equivalent terminology or focussing on the same or similar research area. Some
process areas are further broken down in logistics operations. The process areas are used
to structure the framework to be developed (section 2.3) and as a guideline for the design of
the data-gathering process of the empirical part of this research. The framework brings
together process areas, performance measures (section 2.1.2) and drone classification
(section 2.3.1).

2.1.3 Performance measures from automotive process areas in relevance for
this research
This section gives an overview of the performance measures identified in the
research on automotive OEM logistics operations. Performance measures are used to
evaluate the potential of drone implementation within these operations.
Performance measures
Instead of the term performance measures, some authors use the synonymous
terms performance attributes (Garcia, Marchetta, Camargo, Morel, & Forradellas, 2012) or
performance indicators (Hedler Staudt et al., 2015). However, all three terms – performance
measures, attributes, and indicators – have the same meaning in that they refer to the same
elements of performance, such as quality, time, logistics costs and productivity/capacity.
Furthermore, some authors indicate performance measures to be linked to, and informed by,
performance indicators (Fugate, Mentzer, & Stank, 2010; Hedler Staudt et al., 2015; Irfani,
Wibisono, & Basri, 2019). Over the years Gunasekaran & Kobu (2007) and other researchers
have shaped the terminology used in such a way that the term performance measures has
become dominant.
Other authors discuss performance measures that specifically pertain to automotive OEM
logistics (Dörnhöfer, Schröder, & Günthner, 2016). Especially Dörnhöfer and peers have
comprehensively analysed the field of automotive OEM logistics operations with respect to
performance measures (Dörnhöfer & Günthner, 2015; Dörnhöfer, 2016; Dörnhöfer et al.,
2016). However, Dörnhöfer & Günthner (2017) point out that there is a lack of literature on
performance measures in an automotive OEM context. The thesis follows Dörnhöfer and
peers in using the term performance measures.
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Performance measures in automotive OEM logistics
After the terminology has been clarified above, the following paragraphs present an
overview of performance measures.
Efficiency and effectiveness are long-standing performance measures in an automotive
logistics and supply-chain context. Efficiency concerns “the ratio of resources utilized against
derived results” (Tuan, 2017, p. 603). As efficiency aims to minimise the amount of resources
needed to reach a specific result or to maximise the results that can be reached with a given
amount of resources, efficiency can be defined as “the ability to make good use of resources
providing the desired product/service mix” (Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016, p.16), which
strengthens Tuan’s (2017) definition.
Effectiveness, by contrast, concerns the degree to which a predefined objective is achieved
(Fugate et al., 2010; Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016; Mentzer et al., 2004). Effectiveness is
thus predicated on, and can only be measured against, predefined goals (Marchesini &
Alcântara, 2016, p.16).
Keebler & Plank, (2009), Mentzer et al. (2004) and Rafele (2004) distinguish between a
strategic and an operational level and discuss how strategic-level efficiency and
effectiveness in a supply chain relate to, or can be broken down to, operational-level
efficiency and effectiveness. Similarly, Hedler Staudt et al. (2015) present an overview over
performance measures pertaining to a supply chain and systematise these measures
according to the two paradigms efficiency and effectiveness. There is thus a strong focus on
efficiency and effectiveness in supply-chain performance, which is confirmed by Lemghari,
Okar, & Sarsri (2018, p. 1), who observe that “with the growing importance of logistics, the
evaluation of logistics effectiveness and efficiency is gaining increased attention”.
However, firms increasingly have to consider factors beyond efficiency and effectiveness to
remain competitive (Fugate et al., 2010). A third performance measure that has currency in
the literature because of its strong relation to competitiveness is differentiation.
Differentiation is “the ability to provide customers with the best comparative value”
(Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016, p. 16). This relation to customer value also applies to
differentiation in logistics (Fugate et al., 2010; Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016), and logistics
performance which should therefore be viewed as an important determinator of
competitiveness (Fugate et al., 2010). From a supply-chain perspective, differentiation is
also an important factor in establishing logistics networks (Kemppainen & Vepsäläinen,
2007) and therefore might be of equal importance for logistics as efficiency and
effectiveness. Differentiation, along with other measures, can be used to compensate for
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high production costs in high-wage countries (Brettel, Klein, & Friederichsen, 2016). With
differentiation as a driver of customer value, it can be concluded that
“logistics capabilities, thus, contribute to a firm’s competitiveness through […]
market-based (differentiation) values“ (Mentzer et al., 2004, p. 613).
In summary, “logistics performance is defined as the degree of efficiency, effectiveness, and
differentiation” (Tuan, 2017, p.602).

Most logistics activities create value through a

combination of efficiency and effectiveness and/or through differentiation (Marchesini &
Alcântara, 2016). Nevertheless, the link between competitiveness and performance is
strongest in the case of differentiation as a performance measure (Marchesini & Alcântara,
2016). The most important performance measure is value to the customer (Gunasekaran,
Patel, & McGaughey, 2004), which can take a range of shapes in the area of automotive
OEM logistics operations. Yet, not only for this reason is differentiation a suitable
performance measure besides efficiency and effectiveness; it is also of relevance as it
bundles multiple other possible measures. Efficiency, effectiveness and differentiation are
closely interrelated with each other as well as with other measures, as Fugate et al. (2010)
point out, thus escaping the dualistic “either-or” thinking regarding efficiency and
effectiveness. An alternative outlook perceives all three measures as impacting customer
value creation (Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016). Marchesini & Alcântara (2016) conclude in
their paper, in which they design a “conceptual framework to guide the implementation of the
logistics activities in the key business processes of SCM” (Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016, p.
15), that most logistics activities create additional value through higher effectiveness, and
efficiency as well as differentiation. The sources mostly consider efficiency and effectiveness
to pertain to the supply chain, e.g. Marchesini & Alcântara (2016) or Gunasekaran et al.
(2004). In contrast, differentiation has a wider focus, which includes customer satisfaction.
Overall, differentiation incorporates multiple approaches, such as universality, mobility,
scalability and modularity (Kern et al., 2017, p. 961), and may lead to more flexible systems
that are able to react swiftly and adequately to changes in the environment, like increasing
complexity (Kern et al., 2017).
The following paragraphs narrow the scope from a supply-chain perspective to an inhouse
and manufacturing logistics perspective on performance measures. In doing so, the following
discussions draw on the presentations of trends such as Industry 4.0 and smart and modular
manufacturing in section 2.1.1. As already mentioned in section 2.1.1, the BTO paradigm
demands more variants to be handled, with less stock in less time, which requires
manufacturing to be more flexible and responsive, while maintaining the same level of quality
(Roehrich et al., 2009, p. 2). Wagner & Silveira-Camargos (2011, p.5726) add, apart from
high variety, small batch size to the factors that require flexibility and reliability, especially in
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Just-in-Sequence environments. Kern et al. (2017) similarly highlight the need for a dynamic
flow and short times and conclude an urgent need for automation within production. Also
energy efficiency thinking has been suggested to be similarly important as throughput,
availability and performance (Creutznacher, Berger, Lepratti, & Lamparter, 2016, p.174).
Reconfigurable assembly systems are a response to high volatility and mass customisation;
however, some of them are already reaching the limits of flexibility, with far-reaching
consequences for efficiency, which they can only maintain within a certain flexibility range
(Foith-Förster & Bauernhansl, 2016, p. 230). A further aspect in manufacturing is modularity,
as modularity and the flexibility afforded by it can ensure competitiveness (Diffner, Björkman,
& Johansen, 2018, p. 5). Ghobakhloo (2018, p. 919) mentions predictiveness as another
measure besides quality and efficiency.
Overall, performance measurements such as time, quality, flexibility, reliability, throughput
performance, automation and efficiency can be interpreted as requirements that need to be
met in manufacturing, while automation and modularity as well as predictiveness figure as
potential solutions to the problem of meeting these requirements.
Developments such as Industry 4.0, modular manufacturing and BTO (section 2.1.1)
highlight inhouse logistics and, thus, position intralogistics as a centrepiece of, and major
influence on, the supply chain at large. Similarly, Industry 4.0 which focuses on global value
chains for cost reasons (Strange & Zucchella, 2017), cannot stop at the factory gate, but,
instead, also pervades in-house logistics. BTO initiatives are said to highlight cycle time
reduction and inventory reduction, but also data gathering and data networking (Mondragon
et al., 2006). An enhanced gathering and processing of data is necessary to ensure the
speed in processes that is needed to keep the promise of on-time delivery to the customer
without massive stockpiling (Parry & Roehrich, 2013). While BTO integrates the external
supply chain, important steps toward BTO can be taken in the inhouse environment as well.
Overall, this research has collected common performance measures such as reliability, time,
quality, costs, productivity and flexibility (Bhatnagar & Teo, 2009; Caridade, Pereira, Pinto
Ferreira, & Silva, 2017; Hedler Staudt et al., 2015; Keebler & Plank, 2009; Klingenberg &
Boksma, 2010; Lafou, Mathieu, Pois, & Alochet, 2015; Mentzer et al., 2004; Rafele, 2004;
Gregory N. Stock, Greis, & Kasarda, 2000; Gregory Neal Stock, Greis, & Kasarda, 1998;
Vázquez‐Bustelo, Avella, & Fernández, 2007). Other authors identify the same (e.g., quality,
cost, flexibility, time) and similar (e.g., delivery reliability) performance measures and add
further finance-focused performance measures such as assets and days in inventory, but
also measures such as employee and customer satisfaction or safety (Ishaq Bhatti & Awan,
2014). Irfani et al. (2019) indicate the logistics performance measures of reliability,
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responsiveness, flexibility, asset management, costs or safety, which largely correspond to
the measures named by the above authors.
However, forward-looking perspectives on technology in intralogistics require novel
performance measures such as “scalability, convertibility, diagnosability, customization,
modularity and integrability have emerged as a basis for living factories for next generation
manufacturing” (Koren, Gu, Badurdeen, & Jawahir, 2018, p. 1). These more nascent aspects
are confirmed by other sources that emphasise the need to focus on performance measures
like changeability and flexibility, which gain in importance in the course of the decentralisation
of manufacturing systems (Wehking, Korte, & Hagg, 2018).
The literature review on performance measures has shown that performance measures are
richly interconnected with each other and influence, and are influenced by, numerous factors.
Efficiency measures are costs, productivity and utilisation of production equipment, and the
time aspect is equally linked to efficiency and to effectiveness (Keebler & Plank, 2009).
Fugate et al. (2010) emphasise utilisation and link this measure to certain value-creating
elements such as availability, timeliness and consistency, which, in turn, could be subsumed
under differentiation. Keebler & Plank (2009) equate utilisation with efficiency and
effectiveness. The literature links efficiency, as well as flexibility, to many other measures. In
some cases, efficiency appears very similar to, or the equivalent of, flexibility. Thus, for
example, flexibility in put-away is defined in terms of time expenditure for order arrival and
response (Paião, 2014). By contrast, Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) state that flexibility may only
influence efficiency and effectiveness, but that it is not their equivalent. A contrary opinion
interprets efficiency and effectiveness as outcomes of flexibility (Yu, Cadeaux, & Luo, 2015).
Furthermore, Mentzer et al. (2004, p. 614) consider flexibility as an essential logistics quality
and distinguish four dimensions of flexibility: “timeliness, availability, delivery quality, and
related communication with customers” (Mentzer et al., 2004, p. 614), It can be plausibly
assumed that those dimensions influence efficiency, effectiveness and/or differentiation.
Dörnhöfer et al. (2016), whose research has a strong automotive focus, use “effectiveness
to summarise logistics effort and quality dimension” (Dörnhöfer et al., 2016, p. 9). They further
state that the “efficiency of logistics has become more important than a cost-only perspective”
(Dörnhöfer et al., 2016, p.9).
While Dörnhöfer et al, (2016) engage with metrics at a detailed level, many high-level
performance measures discussed by them are applicable in the entire company (Dörnhöfer
et al., 2016). In addition, the authors highlight that ”a typical trade-off that can be found in
automotive logistics is the prioritisation of cost reduction or increased productivity” and argue
that this should not come at the cost of timeliness and quality.They also attribute a high level
of importance to flexibility as the “capability of maintaining or further improving the current
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level of efficiency and effectiveness in the future” (Dörnhöfer et al., 2016, p. 9). Additionally,
Dörnhöfer (2016) argues that there are certain levels of performance measures, which
correspond to the differences between performance measures and, for example the
performance indicators identified in this research, which should be structured hierarchically
in a cascade form so that cause and effect relationships could be traced accurately. Other
authors with a focus on the automotive industry adhere to a cost-centred paradigm by
highlighting efficiency or stockpile reduction as preconditions for meeting the requirements of
the customer (Caridade et al., 2017). Flexibility and efficiency are also predicated on accurate
information on available storage space (Paião, 2014). While storing does not add value, it is
needed to ensure efficiency (Manzini, Bozer, & Heragu, 2015). Thus, flexibility in
warehousing is closely related to efficiency (Paião, 2014). Manzini et al. summarise the core
concern of logistics:
“The basic mission […] is to cost-effectively ship products to the right place, at
the right time, and in the right quantity without damage or alterations” (Manzini
et al., 2015, p.711)
The measures from warehousing can be subsumed under the overarching measure of
perfection. In an automotive context, perfection represents multiple other measures
regarding logistics such as right part, quality, location and packing (Dörnhöfer et al., 2016).
Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) identify efficiency, perfection and lean logistics as top-level
dimensions, whilst working logistics performance measures for the automotive sector. While
”lean principles, e.g. the reduction in set-up times, continuous improvement programmes,
realisation of the pull principle, the shortening of lead times, as well as smaller lot sizes, show
a positive influence on product quality performance” ( Dörnhöfer et al., 2016, p. 5), could also
be subsumed under the top-level dimensions of efficiency and differentiation. While lean
logistics is not in the focus of this research, efficiency and perfection are highly relevant in
the implementation of drones. As Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) offer an automotive-specific and
highly systematised overview of performance measurements, this research adapts their
structure of top-level and subordinate measures and the collection of measurements
compiled by them, but, in contradistinction to these authors, limits its scope to in-house
logistics. The main adaptation consists in the replacement of lean logistics with a more
differentiation-oriented category in bearing with the above considerations. In going beyond
the perfection and lean implementation focus pursued by Dörnhöfer et al. (2016), it is
necessary to explore and update the performance measures they suggest. The performance
measures used in this research with its focus on intra-logistics need to be tailored to recent
developments affecting inhouse logistics operations, in particular modularity and smart
manufacturing, so that potential gains in efficiency and effectiveness can be identified, and
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measured, accurately. Thus, this research uses efficiency, effectiveness and differentiation
as leading performance measures, with perfection and lean logistics (Dörnhöfer et al., 2016)
being subsumed under differentiation.
In summary, the superordinate performance measures efficiency, effectiveness, and
differentiation, along with performance measures subordinate to them, are used in this thesis
to analyse the potentials for implementing drones.

2.2 Drones and drone application
The previous sections addressed the industrial background as well as key literature on
operations and performance measures in automotive OEM logistics. In this section, the
literature review addresses drones in general, their classification and their current application
with a focus on logistics operations.
The term drone in this research is understood as aerial drones, “aerial vehicles that fly
without an on-board pilot, as well as the systems that support them to do so” (Boucher, 2015,
p.1394).
Early estimates of the drone market predicted a market of 6 bn US dollars in early 2013, but
also awaited a growth to the volume of 11bn dollars (Stuart & Anderson, 2015). Other authors
expected a strong market growth for drone applications from 2 bn US dollars to 127 bn US
dollars in 2020 and predicted that drones will be as ubiquitous in the near future as
smartphones are today (Giones & Brem, 2017). Another source estimated 100 bn US dollars
of spending in different drone categories by 2020 (“Drones, Technology Driven Innovation,”
2017). While there are numerous predictions in the literature concerning the drone market,
the prognosticated numbers in growth and value vary significantly. However, more recent
sources qualify these numbers to be optimistic at most. They state that the drone market is
“generating 22.5 billion USD in 2020 [and] it will grow at a CAGR (Compound Annual Growth
Rate) of 13.8% to almost double that in 2025” (Schroth, 2020). Another source is giving a
similar outlook for the next five years, expecting drone markets to “grow to $63.6 billion by
2025, and Insider Intelligence predicts consumer drone shipments will hit 29 million by 2021”
(Intelligence, 2021). Specifically the “German drone market will grow from 840 million euros
to over 1.6 billion euros by 2025” (von Randow & Thum, 2021) and slightly could outnumber
the overall market growth according to this expert. Goodchild & Toy (2017) observe that
there are only a few authors addressing drones for transportation, and, therefore, the market
value of this segment of drone usage is yet to be explored. Similarly, Maghazei & Netland
(2019) highlight, that most applications are seen in information-based applications.
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned numbers show that drone technology is considered
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highly influential so that an in-depth investigation of drone implementation in a key function
such as logistics appears to be necessary.

2.2.1 Current drone applications
Currently, there are numerous publications on the application of drones in multiple
areas. This section reviews literature on different applications in order to identify the types of
drones with practical applicability and the benefits they can bring to automotive intralogistics.
A first differentiation of drones distinguishes civil and military applications, but also tasks and
size as well as other characteristics (Hassanalian & Abdelkef, 2017; Watts, Ambrosia, &
Hinkley, 2012).
The use of drones began in the early 1900s, to support high-risk military operations, albeit
drone usage was limited for technical reasons in the early years (Giones & Brem, 2017). The
military use encompassed surveillance, which demanded flying at extreme altitudes. Later,
military drones were also used to engage an enemy on a battlefield and to carry out targeted
killing operations, which has led to widespread scepticism toward drone technology in
Germany (Selchow, 2015). However, the type of drone used in military operations is mostly
characterised by fixed wings and a large size, which enables long-range travel, and drones
with these properties are generally not useful in an industrial context as investigated in this
thesis. However, a certain utility of larger, fixed-wing drones in an industrial environment
cannot be excluded for niche applications. Despite their military history, drones can be a
benefit in civilian environments, as Choi-Fitzpatrick (2014) points out. Civilian uses of drones
are the focus of the following paragraphs.
There are multiple examples of drone usage (Hossein Motlagh, Taleb, & Arouk, 2016), and
the literature discusses the use of drones for example in a policing context, for border-control
purposes or with a view to surveillance tasks (Custers, 2016). Surveillance encompasses a
broad range of use scenarios for drones. Indeed, the majority of the research on drones in
non-military contexts addresses surveillance applications and many of these publications
focus on surveillance operations in smart cities (Jensen, 2016; Mohammed, Idries,
Mohamed, Al-Jaroodi, & Jawhar, 2014; Rao, Gopi, & Maione, 2016). Surveillance drones in
public spaces, including smart cities, are frequently discussed in the literature with a focus
on ethics and legal aspects (Luppicini & So, 2016). Some publications focus on unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) use for traffic monitoring and analyse multiple sources and practical
examples (Barmpounakis, Vlahogianni, & Golias, 2016).
Other specialized use scenarios for drones, include medical device transportation (Thiels,
Aho, Zietlow, & Jenkins, 2015). Speedy long-range delivery in urgent medical cases is a
scenario often discussed in literature, and most of the scenarios focus on the long-distance
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delivery of medical supplies, as described by Bryan (2014), who discusses a pilot project to
deliver medical supplies to a German island (Bryan, 2014). Value is thus generated by longrange delivery, as Haidari et al. (2016) point out.
Regarding research on the use of drones in logistics, there are multiple sources that address
the delivery of goods, and even cases of pizza delivery by drone have been discussed
(Murphy, 2016). To date, most of the applications take place within research projects of
distributors, e.g. DHL and retailers, such as Amazon, and concern the long-distance delivery
of diverse packages (DHL, 2016; Hern, 2016). These projects are also mentioned by Murray
& Chu, who discuss a specific routing solution supported by drones (Murray & Chu, 2015).
A significant topic in the discussion of drones in future logistics operations will be delivery or
distribution. About 42 % of companies that transport cargo plan to use drones in order to
reduce costs or to meet growing demand (Lin, Dimpudus, & Hsu, 2017).
In addition to long-distance delivery, another focus in literature lies on urban delivery. Many
publications, for example Troudi, Addouche, Dellagi, & El Mhamedi (2017) address the socalled last mile in urban parcel delivery as an appropriate setting for drone usage. Drones
can be quite useful in last-mile delivery and be compared to truck delivery (Tavana, KhaliliDamghani, Santos-Arteaga, & Zandi, 2017). One of the future trends identified in the
literature is that drones bring goods to people so that people do not have to get them
(Custers, 2016). Many publications focus on long-range delivery to suburban areas.
However, the benefit of drone usage in transportation largely depends on the specific case
(D’Andrea, 2014). As already mentioned, some deliveries exceed the payload restrictions of
drones in size or weight. This has led to testing the combined deployment of multiple drones
(Bernard, Kondak, Maza, & Ollero, 2011).
In general, there are multiple further scenarios for drone usage, for example in agricultural
settings or for the inspection of infrastructure and industry (Flämig, 2016). Giones & Brem
(2017) mention civilian use cases from the beginning of the 1990s, such as mapping and
photography applications and industrial inspection, and later also drone usage in filming and
broadcasting as well as logistics. The private use of drones has developed much faster than
their military utilisation, which has been an effect of miniaturization and further technological
developments, e.g. advances in material science, computing, and camera technology
(Giones & Brem, 2017).
In summary, the main theme in the current application cases discussed in the literature is
the use of drones for surveillance and fast delivery. Drone usage in an intralogistics
environment is addressed by only a few authors. Their focus is on optimising costs with
regard to flight time (Cavalcante, Bessa, & Cordeiro, 2017) or routing, transported weight
and battery ability (Olivares et al., 2015) in an indoor environment. The literature on non-
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automotive, non-inhouse applications shows that usage scenarios for drone applications still
need to be defined in more detail.
Maghazei & Netland (2019) even highlight the need of further research in manufacturing,
even framework development and specific, even though design-based,
“guidelines for different applications” (Maghazei & Netland, 2019, p.15)
They confirm a extensive need of operational, managerial and social development to be done
(Maghazei & Netland, 2019). So far, the literature mostly concentrates on use scenarios
characterised by long ranges and the availability of extensive space. The majority of
application is currently based on see and sense applications, yet with little focus on
transportation and transformation tasks (Maghazei & Netland, 2019). The automotive
environment has not been considered yet as a setting for drone usage. Therefore, this
research explores if there are possibilities for drone implementation and if so how drones
can be implemented in automotive OEM intralogistics even if such applications may are
challenging and be confined to a niche.

2.2.2 Definition and classification of aerial drones
A general definition of aerial drone is necessary to ensure a clear concept of the
research subject and a proper delineation of this thesis’ contributions to research and
practice. However, literature shows that there are multiple different definitions of the term
‘drone’ and that a generally-accepted definition is lacking. Thus, Custers (2016) takes
recourse to the original meaning of the term ‘drone’, as a male bee, in his detailed work on
the future use of drones. A rather general and non-specific definition of drones is the
following:
“objects that fly without carrying a human pilot during flight” (Stepanić, Kasać, &
Merkač, 2014, p. 52).
Another definition takes size differences into consideration:
“Drones are flying robots which include unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that
fly thousands of kilometres and small drones that fly in confined space”
(Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017, p. 99).
Both definitions focus on the level of autonomy by mentioning the absence of a human pilot
or by considering drones to be robots, and the second definition adds size, range and the
type of space traversed (open aerial space or confined space). For the purpose of this
research, drones are defined as flying or partly flying robots, which have a certain level of
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autonomy and which operate over short or medium distances in closed or open-air spaces
on company real estate to fulfil intralogistic tasks.

2.2.2.1 Size and weight
In addition to definitions, there are also classifications of drones in the literature. The
following sections present an overview of classification features. Besides the classification
as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), there are also terms such as micro unmanned air vehicle
(µUAV), micro air vehicle (MAV) and nano air vehicle (NAV), pico air vehicle (PAV) as well
as smart dust (SD) (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017).
Other classifications use similar features to distinguish drones. Thus, Gupta, Ghonge, &
Jawandhiya (2013) propose a classification that is comparable to the one by Weibel &
Hansman (2004), who distinguish micro, mini, tactical, medium altitude and heavy drones
(Weibel & Hansman, 2004). The focus of their classification appears to be still on outdoor air
vehicles, which is most likely rooted in the military application of drones.
This shows that many drone classifications use size and weight as primary distinguishing
features. Accordingly, this section of the literature review introduces different size- and
weight-based drone classification systems. The size and weight ranges used for
classification in the literature vary greatly. Looking at the larger scale, UAV classifications
are strongly influenced by the at first exclusively military background of these vehicles and
classify very large drones, with wing sizes from two to 61 meter (m) and a weight between
five and 15.000 kilograms (kg) from much smaller drones, such as so-called smart dust with
a size below 1mm and a weight of less than 0.005 kg (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017). In
contrast, there are UAV classifications with no more than five kg (Arjomandi et al., 2007;
Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017). Other authors classify drones as UAVs which have a
wingspan of under two m and weigh under 15 kg (Bernard, Kondak, Maza, & Ollero, 2011).
In this case, they classify UAVs as significantly smaller than described above. Weibel &
Hansman (2004) additionally mention mini UAVs with a range of 0.5 to 20kg. Another group
are micro unmanned aerial vehicles (µUAV), which in general follow the classifications of
UAVs, but are smaller in size so that they are portable by a person; they are classified by a
wingspan of one m to two m and a weight of two kg to five kg (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi,
2017). The class of micro UAVs may be relevant for the described intralogistics operations.
In contrast, Kumar & Michael (2012), in their publication on micro UAVs, limit the wingspan
to 0.1 m to 0.5 m and the weight to 0.1 kg to 0.5 kg. Also the classifications of micro UAV
use strongly varying distinctions, e.g. a maximum size of 15 centimetres (cm) (Cai, Dias, &
Seneviratne, 2014).
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A third class, following the same classification pattern, are the micro air vehicles (MAV). They
are smaller in size, 15cm to one m and in weight, two kg to 50 grams (g) (Hassanalian &
Abdelkefi, 2017; Szczepański, 2015). Contrary to these specifications, González-Jorge,
Martínez-Sánchez, Bueno, & Arias (2017) describe micro air vehicles as unmanned aerial
systems weighing less than one kg. Others also define “local UAVs” or mini, micro and nano
UAVs with a maximum size of one m (Szczepański, 2015). A last classification is for nano
air vehicles (NAV), which feature the same characteristics as micro air vehicles, but are
limited to a maximum size of 15 cm, a maximum weight of 50 g (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi,
2017), and a flight distance of about one km (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017; Petricca,
Ohlckers, & Grinde, 2011).
The literature also mentions small autonomous drones, which show a great potential
(Floreano & Wood, 2015). Coppejans & Myburgh (2015, p.30058) state that
“autonomous MAVs [micro-UAVs] are becoming more prevalent and are
already being applied for various applications. The potential of MAVs is near
limitless”.
The classification systems described above all start at a very large wingspan, size and
weight. However, against the background of regulatory requirements in Germany (Dobrindt,
2017), this research classifies drones for automotive OEM logistics operations using a
smaller scale, as described in section 2.3.1. With a maximum weight below 25kg, many
drone classification systems or drone classes may not be applicable, especially niche
classes suggested in individual publications. Additionally, there are currently no applicable
classification ranges regarding the size of drones in automotive OEM logistics operations in
general. It is therefore appropriate to this thesis to limit the classification span to ‘drone’ and
to add another classification criterion.

2.2.2.2 Wing type and flight properties
Wing abilities and flight properties are of central importance for drones that fly in indoor automotive spaces. With these different features of drones, it is necessary to determine
which drone type can be used for a specific purpose or in a particular environment. The
foundation for such a determination is a categorisation of wing types. Categorisations in the
literature distinguish wing types such as fixed wing, multi-rotor and other systems (Custers,
2016) or wing abilities such as fixed wing, rotary wing and flapping wing (Ghazbi et al., 2016,
p.310).
In the rotary wing class, a further differentiation is applicable that reflects the number of
rotors, which can range from four to twelve, (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017; O’Connor,
2013). A higher number of rotors translates into a higher degree of safety in case of rotor
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failure (Moschetta & Namuduri, 2017). Many authors focus on quadcopters, for example
drones with four propellers, which are mostly known from civilian camera-based applications
(Ghazbi et al., 2016; Olivares & Cordova, 2016; Vempati, Choudhary, & Behera, 2014) and
are also known by the term quadrotor (Czyba et al., 2014; Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017;
Olivares & Cordova, 2016).
Drones belonging to the category of fixed-wing UAVs are often used for long distances or
high altitudes (Ghazbi et al., 2016). They are not as widespread as rotor-based drones or
hybrid drones, which are discussed next.
Apart from rotor and fixed-wing drones, also diverse types of mixed drones, often called
hybrids, are discussed in the literature. Hybrid solutions can combine the advantages of both
fixed-wing and rotor drones. One type of hybrid are horizontal take-off and landing (HTOL)
drones, which can be distinguished into “tailplane-aft”, “tailplane forward”, “tail-aft on booms”
and “tail-less or flying wing UAVs” (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017). Kückelhaus (2014)
suggests a classification of hybrids ranging in size from larger fixed wing versions, tilt-wing
and unmanned helicopters to multicopters, which are typically small. Additionally, further
mixed versions are imaginable. Hybrid versions of vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) and
HTOL drones offer the ability of vertical take-off and landing as well as a high cruise speed
(Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017). Hybrid UAV versions of drones can feature tilt-rotors, tiltwings and tilt-bodies, with tilt-rotor version offering the best performance in hover flight and
tilt-wing versions the highest efficiency in cruise flight (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017).
Drones that fly only parts of their itinerary while rolling most of the way in order to reduce
safety and security risks as well as energy consumption are another type of hybrid
(Fraunhofer IML, 2016). Similar hybrids are discussed by Moschetta & Namuduri (2017),
who investigate rolling as an additional mode of movement of flight-enabled drones in a lab
environment. However, there is no literature on specific application cases of hybrids that
combine flight and rolling as modes of movement.
The literature review has shown that wing types and flight properties are equally suitable for
the classification of drones, as both classification approaches can inform the choice of a
drone type for a specific use cases. Figure 2.2 presents a comparison between the three
characteristic wing types.
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Figure 2.2 Comparison rotary wings, fixed-wings and flapping wings, from Ghazbi et al.
(2016, p.311)
Fixed-wing drones are quite limited to application settings characterised by narrow indoor
spaces and flapping-wing drones are too complex (Moschetta & Namuduri, 2017). Therefore,
the application scenario in intralogistics would demand the use of rotor-based drones
because of their excellent behaviour in the hover mode and their very good manoeuvrability
(Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017; Schauwecker, Ke, Scherer, & Zell, 2012). Because of these
characteristics, they are highly suitable for deployment in small, cluttered areas and in
enclosed environments, such as indoor spaces (Kanellakis & Nikolakopoulos, 2017).
Nevertheless, there are also applications were fixed-wing drone implementation could be
possible, due to large production plants in automotive facilities.

2.2.3 Benefits of aerial drone implementation
Clothier et al. (2015) propose to increase the acceptance of drones by explaining
their technology, benefits and risks. Following this approach, the present and the following
section address the benefits and, respectively, the challenges of drones. Drone technology
has already been illuminated in the previous sections.
As far as logistics in general is concerned,
“the use of UAV primarily results in optimization of logistic processes, with the
aim of reducing inventory costs, significantly shortening the process, reducing
use of human resources, and so on” (Škrinjar, Škorput, & Furdić, 2019, p. 365).
The same may apply to intralogistics, as productivity, reliability and flexibility in in-house
transportation can also be improved to a great extent by the use of autonomous vehicles
(Flämig, 2016) which can include drones. However, Olivares, Cordova, Sepúlveda, &
Derpich (2015), in investigating the integration of drones in internal parts logistics, conclude
that drone usage yields gains in efficiency and effectiveness in the investigated case of
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transporting boxes. Especially in the field of intralogistics, drones may have an important role
to play, as optimisations in production, processes, time and costs move into the focus of
attention (Kückelhaus, 2014) and authors discuss the effect of drones on variables such as
lead time, cycle time, time for waiting, utilization as well as inventory levels, inventory
turnover and in-process inventory (Olivares & Cordova, 2016). Olivares & Cordova (2016)
use these variables to develop a model for drone-fleet-based delivery in production
companies.
In case of a stock-out scenario, additional fast delivery by air supply could be applied (Boysen
et al., 2015), which would increase delivery speed, an important driver of improvements in
the area of automotive OEM intralogistics. The delivery speed reached by the
“use of drones can reduce significantly the traffic-based uncertainty of the
shipping process, providing a faster and more reliable service” (Tavana et al.,
2017, p. 94).
The ability of drones to fly the ‘beeline’ route in case of express delivery is an element of
future trend scenarios in logistics (Kunze, 2016). Indeed, the requirement of fast deliveries
is considered to be a major reason for the inclusion of drone technology in logistics
operations (Tavana et al., 2017). Also, using drones and, thus, three-dimensional space
instead of autonomous guided vehicles (AGV) and two-dimensional space may offer
additional benefits beyond gains in speed. AGV can only use the crowded shop floor
(Olivares & Cordova, 2016), while the use of drones in logistics, as Lin et al. (2017) point
out, could lead to a reduction of traffic as well as pollution.
In addition, the current state of technology allows for the formation and use of drone swarms
(Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017), which would be able to handle parts of higher weight
exceeding the payload limitations of a single drone. Especially rotary-wing systems with
multiple rotors offer significant advantages not only in payload but also in agility (GonzálezJorge et al., 2017) and are therefore well-suited for a deployment in swarms. Although it may
be difficult for a single human worker to oversee swarms and co-operate with them, drone
swarms could help the worker in multiple ways as “larger, more complex tasks can be
performed by smaller, simpler UAVs via cooperative swarm behaviour” (Hocraffer & Nam,
2017, p.67). Swarms may however also lead to a higher service level (Troudi et al., 2017).
Given the trend toward highly personalised goods, shortened delivery times, and
manufacturers’ increased exposure to liability issues, connectivity and analytics are seen as
key enablers (Lade, Ghosh, & Srinivasan, 2017). Another possible benefit of drone usage
can be cost-effectiveness, as stated by D’Andrea (2014), whereas Derpich, Miranda, &
Sepulveda (2018) consider the use of drones in warehouses to minimise energy
consumption.
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In summary, there are only few publications on performance measures for drone usage and
only a small number of such performance measures has been identified in the literature
Those measures found in the literature are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Performance measures positively influenced by drones, from literature, Source:
The author

These performance measures are compared to the logistics operations performance
measures in the conclusion of this literature review (section 2.4) and are later discussed in
the context of the expert interviews. The aim is to find out if drone-specific performance
measures can also be used in the context of automotive OEM intralogistics operations.

2.2.4 Challenges of drone implementation
The implementation of drones can be addressed from a project management view
and defined as a handling of multiple challenges of a technological, human and
organisational nature (Idries, Mohamed, Jawhar, Mohamed, & Al-Jaroodi, 2015). In order to
implement drones successfully, it is necessary to identify the challenges to be met and to
draw on expert knowledge in addressing them. A ranking of challenges according to their
severity and the effort of addressing them may be a valuable tool for a potential drone
implementation.
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Considering drone applications as part of manufacturing innovation, economic aspects have
a significant high impact (Boysen et al., 2015; Floreano & Wood, 2015; Olivares & Cordova,
2016; Rao et al., 2016). Besides economic issues, the interdependency between the different
technologies or multiple innovation paths in operations are also important considerations
pertaining to drones in manufacturing logistics (Das & Nair, 2010; Kunze, 2016; Mohr &
Khan, 2015; Phillips & Linstone, 2016; Tang & Tomlin, 2008; Thun & Hoenig, 2011; Wu,
Rosen, Wang, & Schaefer, 2015). Finally, different technologies and manufacturing
infrastructures require the consideration of the physical environment as a precondition for a
successful implementation (Avanzini, De Angelis, & Giulietti, 2016; Gatti, Giulietti, & Turci,
2015; Hocraffer & Nam, 2017; Hossein Motlagh et al., 2016; Murray & Chu, 2015; Olivares
& Cordova, 2016; Olivares et al., 2015; Tang & Tomlin, 2008).
From an economic perspective, drone delivery costs and time in comparison with truck
delivery in last mile delivery should be taken into account before a decision on drone
implementation is made (Tavana et al., 2017). While drones are expected to lower
transportation cost (D’Andrea, 2014), these gains may only materialise, as Wang (2016)
points out, if delivery frequency and the number of deliveries in a delivery area are high
enough. Overall, Kückelhaus (2014) states that
“smaller, affordable UAVs are still disappointingly expensive, and large
unmanned helicopters almost rival their manned counterparts in terms of cost,
maintenance, and infrastructure requirements, eliminating their major
advantages” (Kückelhaus, 2014, p.18).
Regarding technical challenges, one of the most important factors is battery performance
(Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017; Olivares et al., 2015) and the resulting range, payload and
speed capabilities (Murray & Chu, 2015). Although there are some potential innovations,
such as using laser beams to reload batteries during flight (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017),
limitations in the battery performance of drones are a fundamental concern for the time being.
However, battery development has recently made significant progress (Olivares et al., 2015).
Further developments are needed to improve the indoor delivery capacity of drones. Apart
from range, payload and speed, battery performance also determines the reliability of dronetransport services (Olivares & Cordova, 2016). Recent literature focuses on maximum
endurance (Gatti et al., 2015) or optimal performance and the sizing of batteries (Avanzini et
al., 2016). Only few battery performance within the context of specific use-cases. In practical
try-outs on factory premises, the drones employed had a maximum flight time of about 3040 minutes (Staedtler & Haberstroh, 2018). Olivares & Cordova (2016) suggest a drone-fleet
model that calculates the number of drones necessary to ensure deliveries because battery
endurance is still a severe concern (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017).
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Payload significantly influences the use of drones in intralogistics from a technical, and not
only cost-related, perspective (Kückelhaus, 2014). In the DHL test of medical supply delivery,
the drones’ weight was 5 kg and the transported load weighed about 1,2 kg (Bryan, 2014).
The Amazon’s Prime Air service is able to handle 2,2 kg, which matches or exceeds the
weight of about 86% of Amazon’s delivered goods (Liu, Balke, & Lin, 2008; Tavana et al.,
2017). Contrary to these sources, Olivares et al. (2015) use in their battery try-outs a drone
of five kg weight and an additional 20 kg of payload. These use cases would comply with
German government regulations, which currently allow the operation of a smaller drone
below 25 kg of weight including payload without a larger permission process, which is
required if drones are heavier (Dobrindt, 2017).
The drone delivery concept DelivAIRy of the Fraunhofer Institute IML is able to handle 5 kg
of payload (Fraunhofer IML, 2016). Using the classification suggested below in section 2.3.1,
the payload aspect may affect the selection of the DIALOOP drone class (DDC) for possible
implementations. Analysing the literature on the technical challenges of drones, battery
performance emerges as the leading factor followed by payload and endurance. In the future,
battery density as an aspect of battery performance may show the steepest development
curve. However, hybrid versions of drones, which are also able to travel on the ground, may
offer energy efficient solutions, and the potentials of their implementation should therefore
be explored.
Within organisational considerations, a number of aspects have to be addressed such as the
acceptance of drones by employees, ethical considerations in the application of drones and
human-machine interactions

(Arroyo, Lucho, Roncal, & Cuellar, 2014; Bauernhansl,

Hompel, & Vogel-Heuser, 2014; Moniz & Krings, 2016; Pauner et al., 2015; Phillips &
Linstone, 2016; Rao et al., 2016; Vincenzi, Terwilliger, & Ison, 2015; G. Zhang, Liang, & Yue,
2015; T. Zhang, Li, Zhang, Liang, & Li, 2017). Drones need to be able to deal with complex
tasks in difficult environments, such as with obstacles to avoid (Trujillo et al., 2015). Trujillo
et al. (2015) also point out the importance of an effective human-machine interaction. There,
especially the risk of collisions needs to be taken into account (Zhang et al., 2017). Apart
from collisions, also noise emissions are of concern in environments shared by humans and
machines (Kunze, 2016). Clothier et al. (2015) consider safety and security as complexity
drivers for drone implementation. Challenges to drone usage that result from drones’ social
impact in commercial environments can be summarised as security, safety, ownership,
privacy and regulation (Rao et al., 2016).
Although there are solutions to some of these challenges, such as boundaries for flight space
to avoid collisions (Khosiawan & Nielsen, 2016), Luppicini & So (2016) suggest in their
literature review, which focuses on safety, ethics & morals, legal aspects, privacy, and air
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space and information integrity, that more research on the social and ethical aspects of drone
usage is needed. Indeed, while there are fewer concerns with regulations and privacy on
private property (Kückelhaus, 2014), the empirical results of this research show that the
welfare of the employees on corporate ground figures prominently in the minds of the
interviewed experts.
In special perspective to intralogistic requirement a basis for autonomous vehicles is given
by Fottner, Hormes, Freitag, & Beinke (2021) who identify specific challenges by process
areas. Although drones are not explicitly named, they can be seen as one element of the
addressed AGVs in Johannes Fottner et al. (2021). The following Table 2.2 summarises the
logistic process area differentiation with main influences on the research at hand.
Table 2.2 Intralogistic challenges for autonomous vehicles, adapted from Fottner et al. (2021)
Process Area

Challenges for autonomous vehicles

Transportation

Identification and localisation, safety by cameras and lasers,
communication networks, routing, and bypass

Storage

Uniform loading equipment, high automation, real time data
usage
Multi-level picking, splits, heterogeneity of orders and range,
masses and volume, sensors and gripping technology, more
human interaction lead to mor safety requirements and sensors

Order Picking

Handling and packing
Summary future
challenges of
intralogistics

Assignment and handling challenges, identification of products
Multiple flexible systems, humanoid and flexible, AI driven,
human-machines interfaces.
Overcome challenges of technical and societal nature,
importance of forming process together with technology

With a special focus on drones in intralogistics only few sources discuss implementation in
literature review. The main element clearly was identified to be manoeuvrability (Beul et al.,
2018) in strong relation to navigation in indoor environment and positioning (De Croon & De
Wagter, 2018; Wawrla et al., 2019; Winkvist et al., 2013). Intralogistics therefore requires a
special focus on path planning (Li et al., 2018) in combination with high obstacle avoidance
ability (Olivares et al., 2015). This has to include the reduction of risk of damage on facility
and workers accordingly (Khosiawan & Nielsen, 2016). Multiple routings and high number of
parts (Olivares et al., 2015) as well as the payload (Wawrla et al., 2019) are increasing the
complexity level intralogistics in automotive environment.
Maghazei & Netland (2019) specifically focus on a differentiation of challenges in categories
and list those in terms of importance, stated in Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3 Challenges for drone implementation in manufacturing, adapted from Maghazei &
Netland (2019)
Categories
Technical

Challenges
Because of battery, followed by navigation and data
transfer, safety, and noise

Operational

Need of sight and skilled pilots, challenging environment,
needed redundance e.g. parachutes, propulsion
Skilled pilots, understand drones and tasks of
operations, digitisation in the background for drone
usage
Variation between countries, lack of responsibility and
unknown application cases
Based in safety and privacy concerns and knowledge of
drones in military application

Organisational

Legislation and regulation
Social and mental

Comparing the two approaches to listing challenges, the author concludes, that both are
comparable with some elements of Maghazei & Netland (2019) being found in Fottner et al.
(2021). Especially technical and operational matters are highlighted and less organisational,
legislative and social matters are addressed if the adoption of Fottner et al. (2021) is
organised in the categories of Maghazei & Netland (2019), see Table 2.4 below.

Differentiation by Fottner et al. (2021)

Table 2.4 Categories of challenges, Source: The Author
Categories by Maghazei & Netland (2019)
Legisla
tion
Social
Organisat
Process Area
Technical
Operational
and
and
ional
regulat mental
ion
Identification and
Routing and
localisation, safety bypass
by cameras and
Transportation
lasers,
communication
networks,
Uniform loading
High
equipment
automation,
Storage
real time data
usage
Multi-level picking, Heterogeneity Human
Safety
splits, sensors and of orders and
interactio
require
Order Picking
gripping technology range, masses n
ments
and volume
Handling
Handling and challenges,
packing
identification of
products
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By contrast, although not named in detail by Fottner et al. (2021), the organisational,
legislation and social factors are more explicitly highlighted by Maghazei & Netland (2019).
However, as Maghazei & Netland (2019) are the only source found in the literature that
address drones explicitly, the researcher adopts their evaluation of significance as listed in
above, see Table 2.3.
A precise understanding towards automotive OEM logistic operations in combination with
drones is yet to develop and will be part of this research.

2.3 POSITIONING

OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE LITERATURE TOWARDS A

FRAMEWORK
This section contains two sub-sections. The first presents a final conclusion on the
review of the literature on drone classifications and proposes a classification system
specifically for the purpose of this research. The second section proposes a preliminary draft
of the DIALOOP framework, which bridges the area of automotive intralogistics on the one
hand and the area of drone application on the other. The framework draft is the object of, but
also provide a structure to, the further research process in this research. It is drafted on a
literature basis, drawing on existing frameworks in neighbouring areas. In the course of this
research, empirical data are gathered and used to refine the framework and supplement it
with a knowledge base reflecting the current state of OEM intralogistics operations and drone
technology and application. The applicability and ease of use of the finalised framework are
of concern already at this drafting stage, and, for this reason, a user-friendly multiple-step
approach is embedded in the framework.

2.3.1 Drone classification system for automotive OEM intralogistics
This sub-section summarises section 2.2.2 on drone classifications as a first step to
develop a tentative model for the DIALOOP framework. As there are numerous applications
but no specific standards, a valid classification is absent (Rao, Gopi, & Maione, 2016), but
are developed in this research in a preliminary form. The more indicators are integrated and
linked to each other, the stronger will the future framework be (Neely et al., 2000). The
framework furthermore needs to include all key indicators for the integration of drones
(Dewangan & Godse, 2014).
Many authors suggest a classification using both size and weight (Gupta et al., 2013;
Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017); others only use weight for their respective drone
classifications (Arjomandi et al., 2007; González-Jorge et al., 2017; Szczepański, 2015;
Weibel & Hansman, 2004).
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Two approaches to classifying drones are used in this research. Besides size, the second
classification used in this research is based on a drone-type classification using elements
presented in section 2.2.2.2. This classification approach distinguishes rotor-based drone,
fixed-wing drones and hybrid drones.
Table 2.5 Suggested classification for drones in automotive OEM logistic operations,
Source: the author

In Table 2.5, the DIALOOP drone classification is presented. For intralogistical applications,
the size always should be as small as possible, and, therefore, size is only of secondary
rank as a classification differentiator in this research. Instead, weight is used as a leading
differentiation. The upper weight limit of DC Class I is two kg (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi,
2017; Szczepański, 2015). The upper weight limit of DC Class II drones was set following
different authors. Five kg were indicated as a useful limit by Hassanalian & Abdelkefi (2017).
Additionally, as transportation plays a major role, the possible weight of the payload is
considered as well. The payloads mentioned ranged from one kg (Bryan, 2014) to about 2.2
kg (Liu et al., 2008; Tavana et al., 2017) and up to five kg (Fraunhofer IML, 2016). For the
purpose of the classification system developed here, drone weight and payload of medium
DC Class II drones are added, and the resulting upper weight limit is ten kg. The largest
class, DC Class III, then has an upper limit of 25 kg of take-off weight, which is in agreement
with the regulations of the European Union (EASA, 2018b). As already observed in section
2.2.2.1, over the years and in the context of different applications, multiple size classification
have been suggested in the literature. Yet, drone technology can change developments in
logistics (Stark, 2015) if applied in a suitable way.

2.3.2 Concept of the DIALOOP framework
The following section develops a DIALOOP framework using elements identified in
the literature. The structure of the framework aligns with intralogistics requirements (Boysen
et al., 2015; Jahre, Pazirandeh, & Wassenhove, 2016; Paião, 2014).
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The logistics framework developed by Marchesini & Alcântara (2016) with its five steps that
reflect logistical activities in the supply chain is comparable to the five step “ART framework”,
an evaluation matrix for technology (Gladysz & Santarek, 2015). The basic element of the
ART framework, the actual-target comparison, has been shown to be adequate for assessing
RFID technology (Dovere, Cavalieri, & Ierace, 2015); hence, it can also be used in the
context of drone implementation. Any step-wise approach similar to the ART framework can
be used to reach a greater depth of detail as demonstrated by Klingbiel’s (2006) build-toorder reference model by differentiating between tasks and activities (Klingebiel, 2006). This
would allow for a more in-depth analysis of logistics processes and process areas in a
combined approach. However, the framework developed by Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) offers a
solid structure for assigning measures and indicators to processes without specifying the
assignment approach. The authors state that their performance measure definition sheet is
applicable throughout the entire automotive supply chain and that it can help address the
problem of insufficient standardisation of processes in the automotive sector (Dörnhöfer et
al., 2016). The framework is based on logistics processes and, therefore, features a minutely
detailed approach to single measures. This multi-perspective capability is important
because, as Dörnhöfer (2016) points out, a performance measurement system has to align
with a company’s aims and strategy.
Many of the papers reviewed in this thesis have successfully used an overarching approach.
The structure of the framework to be developed in the following combines the aspects of
drone application (section 2.2.1), drone classification (section 2.3.1) and performance
measures within automotive OEM intralogistics operations (section 2.1.3). From a content
design perspective the framework should contain the following elements, which are derived
from the following framework analysis.
The performance pyramid, also called “SMART” system (Ghalayini & Noble, 1996) offers a
useful basis for the approach to framework development taken in this thesis. Its dual starting
perspective – a vision perspective and a market perspective – lends itself to developing
objectives and is adopted in this research. The objectives derived in this dual-perspective
approach lead to a set of decision parameters in operations (Ghalayini & Noble, 1996). This
is of advantage to the framework developed here because this framework should be applied
on the basis of performance measures similar to the decision parameters.
Logistics operations, measures, strategy and characteristics are furthermore addressed from
a structural point of view in the framework established by Vidal Vieira et al. (2017), which,
however, only focuses on distribution centres. Nevertheless, this structural approach is
highly applicable. It incorporates a strategic view, a listing of activities highly comparable to
process areas, and activities, which are largely equivalent to logistics operations. The
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authors also address the characteristics of the operations and develop a table for comparing
the sub-activities, which in the case of the adapted version of this table used in the thesis
are the logistics operations. Using a scoring system, Vidal Vieira et al. (2017) compare and
rate the technological alternatives according to different criteria. The combination of strategy,
activities and sub-activities as well as characteristics of the logistical process is suitable to
the approach taken in this thesis. The framework can be adapted to focus on a strategy, a
process, a cost, a supply and an item’s view (Vidal Vieira et al., 2017). The framework
established by Vidal Vieira et al. (2017) furthermore contains elements that structure the
design of the DIALOOP framework. Taking logistical strategy into account can help broaden
the approach to correlate the strategic with the operative level. By contrast, a rating of subactivities of logistic operations in the research at hand may not be possible because of the
still nascent nature of the research topic of the lack of detailed descriptions of those activities.
Marchesini & Alcântara (2016) describe a more narrow, conceptual framework that can be
applied in a multiple-step mode and addresses logistics activities against the background of
supply chain business processes. In a first step, their framework defines logistical core
activities and, in a second step, characterises these logistical activities with regard to their
necessity (e.g., optional and mandatory), their impact on customer-value creation and their
impact on logistics service elements such as order-cycle speed or flexibility in the distribution
system. In a third step, logistics activities appropriate for the company at hand are selected
and, in step four, their requirements in terms of coordination and integration with functional
areas and business processes is identified. In step five, their performance after integration
is measured (Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016). These main steps can be applied the research
at hand in order to identify logistics activities suitable for drone usage and to evaluate the
benefits of drone deployment in these activities. The framework above would be particularly
suitable to this goal in that it helps match logistics operations with performance measures.
The framework created by Klingebiel (2006) focuses on the BTO process, and is comparable
to the frameworks mentioned previously. The BTO framework is more similar to the following
approach taken by Gladysz & Santarek (2015) than to that of Marchesini & Alcântara (2016)
because the former take a more strategic perspective while the latter provides more into
detail in identifying logistics operations. The elements of the BTO framework include an
actual-state analysis, the identification of the field of action and relevant processes and the
specification of the target process (Klingebiel, 2006). This division in steps as well as
integrating the strategic perspective seem suitable to the approach taken in this research.
This research adopts a combination of these step-based structures.
Likewise, Gladysz's & Santarek's (2015) approach to developing an evaluation matrix for a
technology, specifically RFID, can also serve as a basic platform for developing a drone and
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logistics framework. Their framework first focuses on strategic matters. In this phase,
company and market data as well as technology data are gathered. Then, process data is
gathered, followed by choosing and rating the application area. In a comparison of as-is
processes with to-be processes, the influence of the new technology on the area in focus is
determined. In the final stage, the technology is evaluated.
The described framework is partly adopted for the data-gathering phase, in which through
semi-structured expert interviews data on the as-is state in all the process areas is collected.
Other parts of Gladysz & Santarek's (2015) framework cannot be used as no extensive
comparison between as-is and to-be processes is possible. While current solutions are
identified, they cannot be numerically compared to the nascent drone technology given the
latter’s relative novelty. Additionally, this research does not implement an evaluation stage
based on listed or rated indicators because this would require a high degree of speculation.
While the still nascent nature of the research topic demands a data-gathering approach with
a high level of interpretation and flexibility, the goal is to collect, and use, data solidly based
in empiricism.
The approach is also strongly informed by Dörnhöfer et al. (2016), who develop a
performance measurement system and suggest a modular structure with a focus on
processes and systematically organised key performance indicators (KPIs). Their approach
is based on a comprehensive analysis of the literature and a case study. However, the
authors’ highly detailed process analysis in current logistics cannot be adopted in this
research because of the research topic’s nascent nature. Instead, the research takes a rather
strategic perspective. Dörnhöfer (2016) highlights the importance of the usability and
expediency of a performance measures framework. Additionally he suggests a multi-step
approach to the implementation of the performance measurement system in a German
automotive OEM. He also recommends to start with the definition of company-wide goals
followed by a definition of as-is processes and performance measures (Dörnhöfer, 2016).
The proposed actual-target comparison is similar to the one in the framework developed by
Klingebiel (2006).
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To combine the features of the discussed frameworks that are relevant to the research at
hand, the framework to be developed should encompass:
1. A strategy-based multistep structure
2. A detailed matrix of logistics operations
3. A detailed matrix of performance measures
4. An outline of the effects of the future changes
Regarding performance measures, the nascent theory of drone application can draw on the
quite mature field of logistics in automotive OEMs. The above review of frameworks suggests
that the framework to be developed should use a matrix structure to link the strategic and
operational dimensions of drone applications in automotive OEM intralogistics operations.
The outlined DIALOOP framework steps thus informs the research process, including the
data-gathering process, while the research process complements the framework outline with
concrete elements. A proposed structure is then given in chapter 5.

2.4 CHAPTER CONCLUSION
In the course of the literature review, the following observations are made that outline
the research gaps, which this thesis aims to fill.
Observation 1: There is a large body of literature on logistics operations, but there are
only few sources on automotive OEM logistics operations
The literature review on logistics operations (section 2.1), showed that there are
multiple perspectives on this topics and that logistics operations are subject to numerous
influencing factors. Section 2.1.1 reviewed literature on diverse areas ranging from supplychain to small-scale logistics. It was found that supply-chain-based paradigms such as mass
customisation and BTO tend to influence plant logistics and manufacturing within automotive
OEMs. In this regard, Industry 4.0 and smart manufacturing appeared to be highly significant.
With new assembly alternatives (Kern et al., 2017), the focus in the literature has again
shifted in recent years to in-house processes. Therefore, Lafou et al. (2015) highlight the
importance of research in operations. Concerning manufacturing, Vázquez‐Bustelo et al.
(2007) suggest that a flexible production model could be a solution to the problems posed
by a fast-changing environment, as it combines agility with a focus on low costs, an increase
in service level and a shortening of delivery times (Vázquez‐Bustelo et al., 2007).
Gunasekaran & Kobu (2007) state that
“the main challenge is to identify the key performance measures for valueadding areas of an organization and then the factors that will affect the core
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business processes that create wealth to customers” ( Gunasekaran & Kobu,
2007, p. 2821).
All systems are constantly changing (Melnyk, Bititci, Platts, Tobias, & Andersen, 2013) and,
hence, performance attributes or metrics need to be revised frequently. Against the
background of the need for constant revision, Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) propose to expand the
performance measurement system for automotive OEMs. This research therefore
contributes to the body of knowledge through semi-structured expert interviews on current
logistics operations in up-to-date process areas to confirm or expand the findings generated
(section 2.1.2). Furthermore, this research contributes to the state of the art regarding
existing performance measures in automotive OEM logistics operations (section 2.1.3)
considering identified influential paradigms and trends. The literature review has thus
confirmed the importance of research objective 1 (section 1.3).
Observation 2: Lack of literature on drones in automotive OEM logistics operations
There are only a few sources concerning drone experiments in automotive OEM
logistics operations environment (section 2.2.1) and none considers automotive
intralogistics. Furthermore, there is a lack of literature on the implementation of UAVs
(Bechtsis, Tsolakis, Vlachos, & Srai, 2018), although, as Idries et al. (2015) argue from a
project management perspective,
“UAV applications offer great opportunities for providing cost-effective solutions
for diverse applications that require different capabilities for the various tasks
involved” (Idries et al., 2015, p. 1).
There is thus a need for research that investigates if drones can function as enablers in these
environments and how they affect process areas and logistics operations. It can be assumed
that drones are also useful in indoor environments (Khosiawan & Nielsen, 2016), although
only a few publications were found in the area of drone usage, e.g. in internal parts logistics
(Olivares et al., 2015), and no publications on drone usage in automotive manufacturing
logistics seem to exist. This also means that to the best of the authors knowledge there is no
framework for the implementation of drones in this area.
It can be summarised that there is no research specifically on the use of drones in automotive
OEM logistics operations. The literature discusses a number of applications of drones
(section 2.2.1) and performance measures influenced by drone applications (section 2.2.3).
The results are, however, difficult to generalise as the technical specifications of drone types
vary greatly (section 2.2.2). This research therefore aims to identify logistics operations in
automotive OEM intralogistics operations in which drones can be applied along with
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performance measures that could be affected by drone implementation. Overall, this
observation shows the relevance of research objectives 2 and 3 (section 1.3).
Observation 3: Lack of a framework for drones in automotive OEM logistics
operations
Currently, there are numerous frameworks regarding the use of conventional aircraft,
but there is no framework for the application of small drones (Chatzimichailidou, Karanikas,
& Plioutsias, 2017). There is thus a need for research on frameworks for drone solutions
(Idries et al., 2015). Such frameworks should be based on application experience and cases
and should address drone performance in order to reduce the challenges that go along with
drone implementation (Idries et al., 2015). Presently, given the only marginal degree to which
the topic has been investigated, there is no framework based in empirical evidence. Idries et
al. (2015) highlight that there is a
“lack of existing technologies and management methodologies that can be
utilized to effectively develop UAV applications” (Idries et al., 2015, p. 1).
This research addresses this research gap with respect to management methodologies, in
this case a framework. Future research is suggested to investigate business models,
emerging technologies and enabling factors (Esmaeilian, Behdad, & Wang, 2016). In
general, a scoring-based framework should be created, to which end, areas and factors need
to be determined that influence, depend on, or are interdepend with the application of drones
(Benaim, 2015). In the research at hand, these factors are the performance measures.
Clothier et al. (2015) propose to concentrate on fostering an understanding of technology,
benefits and risks, which may help to create a greater acceptance of drones among
stakeholders, such as employees. As there are many organisational units involved in the
technology integration in logistics operations, a well-developed understanding is definitely a
benefit.
Furthermore, chapter 2 summarised the literature on drone classification (section 2.3.1) and
suggested a conceptual outline for the DIALOOP framework (section 2.3.2). This framework
is designed to include the as-is state of a company’s logistics operations, a drone
classification, a determination of logistics activities suitable for drone implementation, and
performance measures and to be able to address certain challenges and changes (section
2.2.4).
Observation 3 informs research objective 4 as well as research objective 5 (section 1.3).
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The literature review has thus confirmed both the relevance as well as the scope of the
research objectives, which therefore continues to be used as a guide for the further research
process.
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3 METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents an overview of the methodological choices made in this research
to answer the research question and to accomplish the research objectives. In addition, the
chapter presents information about the sample and its selection, describe the planning and
implementation of the empirical data-gathering process as well as the methods used to
analyse the collected data and to assure the quality of the research.

3.1 RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY
This section is about the research philosophy. “Research philosophy refers to a system
of beliefs and assumptions about the development of knowledge” (Saunders, Lewis, &
Thornhill, 2016, p.124).
A research philosophy rests on two sets of philosophical assumptions: ontology and
epistemology. While “ontology refers to assumptions about the nature of realities” (Saunders
et al., 2016, p.127), epistemology “concerns assumptions about knowledge, what constitutes
acceptable, valid and legitimate knowledge” (Saunders et al., 2016, p.127).
It is thus one of the challenges faced by researchers to determine and define the foundational
assumptions about the nature of reality and knowledge that inform their work and
methodological choices (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2016). The philosophical position
defined in the following sections is the basis for the subsequently described choices
concerning the research method.

3.1.1 Constructionism as an ontological stance
Within business research, there are two competing paradigms, namely objectivism
and subjectivism (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.35). According to Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill
(2009), objectivism is “an ontological position that asserts that social entities exist in a reality
external to, and independent of, social actors concerned with their existence” (Saunders et
al., 2016, p. 722). In contrast, subjectivism as a philosophical view means that the researcher
is mostly interested in perceptions and opinions as they shape reality, which means that
there can be different subjective realities (Saunders et al., 2016). A less extreme form than
subjectivism is social constructionism, which means that social interaction creates a reality
that the actors have at least partly in common as their perceptions, assumptions and
interpretations partly overlap (Saunders et al., 2016). This view lends itself as an appropriate
anchor for this research because the individual interviewees create meaningful information
based on their knowledge and experience gained in a shared professional context.
Subjectivism, as an element inherent in constructionism, acknowledges the existence of
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multiple perceptions of reality (Saunders et al., 2016), which is particularly valuable for an
understanding of actors in an (industry) environment. Bryman adds to this perspective that
few suggestions for changes can be made (Bryman & Bell, 2015). As it is the purpose of this
thesis to create a framework for exploiting the potential of implementing drones in automotive
OEM logistics operations, the data gathered from the interviewees has to be assumed to
result from, and reveal, a commonly shared, although partly subjectively interpreted, reality.
Following these arguments, constructionism is chosen as an ontological perspective.
The following section presents an epistemology suitable to the above-outlined ontological
view.

3.1.2 Critical realism as an epistemology for interpreting research data
A basic differentiation in epistemology is often made between the two dominant
philosophies of positivism and interpretivism (Saunders et al., 2016, p.129).
Positivist researchers consider themselves as observers of an objective reality not shaped
by perceptions, and they therefore frequently prefer measuring as an approach to their
subject of study, which often involves the testing hypotheses (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 27).
The implementation of drones within automotive OEM logistics operations is as of yet a
nascent field that does not provide measurable data and still has to be explored further before
hypotheses can be formed. A positivist paradigm is thus not suitable for guiding research at
this early stage of development of this field. It would also not harmonise with the
constructionist view outlined above, which considers a reality as a shared set of
assumptions, expectations and perceptions. Instead, positivism would be in agreement with
objectivism in its assumption that reality is an objective, and objectively measurable, entity.
Interpretivism is a perspective contrary to positivism. Interpretivism focuses on the
interpretation of the meaning of data (Saunders et al., 2016, p.141). Quinlan et al. (2018,
p.59) even emphasise that all knowledge results from interpretation. Interpretivism also acts
as an implicit criticism of positivism in the context of social sciences (Quinlan et al., 2018, p.
59) because people and social institutions can hardly be analysed using methods of the
natural sciences (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 28).
In recent decades, other epistemological perspectives than interpretivism and positivism
have developed. Critical realism can be seen as a trade-off between positivism and
interpretivism (Georges, 2020, p. 52). Critical realism puts its focus on understanding,
describing and interpreting the social world and individual and collective experience while
assuming that there is a common reality underlying all observable phenomena (Bryman &
Bell, 2015; Fleetwood, 2005; Saunders et al., 2016). In exploring phenomena, critical realists
have to reduce complexity in order to arrive at explanations for their data (Havar-Simonovich,
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2012), which is an inevitable and necessary aspect of creating models or, in the case of this
research, frameworks.
Postmodernism emphases “the role of language and of power relations, seeking to question
accepted ways of thinking” (Saunders et al., 2016, p.141). Although postmodernism has
some similarities with constructionism (Saunders et al., 2016, p.142) as the ontological
stance of this thesis, its focus on language and power does not lend itself to investigate
questions of practical applications of technologies (such as drone implementation) and it is
therefore not suitable for the thesis.
In pragmatism, “reality matters [...] as practical effects of ideas, and knowledge is valued for
enabling actions to be carried out successfully” (Saunders et al., 2016, p.143). However,
pragmatism’s focus on the effectiveness of action may, in situations in which effectiveness
cannot be observed, lead to a practice of knowledge-generation that is, in the final analysis,
subjective, for example if fieldwork with many individuals is carried out (Georges, 2020;
p.53). It is thus unsuitable for the research at hand, which also cannot observe effectiveness
for lack of an implementation of drones in the researched context.
The final decision is thus made in favour of critical realism as it corresponds best to need to
address an objective reality (the technical and economic effects of drone implementation)
through socially constructed, partly subjective perceptions and opinions (the data gathered
in expert interviews).

3.2 RESEARCH APPROACH
Saunders et al. (2016) distinguish three research approaches in their so-called
research onion: deductive, inductive and abductive.
The deductive approach is based on a large variety of literature and data and thus aims at
forming a theory. Also, it typically produces a set of hypotheses later to be tested using data
(Saunders et al., 2016). In the case of this research, the deductive approach is partly
applicable as there is a body of literature on logistics operations and on drones (Kovács &
Spens, 2005), which is drawn on to define process areas and performance measures and to
classify drones.
However, as the research approaches a new field and relevant literature is still lacking, an
inductive approach would be more appropriate as it involves gathering and analysing
relevant data (Saunders et al., 2016). As this thesis’s first part gathers current knowledge on
logistics operations in automotive OEMs and addresses the implementation of drones in this
on a literature basis to draft a framework that is thus based on a theoretical foundation, a
deductive approach is implemented. The result can be used to inform further research
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(Andreewsky & Bourcier, 2000). However, the second part of this thesis employs an inductive
approach as induction involves identifying patterns, for example in the expert interviews
conducted for this thesis, and, on this basis, creating theory or, in this case, a conceptual
framework (Saunders et al., 2016).
The described combination of approaches is in agreement with Saunders et al. (2016), who
state that different approaches can be applied in the same study. In contrast, Knox (2003)
concludes, that only one approach should be chosen for a single topic. To mitigate the
conflict between these views, the abductive approach can be used, which is discussed
regarding its application in a logistics context by Kovács & Spens (2005). Abduction is a
combination of deduction and induction (Roy Suddaby, 2006). Based on its meaning in Latin,
Kovács & Spens (2005, p. 138) define abduction as a way “to present a plausible but not
logically necessary conclusion”. They argue that abduction breaks the boundaries, implicit in
deduction, of basing research only on already existing theory and knowledge (Kovács &
Spens, 2005). Although Kovács & Spens (2005) identified possible translation errors by
quoting ancient sources and that abduction would have possibly had to be translated as
retroduction, they decided to furtherly use abduction for their work. Overall, abduction and
reduction are said to take place in different phases of theorising, seeing “abductive
conclusions provide the starting point for retroductive inferences” (Ritz, 2020, p.462).
Further, Olsen & Gjerding (2019) argue, that both abduction and reduction are the backbone
of critical realism and are at some parts overlapping, stating that “abduction is a necessary
preliminary—and a partial aspect of—retroduction” (Olsen & Gjerding, 2019, p.14). For the
above reasons, this thesis employs abduction in its nascent research process, by using a
foundation of theoretical knowledge on logistics operations and to the extent available, on
drone technology and its applications to arrive at a conceptual framework, which, in a further
research step, is tested and potentially revised using data specifically gathered for this
purpose.
With abduction having been chosen as the research approach employed in this thesis, the
question of what kind of data to collect and how to collect this data needs to be answered.
This is the subject of the following sections.
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3.3 METHODOLOGICAL CHOICE
This section discusses methods of the type of data to be collected and the method of
data collection. The first choice to be made concerns the type empirical research to be
conducted: quantitative, qualitative and a mixed research approach (Creswell, 2009; Vogt,
2016). Knox (2004) links quantitative research to more positivistic and qualitative to more
interpretivist ontological and epistemological stances. A qualitative approach is also often
used with abductive research (Saunders et al., 2016; Yin, 2014). As the choice of an
approach depends to a large part on the maturity of the research done so far on a topic, the
first of the following two sections addresses the maturity of drone research in logistics and
the second section outlines the decision process regarding the methodological choice taken
in this thesis.

3.3.1 Maturity of the research topic
Edmondson & Mcmanus (2007) differentiate the maturity levels of nascent,
intermediate and mature for research topics and present the implications of these maturity
levels for the research process ranging from the research to the theoretical contribution. For
a research topic that is still at a nascent stage, the research question is typically be openended inquiry, the type of data collected is usually qualitative and the data are collected
through, e.g., interviews with the goal to discern patterns to which end the data then needs
to be analysed thematically, e.g. by coding it, so that a first theory can be suggested
(Edmondson & Mcmanus, 2007).
The research topic of drones in intralogistics is still at a beginning stage as there is, as of
yet, no literature with a focus on this area. There are publications in neighbouring fields, such
as in the fields of drones in general and drones in last-mile delivery, but even the domain of
intralogistics as such is not particularly well researched. The topic is thus nascent.

3.3.2 Choice between qualitative and quantitative research
As the author has chosen constructionism as well as critical realism as ontological
and, respectively, epistemological paradigm, and because the research topic has been
shown to be at a nascent stage, a qualitative research approach lends itself for the purpose
of this thesis. Constructionism, with its subjectivist elements, favours a qualitative
methodology (Leung, 2015). A qualitative approach furthermore allows this thesis to draw
conclusions on the basis of verbal data instead of numerical data (Saunders et al., 2009),
which, given the absence of quantitative data is preferable. Because of a lack of a solid base
of measurable data, context is important, as are processes, qualities and meanings
(Gephart, 2004).
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“Qualitative researchers also seek to explain research observations by providing
well-substantiated conceptual insights that reveal how broad concepts and
theories operate in particular cases” (Gephart, 2004, p.455).
This quote from Gephart (2004) captures exactly what this thesis set out to do. It aims to
generate insights in how current logistics operations are carried out and how drones could
be implemented. The research finally focusses on those particular cases in which drones
can be used. The task thus described requires the researcher to learn about a phenomenon
by integrating context, situation and insights, which is a strength of qualitative research by
interviews (Silverman, 2016).
In contrast, a quantitative approach would not be suitable for this thesis. Quantitative
methods often rely on numerical data (Saunders et al., 2009), which are gathered in a
precisely defined, standardised way. This data is then processed mathematically and
statistically (Gephart, 2004), based on measures. Although literature on logistics operations
is reviewed, the research focuses on the experience and also feelings and perceptions of
specific experts and therefore does not produce numerical, measurable, statistically useable
data. Because of the nascent nature of the drone topic and the identified research gaps,
which is manifest in a general absence of directly relevant literature, a quantitative method
would not be feasible for this research.
Instead, a qualitative study is carried out, which means that qualitative data and analysis are
used (Saunders et al., 2016), in this study two datasets are used This approach can be
described as sequential and exploratory (Creswell, 2009; Saunders et al., 2016). Creswell
(2008) argues that this sequential exploratory method is suitable for a development of an
instrument, which in this research is the to-be-developed DIALOOP framework. The first
phase consists in gathering qualitative data and the second phase in designing the
instrument. In the first stage, the first set of data was gathered using semi-structured
interviews with experts from automotive OEM logistics operations. In addition, semistructured interviews were conducted with experts on drone environments, which can also
be from a non-automotive context. The interview results lead to a definition of the potential
for drone implementation in automotive OEM logistics operations.
Overall, the research was planned as a cross-sectional study. The main reason for this
decision is the fast-changing environment of drone technology combined with the need to
create a first foundation for the nascent area of research addressed by this thesis.
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3.4 RESEARCH STRATEGY
The research strategy links the research philosophy with the concrete methods with
the aim to create a coherent research design (Saunders et al., 2016). This section describes
the research strategy based on the above-mentioned multi-method qualitative approach. The
strategy used in this thesis, the semi-structured interview, are explained in the following
section, the section after that explains the decision taken with recourse to other strategies
that were rejected as less suitable.

3.4.1 Semi-structured interviews
The purpose of this research can be described as predominantly exploratory. It aims
to find out how something works, in this case via developing a framework (Saunders et al.,
2016). To achieve a research goal, which may involve, or amount to, answering a research
question, researchers have to create a plan for their approach and procedure, and this plan
is their strategy (Saunders et al., 2016). The first part of the strategy chosen in this research
is the semi-structured expert interview. Such interviews afford an opportunity to gather
significant amounts of data (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Interviews can be held in many different
forms. According to Silverman (2016), they range from
“highly structured, standardized, quantitatively oriented survey
interviews, to semi-formal guided conversations” (Silverman, 2016, p. 68).
Semi-structured interviews are often linked to a qualitative methodology (Saunders et al.,
2016). They are frequent in exploratory research as well as in evaluative research (Saunders
et al., 2016). This research combines an exploratory character in that it identifies potentials
of drones implementation and an evaluative character in that it evaluates a framework in the
second stage of qualitative data gathering. Of a particular benefit is the opportunity to explore
new aspects of a topic that have formerly not been taken into consideration by the researcher
(Saunders et al., 2016) by letting the interviewees answer freely and divagate to a certain
extend. These properties of semi-structured interviews make them particularly useful for the
research and they are therefore employed as research strategy. The semi-structured
interviews allowed the researcher to move the interviews along the itinerary of important
themes outlined in the interview guide, yet also afforded an opportunity to discuss all topics
openly.
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3.4.2 Discussion of other strategies
As stated by Saunders et al. (2016), there are also other strategies for qualitative
research, and some of them are discussed in the following section.
The strategy of archival research uses archives and documents which are already available
and are considered to be secondary sources (Saunders et al., 2016). However, there are no
documents suitable for the purposes of this thesis, albeit a certain body of knowledge that
can be drawn on exists in the experience and understanding of experts and can be accessed
using interviews. For this reason, an archival approach is not possible.
Also a case-centric approach is not suitable as this research follows a process-area-centred
approach. For similar reasons, a case-study approach is not feasible as it would require
actual cases of drone application in the researched field of automotive OEM intralogistics
operations, but such cases do not exist in actual practice.
Ethnography as a strategy focusses on groups and is often employed to study social and
urban problems from a cultural perspective (Saunders et al., 2016). It is further a strategy
that may require researchers to partly live or work among those they study and observe
directly (Silverman, 2016), mostly with a focus on their behaviour and language and on
themes and incidents (Saunders et al., 2016). Therefore, the ethnographer is involved
actively in the everyday interactions of members of the observed population (Bryman & Bell,
2015), which would not be possible in the present case. Although this research aims to
access the experience and understanding of experts, it does not focus on discovering
differences between cultures or to find patterns of group behaviour. Therefore, ethnography
was not chosen for this research.
Action research as a strategy is applied in an iterative way mostly in a problem-solving
environment in which the researchers participate. This enables them to take part in steps
such as identification, planning, action and evaluation as phases of a problem-solving cycle
(Saunders et al., 2016). For this reason, action research is not suitable for this research.
Although the researcher explores or identifies potentials for drone implementation, there is
no subsequent planning for this implementation and no action. As the participants are from
different companies, a continuous action or problem-solving cycle cannot be observed.
Finally, the research is of a cross-sectional nature, whereas action research has a
longitudinal character (Saunders et al., 2016).
Narrative inquiry as a strategy is used to gather information from a coherent story told by
study participants, which enables the researcher to identify chronological connections and
sequences as well as meanings and interpretations in the participants’ narratives (Saunders
et al., 2016). This research addresses several perspectives and fields of inquiry, which
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cannot be gathered in a coherent story as these information seemed to be very punctual.
Finally, narrative inquiry also takes grammar, wording and the position of the audience during
the narration into account (Silverman, 2016), which is suitable for research addressing social
and psychological issues, but not for research with a technical and economic focus.

3.5 TIME HORIZON
The time horizon in a study can be of a longitudinal character or a cross-sectional
character (Saunders et al., 2016). A cross-sectional study is typically conducted in qualitative
research, especially in cases using unstructured or semi-structured interviews (Bryman &
Bell, 2015). In cross-sectional research, data are collected in a so-called snapshot, meaning
a certain point in time (Saunders & Lewis, 2012). Thus, cross-sectional studies analyse a
particular situation at a particular point of time (Saunders et al., 2016). Longitudinal studies
are generally used to investigate changes, which demand that data are collected over a
period of time, e.g. before and after a particular event (Bryman & Bell, 2015); however,
longitudinal study design are infrequent because of money and time concerns (Bryman &
Bell, 2015). The type of study used in this research is cross-sectional, because the focus is
on a current state of technologies and their potentials and, in addition, there is no change or
development that could be investigated to answer the research question. A longitudinal study
on this topic may be feasible in the future once automotive OEMs embark on projects to
implement drones and cross-sectional before-and-after comparisons become possible.

3.6 DATA COLLECTION PHASE
The following part provides an overview of the data collection phase, which is the
most important part of a research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). This section introduces the targeted
group, the basic population and the sampling as major decision milestones for this research.

3.6.1 Sampling strategy and sample
The research population are logistics operations managers at build-to-order automotive
OEM plants, in particular of German premium OEMs, as well as experts and managers of
drone companies, which develop different applications for drones, as well as aerospace
experts and researchers in logistics and drone topics.
In the research purposive sampling strategy is applied, which “ is about purposively selecting
specific participants for the study“ (Y. Zhang & Wildemuth, 2017, p.137). They further state,
that one “will try to identify those participants who can provide you with the richest data on
the phenomena” (Y. Zhang & Wildemuth, 2017, p.137). Purposive sampling thus can be
applied if combined with good quality of the research, meaning to “include an explanation
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and justification of the choice of […] recruitment and selection of participants” (V. Anderson,
2017, p. 4).
The research population can be divided into two main groups:
(i)

Automotive experts from automotive OEMs with a focus on the BTO principle and high
flexibility requirements because of high product variations are the first group. More
precisely, the focus is on managers and experts with a proven record of experience in
logistics-operations innovation in automotive OEM in-house-logistics. Also, managers
and experts of drone activities in logistics with a focus on short-range delivery and
potential in-house applications are considered, as well as experts focussing on logistics
and production operations in automotive OEMs.

(ii) Drone experts include experts who focus on using drones in the logistics-operations
field or experts from a non-automotive background with a focus on applying drones in
multiple areas. Further, researchers with an automotive or non-automotive background
focussing on research related to drones are considered.
The first research population, automotive experts, is comprised of employees in specific
companies in the German automotive sector, who are in direct contact with logisticsoperation innovation and development. Furthermore, automotive companies under
consideration have to pursue to a very high degree a BTO strategy. The focus on those car
manufacturing companies and interviewees results from the thesis’ scope on German car
manufacturers (Germany Trade & Invest, 2020). Although these companies employ
thousands of people, the author identified about 100 which are seen as a relevant logistic
operations – based population. This number based on the authors’ professional
understanding whilst using company organisation charts as a guiding indication. The charts
were accessible as an element of the authors employment as a business consultant.
The second research population, drone experts, includes drone experts from research
institutes and drone start-ups, or developers. These interviews allow for the integration of
drone experts’ knowledge about the abilities of drones as a base for a possible integration
in automotive OEM logistics operations. The size was – at the best of the authors’ knowledge
– assumed to be about 30 experts in Germany with relevant experience in logistics. This
assumption is based on experience from drone conference speaker list as well as results
from LinkedIn. Here the author used related search terminology as in the literature review.
All experts are required to have a minimum of three years of relevant experience in the
research field. Further details to the recruiting are described in the following section 3.6.2.
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Validation interviews
Depending on the answers of the participants, it was planned to conduct validation interviews
with the same group of automotive experts. During the research, the author changed jobs
and was then working for one of the automotive OEMs. Participants from competitors were
presumably no longer able to support the research and were not allowed to because of
provisions of German cartel law. The new situation led to a high risk of interview
cancellations, which in turn would result in a significant delay in the completion of this thesis.
The number of validating interviews therefore shrank to the number of respondents within
the company to which the author had changed. Finally, three validation interviews were
conducted as only three interviewees replied to the request of another interview.
Dual verification of expert level
The interviewees’ expertise level was validated in a two-step process. In the first step, the
expert level was queried in the interviewee search phase: the invitation letter specified a
minimum of three years relevant work experience in the respective sector as a precondition
to participate in an interview. In the second step, verification questions about the experience
of the individual participant were asked at the beginning of the interview (Appendix C). These
questions also allow to distinguish different levels of experience in the interviewees and,
thus, make it possible to evaluate the quality of the data gathered from an interviewee.

3.6.2 Recruitment of interviewees
Contacting possible interview partners was done by e-mail. The e-mails contained the
information sheet and the consent form (Appendix C). For the recruitment of drone experts,
invitations were sent via e-mail to their e-mail addresses, which were found on their online
profiles or in professional social media networks, e.g. LinkedIn. The information sheet as well
as the consent form were attached to the e-mails. In some cases, initial contact with drone
experts was made at conferences; the names of these experts were gathered by the author
from press articles or publications during the course of this research. Contacting for the two
sets of interviews took place in the first six months of 2019.
The following paragraphs describe the inclusion criteria for automotive and, respectively,
drone experts.
Automotive interviewees
In the search for interview partners, OEM companies applying a high build-to-order strategy
in the automotive sector are considered. From these companies, individuals for the first
interview session were invited who meet the following inclusion criteria. Automotive experts
were selected if they were in direct everyday contact with relevant logistics operations and
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corresponding processes. They were also eligible if they professionally dealt with logistics
devices and vehicles or the development of those. Apart from experts in logistics operations,
processes and assets, also experts in logistics innovation or logistics planning were eligible
depending on their knowledge about logistics processes and their involvement in logistics
topics. Also experts in other, neighbouring topic areas, such as smart factory, were eligible.
In an ideal case, experts in automotive OEM logistics operations have dealt with drones in
the past or are dealing with drones in their current environment. In summary, the most
suitable candidate for the interview is an expert or manager who is familiar with all process
areas of an automotive OEM and with the relevant logistics operations. Further, the
candidate still works with drones in this environment and deals with innovation in logistics,
plant strategy and relevant technological and organisational change towards autonomous
transport systems.
Drone interviewees
The search of drone experts focused on academic institutions, younger, newly founded
companies with an institutional background, drone-building companies, non-automotive
companies applying drones or working on the development of drone use cases, aircraft
companies with longstanding experience in drone development, or military institutions.
Experts should work or have worked in an environment concerned with strategies for logistics
operations or drones or should be, or have been, responsible for strategic development.
Further, experts were eligible if they had direct contact to, or were responsible for, logistics
operations with drones in an organisation or were responsible for logistics processes or for
drone strategy, development or usage. As with the interview group of automotive experts,
also drone experts with a background in innovation in the field of drone technology were
qualified.
Exclusion Criteria:
Exclusion of participants would have taken place if the expert did not meet any of the aboveoutlined inclusion criteria. An indication of the expected expert level was given in the
invitation letter. Exclusion could take place at any time of the data gathering.
Number of experts
The number of automotive experts used for this analysis was set to nine interviewees,
as a saturation was reached in the coding (section 3.6.3). By using his personal network and
platform-supported listings of relevant experts, the author identified about 100 experts as
possibly meeting the inclusion criteria. These listings were accessible to the author through
his position in a consultancy firm. The responses the author received indicated that many
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experts have worked together, partly on topics such as innovation or even drones. Many
pointed to small teams or individual experts leading in try-outs for drone technology in OEMs.
Thus, the most experienced individuals could be identified and were invited to take part in
this research. This reduced the number of potential participants significantly. Initially, ten
experts confirmed to take part in the interviews. In interview no. 10, it was discovered that
the expert did not meet the inclusion criteria because of having less than one year of relevant
experience, and the author decided to exclude this interview from the analysis. The analysis
of nine interviews showed that a saturation (section 3.6.3) had been reached so that no
additional interviews were scheduled.
Drone experts were mainly found in networks and through their media appearance. Due to
the nascent nature of the topic, the community of drone experts seems relatively small. About
30 experts were contacted and finally nine interviewees were interviewed for the research.
Participant 6 was not used as there was a mistake in the participant’s consent form.
Contacting the expert again was not possible so that the interview participant is listed as
“withdrawn consent” and the interview was not used in the further analysis process.

3.6.3 Representativeness and sample size
Qualitative research has to confront the challenge of allowing for generalisation,
which is predicated on representativeness (Helfferich, 2014). Representativeness in
qualitative studies can nevertheless be reached through depth and the quality of the
interviews (Mayring & Fenz, 2014). O’Reilly & Parker (2013) state that a pragmatic and
flexible approach should be applied in sampling. If the data gathered in a qualitative-empirical
interview study can serve as a basis for generalisation, it can be decided using the concept
of theoretical or data saturation.
Theoretical saturation is defined as a stage in an interview study at which no new information
is added by another interview (Bobbitt, 2004). Data saturation has been reached when no
more new data can be added for a conceptual node or theme (Francis, Johnston, Robertson,
& Glidewell, 2010; Guest & Johnson, 2006; O’Reilly & Parker, 2012). While the researcher
cannot know during the first interviews when saturation is reached because of its intrinsically
subjective character (Nilsson, 2005), theoretical saturation is a useful method of evaluating
when a sufficient number of interviews has been conducted. Francis, Johnston, Robertson,
& Glidewell (2010) consider data saturation in semi-structured interviews also to depend on
the purpose of the study and its scope, which in the case of drones in automotive OEM
logistics operations is very specific.
While other sources also specify between six and twelve interviews as adequate (Guest &
Johnson, 2006), Saunders et al. (2016) suggest that about 12 interviews can be sufficient if
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the interviewee group is homogeneous, but tend to consider 25-30 interviews as adequate
in the case of heterogeneous interviewees (Saunders et al., 2016). Each of the two groups
of interviewees for this thesis can be considered to be homogeneous. In total, about 10
interviews were expected by the researcher as sufficient to reach the level of saturation
needed for the research, which is in agreement with the estimates given by Saunders et al.
(2016) and Guest & Johnson (2006).
Initially, the author aimed to reach a certain level of saturation within the nine interviews in
each two sets. Indeed, additional interviews were not needed as no new codes were added
after the sixth and, respectively, seventh interview. For the set of automotive experts, the
flattening of the curve in Figure 3.1 shows that saturation was reached after the seventh
interview as no new codes were generated.

Saturation on all codes, automotive experts
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Figure 3.1 Saturation in automotive expert interviews, Source: The author
Likewise, the saturation within the set of drone expert interviews reached saturation after of
the sixth interview, which can be seen in the following Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Saturation of all codes in drone expert interviews, Source: The author

3.6.4 Research ethics
The researcher considered all relevant ethics principles for research with human
subjects following the policies of the University of Portsmouth (Kolstoe, 2020).
The approval process was twofold. A first application for ethical approval for the two sets of
interviews was granted with a favourable opinion for the version of January 8th, 2018
(Appendix C). At the first contact with potential participants, all required information was
given to them via email. This information included an invitation letter, a participant information
sheet, a consent form as well as a preview of the interview topics with some guiding
questions. After sending the email with the invitation and information sheets, the interviewees
were contacted again via email or phone after an average of five business days. In this call,
special emphasis was put on the absolute confidentiality of the interview data and a relatively
light time effort (about one hour) for participants, who were offered that the researcher would
travel to their region of residence or work. After the contacted individuals agreed to
participate, a time and location for the interview were arranged.
The second step in the ethical approval process was the amendment to the ethical approval
prior to the validation phase, which was given a favourable opinion for the version of June
10th, 2020 (Appendix D). Before the validation interviews, all relevant information was sent
by mail to the experts, similar to the first two sets of interviews. Additionally, the interview
results were sent out. A further change concerned the participation in the interview via an
online-meeting due to the Corona pandemic.
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3.6.5 Pilot studies
The empirical part of this research started with conducting pilot studies in both sets
of interview questions. For both interview sets two different pilot interviews were conducted.
At first, colleagues of the author volunteered for first pilots which led to some changes in the
question design, especially to structuring of the questions and to changes in their order. The
order of the question was changed to have a better structure following the process areas yet
to reduce any potential bias. The restructuring allowed participants to focus on each process
area individually. The second round of pilot interviews was conducted with drone and
automotive experts who were not part of the research sample. The second round of pilots
led to changes in the phrasing of individual questions. As a major result of the pilot studies,
the final interview guide was generated (section 3.6.6; Appendix C).
Similar to the two sets of interviews also the validation interviews were piloted with peer
students. Furthermore, a back translation was done by a peer to review the German
translations of the interview questions.
The following section discusses the interview guide and its use in the interviews.

3.6.6 Interview guide
All interviews were held in a German automotive OEM environment. Interviews, coding
and transcription was done in German, while the analysis was done in English, see Figure
3.3.

Figure 3.3 Language usage in data collection phase, Source: The author
Semi-structured interviews were conducted to gather primary data from key automotive and
non-automotive experts. Semi-structured means, that the researcher follows a topic list or
also called an interview guide, with partly formulated questions (Bryman & Bell, 2015). This
affords a high degree of flexibility in the data-collection process, which is a particular
strength of this type of interview (Bryman & Bell, 2015).
Stage 1, Semi-structured interviews
Each interview with an automotive or drone expert was anticipated to take about 60 minutes
and to include the following questions.
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All automotive expert interviews contained:
-

Introduction with an open conversation, adding background, and ascertaining expert
level

-

Logistics operations from the interviewee’s perspective. Questions are open in order
to be able to follow up on answers

-

Focus on the use of drones; questions regarding the interviewee’s understanding of
drones and if/how the interviewee has actively used drones

-

Focus on the use of drones in the interviewee’s process area and in logistics
operations; questions about related performance measures

-

Relevant future developments that may influence the implementation of drones

All drone expert interviews contained:
-

Introduction with an open conversation, adding background and ascertaining their
expert level

-

Focus on expertise in existing classifications of drones

-

Opinion on the DIALOOP drone classes

-

Characteristics of, and possible main applications, for different drone types

-

Future developments that influence the implementation of drones

The listed interview questions can be found in Appendix C.
In the automotive interviews, the author provided a ‘communication support paper’
(Appendix C), containing the drone classification (Table 2.5). This was presented after the
interviewees had the chance to present their own understanding of drone classifications at
the beginning of each interview. It then was used to get a perceived rating by the automotive
experts to the conceptual drone classes (section 2.3.1). The perceived rating was used to
support a further understanding of the suggested drone classes (section 5.5).
Stage 2, Validation interviews
Following the two sets of interviews, the analysis phase and the DIALOOP framework
development, a validation process took place. The duration of the validating interviews was
planned to be 30 min, with 15 minutes for the presentation of the results beforehand. The
validating expert interviews predominantly address research objective 5.
All validation interview with automotive experts contained:
-

Comments on the 4-step comprehensive DIALOOP approach

-

Comments on the DIALOOP core elements containing logistics operations and
performance measures which could be affected by drones
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-

Comments on major developments that can affect the implementation of drones.

Validation interview questions can be found in Appendix D.

3.6.7 Order of both sets of interviews
This section in the data collection phase relates to the order of both sets of interviews.
Overall, there are three different possibilities. The author at first reflected on two possible
alternatives in applying a sequence concluding towards the chosen third possibility of using
no sequence.
A first option is to have the set of drone expert interviews first followed by the set of
automotive expert interviews. This leads to a potential risk that drone experts could bias the
rating and understanding of the automotive experts. A focus on drones instead of focus on
process areas and logistic operations could further reduce the case-specific knowledge given
by the automotive experts.
A second option is to conduct the set of automotive expert interviews prior to the set of drone
expert interviews. An advantage would be, that the process-based requirements of the
automotive experts could be used by drones experts to match these statements with drone
characteristics. However, the fast-moving drone environment introduces the risk that a
different perception of drones, as drones might have developed further between the
sequenced set of interviews, led to incomparable results to possible capabilities in logistics.
In both cases of sequencing the sets of interviews, the triangulating character of the
interviews was at risk. The drone classes in the second set might have changed to the drone
classes in the first set due to publications or technology leaps. Also the comparison of the
future developments and changes, as a separate topic as well as in case of triangulation,
would not be possible.
In this thesis the third possibility was applied: both sets of semi-structured interviews were
held independently from each other. There was no sequence of the sets and the interviews
did not influence any of the questions in the data gathering phase. In the later data analysis
stage single passages of the set of drone experts were used to triangulate the perceived
rating to drones by the automotive experts. Similarly, the future developments questions
were used in both sets of interviews and seen as comparable and triangulating in the analysis
stage. The clear benefit to not connect the sets of interviews in a row was to have all
interviews in the same time period. This seamed important in this nascent and fast-moving
research topic with its cross-sectional nature.
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3.7 DATA ANALYSIS
The following sections explain the processing and analysis of the qualitative data
gathered through semi-structured expert interviews in this thesis.

3.7.1 Thematic analysis
Thematic analysis is a fundamental method for the analysis of qualitative data
(Saunders et al., 2016). Edmondson & Mcmanus (2007, p. 1160) suggest a thematic content
analysis for nascent theory after a data collection of a qualitative nature. Saunders et al.
(2016) suggest a thematic analysis for both deductive and inductive approaches, and it
appears plausible to assume that this also applies to the abductive approach employed in
this thesis. They further state that a thematic analysis lends itself to the investigation of an
understanding or attitude held by individuals or groups and their interpretation of
phenomena, but also of factors (Saunders et al., 2016). In this case, thematic analysis allows
the researcher to relate interview data on the current state of the art in logistics operations
to existing theory as well as to derive new insights in the potentials of drone implementation.
This twofold movement in thematic analysis of linking data to existing theories on the one
hand and gaining new theoretical insights on the other is also described by Saunders et al.
(2016). Bryman & Bell (2015) criticise that it is often not clear how themes are identified
within thematic analysis and suggest that the frequency of appearance of a certain content
may be a useful method of finding themes. However, within thematic analysis, patterns can
also be found and used for interpretation without applying quantitative criteria such as
counts, and this may result in a richer understanding of the data (Saunders et al., 2016).
Accordingly, thematic analysis is applied in this thesis without a count of the appearances of
content elements in the answers. This methodological choice is due to the nascent nature of
the topic, which demands to take full account of all information contained in the interviews.

3.7.2 Data interpretation and analysis
The interviews with automotive experts took place from May 2019 to August 2019
and were conducted in the German language. Allthough the interviews were planned to have
a longer duration, the slots for interviewing that the experts had scheduled were often only
60 minutes. The average duration is about 46 minutes in all interviews. Figure 3.4
summarises the duration and wordcount of the interviews and presents cumulative as well
as average values.
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Figure 3.4 Duration and word count of interviews, Source: The author
Figure 3.5 presents an overview of the experts’ background as well as their years of
experience and current position, automotive experts labelled A1 to A9 and drone experts
labelled D1 to D10. All experts met the inclusion criteria. Among the automotive experts, the
professional positions ranged widely from Process engineer to Senior manager of
intralogistics or Innovation manager respectively. However, they all met the criteria (section
3.6.2). Also the drone experts interviewed occupied very different positions. The span ranged
from academic employees to founders of drone companies and CIOs or CEOs of worldleading drone-related companies. In the automotive experts, the years of experience ranged
from three to 33 years. In comparison, the drone experts had fewer years of experience,
ranging from three and a half to 12 years. This may be attributed to the fact that drone
technology is a recent phenomenon.
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Figure 3.5 Overview over the experts' experience and professional background, Source:
The author
All interviews were transcribed by the author from audio records. Transcription and coding
of the interviews were done in German. The coding script (Appendix C) was also used for
peer coding by a fellow student, who verified the structure and the coding areas identified by
the author. The coding by the peer student was done by using colours for the highlighted
question areas (A) to (K). It was identified that the peer reviewer clearly understood the
questions. The coding was confirmed with no major changes following the discussion on
major thematic content areas.
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For the coding of all 18 interviews, the author applied a thematic coding approach and used
NVIVO for a first clustering of the results. The coded quotations which were used for the
analysis in chapter 4 were translated from German to English and are presented in the
tables(Appendix G). Quotes were reviewed by a native English proof-reader. The validation
process was similar to the first two sets of interviews. Validation interviews were also held in
German and coded similarly as the first two sets of interviews.
Following the data collection phase, also the analysis of the data needs to be considered
and planned (Havar-Simonovich, 2012). The author applies thematic analysis and it is to
emphasise that “themes” are presented from coding results (Saldaña, 2013, p.14). First
interviews were carefully read, coded in nodes following the research questions and the
areas of interest. All interviews were read and coded according to the information that was
needed or that emerged from them. Thus, new codes were introduced with every additional
interview until no more new codes occurred and saturation was reached. Coding was thus
done already between the first interviews as well as after the interview phase completion, for
what reason later interviews might have been coded more precise. To mitigate that
inhomogeneous coding, after all interviews had been coded, each interview was coded and
analysed again with the updated list of categories and codes in NVIVO. This iterative coding
ensured that relevant data on a topic that had been missed before was found and entered
into the analysis and discussion phase. The initial coding was identified for the main
categories derived from the literature review, i.e. processes and performance measures for
automotive experts, and DIALOOP framework features as well as future developments, for
drone experts. More precisely, the drone expert interviews concentrated on drone classes
and the characteristics of different drone types as well as on future developments.
Additionally, the initial coding was performed against the background of the research
objectives. A similar coding model is given by Saldaña (2013) what is shown in the following
Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Code-To-Theory-Model, Source: Saldaña (2013, p. 13)
In a second step, another round of coding was conducted to ensure an unbiased
assignments and clustering of codes. Hereby, again all categories were used which were
formed by the initial codes. Finally, the identified themes were used to develop the
framework. All codes are listed in Appendix C.
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3.8 RESEARCH QUALITY
To assure the quality of this research, its reliability and validity need to be discussed
(Bryman & Bell, 2015; Saunders et al., 2016, p. 202). Validity and reliability are also
highlighted as key determinants of research quality by Quinlan et al. (2018, p. 265). The
following sub-sections discuss both aspects of quality. However, some authors argue, that
there is a difference regarding validity and reliability in the context of qualitative research
(Golafshani, 2003) and further state that “reliability and validity are conceptualized as
trustworthiness, rigor and quality in qualitative paradigm”” (Golafshani, 2003, p.604). For this
reason the author focusses on these elements as important aspects for this research. The
following two definitions are hereby used.
Trustworthiness is “the quality of a research is related to generalizability of the result and
thereby to the testing and increasing the validity or trustworthiness of the research”
(Golafshani, 2003, p.603).
Rigor “is understood by researchers to characterize the trustworthiness, credibility, and
plausibility of research as judged by the use of theory, research design, data generation, and
data analysis” (Anderson, 2017, p.2). The author argues that rigor is strengthened by
elements as “reflexivity, methodological coherence, sampling and data access issues,
member checking of data collected, discussion of transferability, and ethical issues”
(Anderson, 2017, p.6).
Morse (2015, p.1212) adds to trustworthiness in qualitative research, that researchers should
use rigor, reliability, validity and generalisability.
An overall reflection about the quality of the research is given as a summary followed by the
next two sections.

3.8.1 Validity
Validity concerns the interpretation of the observed (Silverman, 2016). This implies
the question of whether or not the observation and its interpretation are appropriate to the
phenomenon that was intended to be researched. In other words, “validity is concerned with
whether the findings are really about what they appear to be about” (Saunders et al., 2009,
p.167). To ensure that the relation between observations and their interpretation on the one
hand and the investigated reality on the other can be traced so that validity can be judged,
the results of a study need to be appropriately and accurately described and analysed
because only this allows for their possible generalisation (Saunders et al., 2016). Only then
can be evaluated how logical, truthful, robust, reasonable, meaningful and useful the results
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of a research are and, thus, what degree of validity it offers (Quinlan et al., 2018, p. 265).
Yet, generalisability could be seen as a challenge in qualitative research (Georges, 2020).
There are different types of validity. Internal validity “refers to ensuring consistency during a
research project” (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 202) Internal validity is normally very weak
(Bryman & Bell, 2015), and it is mainly ensured in this research by corroboration through
peer coding. This corroboration is part of a triangulation approach mentioned by Golfashani
(2003). Additionally, the interview question development by four pilot interviews, the peercoding of the interviews and the discussion of findings point to triangulation aspects,
following Leung (2015, p. 325). All steps were carefully documented by making notes and
reflecting on those later (Appendix C). The main learnings from the pilot interviews were that
-

the structures of the questions was unclear, and some content was repeated

-

the main questions need to be strictly followed to not getting into details that lead
away or anticipate other questions to come later

-

a communication support regarding drone classes could help in the perceived rating
of drones in the process areas

The main interviews’ analysis results were presented to and discussed with two academic
peers for feedback. To provide proper documentation of the interview phase, the author
added a literature search criteria section in the Appendix E.
Content validity (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 202) of the results has been strengthened in this
thesis using an extra set of validation interviews after having developed the framework on
the basis of initial interview data. For validation purposes, the so-called participant validation
was used. Participant validation is discussed by Saunders et al. (2016, pp. 205-207) as a
measure to improve study quality and is also described by Bryman & Bell (2015 p. 401), who
use the term respondent validation or Anderson calling it member checking (Anderson, 2017,
p.4-6). They emphasise that this technique improves the connection between the findings
and the knowledge of the participants. Slettebø (2020) argue, that participant validation
“provides participants with an opportunity to reexamine validity” (Slettebø, 2020, p. 3) and
further state that it “helps researchers assess their observations and interpretations of data
to improve its trustworthiness” (Slettebø, 2020, p. 3).
A major element of triangulation, what Flick (2004) defines as “to refer to the observation of
the research issue from (at least) two different points” (Flick, 2004, p.178), are the partlycomparative two set of interviews. Both automotive and drone experts were asked to a
perceived rating of drones in the research area, future changes as well as the drone
classification. Although there are differences in experiences, this strengthens those elements
of this research by adding a dual perspective.
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Besides the peer review elements of piloting and the main interview, also the validation
process incorporates for the above described triangulation argumentation. Findings of the
interviews as well as the developed DIALOOP framework were presented with the aim to
validate themes by experts who were recruited from the original group of interviewees. The
validation contained a scenario-thinking approach, what led to a change in the interviewees’
perspective. By talking themselves through scenarios a possibility was given to change
perspective and add further reflection. This change from a pure interview to narrative
validation compares to between-method triangulation (Flick, 2004, p.180). The choice of
experts was made due to the expert knowledge of the interviewees and the importance of
the framework validation on the basis of prior interview contribution. A validation is necessary
because of the nascent nature of the research topic, which necessitates a highly interpretive
approach to data analysis, which in turn increases the danger of distortions due to bias and
subjective perceptions, for example from the author but also the negative experience of
single experts with drones. Negative experience in prior drone test could have influences the
interviewees’ mindset on possible application of drones, also because of focussing on just
one application case. Validation allowed for this risk to be minimised.
Generalisability is an aspect of external validity (Silverman, 2016, p.420). However the
author is aware, that, especially in qualitative research, generalisability is hard to reach
especially with small interview samples. Leung (2015, p. 326) discusses generalisability also
by using parts of a validity-reasoning, for example triangulation, comparison and
documentation. For this reason, this research aimed to include as many as possible relevant
German automotive OEMs that apply a BTO strategy and especially to interview the most
competent experts. Saunders et al. (2016) state that research in an emergent-theory area
can improve its generalisability by comparing its results with existing knowledge. This
approach was followed in this thesis by anchoring the DIALOOP framework in existing theory
as far as possible and by discussing the developed framework with experts for validation
purposes. A comparison to other frameworks is therefore given with the data being
triangulated from different sources. Process area definition is done on a broad macro-level
provides for adjustments in other application. The DIALOOP framework development
structure is informed from literature, the interviews and the validation. This approach satisfies
the view of Leung (2015, p. 326), the triangulation (aspect from peer and interviewee
interaction), the comparison (with the literature) and sufficient documentation (that is
maintained over the whole thesis).
Yet the research provides multiple aspects of triangulation, comparison and documentation
towards transferability and therefore provides a certain level of validity.
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3.8.2 Reliability
Quinlan et al. (2018, p. 265) consider reliability as a product of rigor in qualitative
research. Accordingly, reliability can be assumed when the data gathering method and the
analysis produce consistent findings (Saunders & Lewis, 2012), which implies that findings
need to be replicable (Saunders et al., 2016). Because of their low degree of standardisation,
semi-structured interviews can lead to concerns regarding reliability (Saunders et al., 2016).
Given the nature of cross-sectional research, research findings may not be repeatable if they
were reached in a fast-changing environment (Saunders et al., 2016), which is typical for the
dynamic development of technological innovations and, thus, for the research topic at hand.
However, the flexibility it offers in exploring newly emerged complex topics is one of the main
strength of this kind of research (Saunders et al., 2016). As cross-sectional, qualitative
research is therefore indispensable, the goal must therefore be to enhance concerns about
reliability as far as possible.
Accordingly, there are three types of bias that need to be taken into account, namely those
affecting the interviewer, especially if he or she is the only person doing the coding, the
responses and the participating interviewees (M. Saunders et al., 2016, p. 203). To increase
reliability, the author collaborated with peers to arrange for peer coding, chose different
experts and tried to conduct all interviews within one month. All relevant steps to ensure
reliability are documented in the methodology chapter, see data collection phase (section
3.6) or sections on data analysis (section 3.7) with added literature search logic in Appendix
E or list of codes in Appendix C. This is following Quinlan et al. (2018, p. 265), who suggest
to keep a diary-like documentation of the research, to “outline, explain and justify the
decisions the researcher made in relation to the research” (Quinlan et al., 2018, p. 265).
This research provides triangulation influencing reliability in several ways. Following an
argumentation of Lauri (2011, p. 13) data source triangulation can influence reliability in
qualitative research. Triangulation aspects are described in the section to validity (section
3.8.1), especially the comparison of automotive and drone expert content. Additionally, the
research is based on a literature review to both content areas what represents another form
of data source triangulation as the findings from the analysis are concluded towards the
literature. Existing drone classes, process areas as well as logistic operations or
performance measure or even frameworks that were used at the beginning of the data
gathering phase all relied on the literature review.
Additionally, peer reviews were applied as often as possible, either with participation in
research conferences, or presenting progress or results to peer student in weekend learning
sessions. Second, the pilot interviews and the main interview questions were reviewed and
discussed with peer colleagues in all three sets of interviews. Additionally, after transcriptions
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were checked by a native speaker, a corroboration for coding was executed. As a third
element the validation interviews with participants from the first set of interviews verified the
research results. This actions match the thoughts of Leung (2015, p. 326), mentioning that
triangulation enriches reliability issues as well by verification of data context and form.
An overall conclusion about the overall research quality is made with respect to
trustworthiness, rigor and quality. Elements towards trustworthiness were presented with
regard to this research. Multiple elements of triangulation were used in aspects of validity,
reliability and also generalisability. According to Leung (2015, p. 326) or Morse (2015,
p.1213) these three – validity, reliability and generalisability – can represent the quality of a
qualitative research. The researcher’ approach towards good rigor, following Anderson
(2017, p.4-6), contains discussion to sample selection (section 3.6.1), data access
procedures (data collection phase in 3.6 and literature search in Appendix E), sample size
(section 3.6.3), member-checking, what is comparable to participant validation (validation,
see also Appendix D), reflexivity (peer reviews and discussion), ethical considerations
(section 3.6.4) and transferability (section 3.8.1).

3.9 SUMMARY
The philosophy underlying this research is constructionism and its critical-realist stance
is appropriate for exploratory research in a nascent field, such as the field of drone
implementation in intralogistics. An abductive approach was used to combine a deductive
literature approach drawing mainly on automotive process-related sources with the inductive
phase of analysis and interpretation of qualitative data gathered through semi-structured
expert interviews. The results from two sets of interviews, one with automotive experts and
one with drone experts, were integrated into a framework developed on a literature basis,
which then was discussed in another round of interviews for validation purposes. Due to the
fast-moving research field, the chosen time frame was cross-sectional. The semi-structured
interviews offered the opportunity to add new knowledge in an exploratory approach and lay
the groundwork for further research. The interviewed experts were contacted through the
personal network and work environment of the researcher, while maintaining the inclusion
criteria defined above. The planned number of interviews was not reached because one
interviewee was found to fall short of meeting the inclusion criteria during the interview.
However, saturation was reached well within the number of interviews conducted. During all
data gathering activities, the ethics requirements of the University of Portsmouth were
observed. Finally, it can be concluded that methodological justification has been outlined.
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4 DATA ANALYSIS
The interview data analysis in this chapter serves to answer the research question and
to achieve the research objectives. As explained in the previous chapter, the data were
gathered in semi-structured expert interviews conducted with two sets of expert samples –
one consisting of automotive experts and one comprised of drone experts. The results of the
following analyses of these interview data were used to complete the DIALOOP framework,
which then underwent participant validation in a separate round of interviews. The two sets
of interviews were analysed separately on a thematic basis. The analysis of the data follows
the analytical framework presented by Quinlan et al. (2018, p. 328), which contains four
steps: description, interpretation, drawing conclusions and theorizing. In this chapter, the
interview data is described using selected quotes. The interviews were conducted in
German, but the quotes are in English. However, the corresponding original German text
passages from the interview transcripts are given in the endnotes following the appendix.
The analysis aims at reaching research objective 2 and 3 (section 1.3).
Figure 4.1 outlines the analysis process, graphically relating the sections of this chapter to
analytical steps and research objectives. The results of the analysis are used for the further
framework development in chapter 5.

Figure 4.1 Overview of data analysis, Source: The author
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4.1 RESULTS OF DRONE-EXPERT INTERVIEWS
The data from the drone expert interviews inform the drone knowledge in this research,
in particular
•

the classification, as being one of the objectives of this research,

•

the findings by identifying advantages and disadvantages of drone types, as
well as

•

the performance measures possibly addressable by drones.

During the interviews, the participants were given the opportunity to name the classification
of drones, with containing specific performance measures, which they would use and to
explain how it may be used in the context of performance measures. The following analysis
presents an overview of the factors that determine the usefulness of a classification
according to the interviewed drone experts.

4.1.1 The importance of an aim of a classification
During the interviews with the drone experts, unexpected yet important statements
were made. Interviewees repeatedly noted that
“the question is what the classification ultimately aims for” 1 (D7).
Approaching a topic of technology integration is of importance for practitioners. The purpose
of the mentioned frameworks varied from safety and quantity in interaction with workers to
solving problems for the company or addressing its challenges. Throughout the interviews,
the assumption that a clear purpose of the proposed framework is necessary was confirmed.
It was also assumed that
“you end up with an x-part matrix and not just one criterion” 2 (D4),
which was also mentioned by another expert with reference to an evaluation matrix. A casebased approach based on drone applications
“must inevitably result in a combination of different classifications” 3 (D9).
Such a combination has already been suggested for the proposed framework in chapter 2,
as drone type and the weight classes were included in the draft of the framework. Finally,
one would
“not want to implement a drone to implement a drone, but simply because [you] want
to solve a customer problem with it”4 (D4).
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Drone expert statements suggest that a multi-step approach is necessary. Such an approach
results from the necessity to define an aim for the framework and from combining different
classification criteria in a matrix. Such a matrix is still missing. It has to be able to compare
the classes to each other and match them with different use cases. Regarding the general
use of a classification, the expert interviews suggested to focus on a problem or challenge
in order to define first if drones can generally offer a solution. In addition, findings indicate
the importance of considering influencing factors, such as the ones discussed below (4.1.4).
On the other hand, there is a need to design the framework at hand in such a way that it is
compatible with the given European Union’s framework. This leads to using a matrix
approach with different dimensions, as suggested by, among others, expert D9 stating that
one
“must inevitably result in a combination of different classifications”5 (D9).
Further quotations on the general usage of classifications against the background of a
problem to be solved are presented in Table 4.1 in Appendix F.

4.1.2 Classes of the DIALOOP framework
This section summarises drone classifications derived from drone expert interviews.
The aim is to identify useful classifications to be drawn on in designing the DIALOOP
framework. This section also generates the main input for accomplishing research objective
2 (section 1.3).

4.1.2.1 Upcoming European Union classification
The European Union Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) has designed the main
classification named by a majority of experts. One key statement was that this classification
is
“all about the purpose and weight class, mainly” 6 (D1).
Weight was focused on also by many experts in the interviews (D3, D4, D8, D10). The
experts further discerned a trend towards smaller classes. Presently, German law classifies
drones according to upper weight limits 2.5 kilos, 5 kilos and 25 kilos (D4). In addition, speed
is also considered in a law-based classification according the experts. Both weight and speed
are strongly highlighted by the experts as part of the EASA classification. Weight seems
overall more dominant a criterion than speed. However, the European Union classification is
also met with criticism because
“existing classifications are ultimately influenced by air law”7 (D9).
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The interviews show that the EASA classification is highly relevant, although it went into law
only shortly before the interviews occurred. Interviews clearly show that the drone experts
are very well aware of the EASA classification. Yet, they do not use this regulation exclusively
to classify drones. Instead, the regulation caused the experts to adjust their own
classifications to enable a match or compatibility with the EASA classes. Some highlight a
clear connection of the weight-based approach with the risk-based approach of the EASA.
From an expert point of view, the DIALOOP framework should be able to be aligned with that
of the EASA.
The quotations which relate to the European classification are presented in Table 4.2 in
Appendix F.

4.1.2.2 Take-off weight
The interviews revealed weight to be a leading classifying criterion and are therefore
considered in the DIALOOP framework. Take-off weight is a combination of drone weight
and payload. The weight classification is strongly linked to a risk perspective, which points
to the EASA classification discussed in the previous subsection. Weight is considered by
interviewee D7 as a proxy for risk:
” If, for example, you get back to the question of soil risk, it may be that you should
rather go for weight” 8 (D7).
From this perspective, a strong link between the legal restrictions and the weight approach
is plausible. A contrary statement is that the
“legislation that is now in the pipeline is very much oriented toward the risk that
this drone poses for the environment, and there the weight will probably not
play a big role anymore” 9 (D10).
This indicates that weight is not suitable as a single classifying criterion. Furthermore,
presumably about 90% of drones weigh between 2 to 10 kilos (D4). Apart from the pure
weight, also the payload is of importance. One expert even states that
“finally, it’s always about the payload” (D5).
The final limits of the DDC classes (section 2.3.1) are comprised of take-off weights,
specifically the weight of the drone and the payload combined. This is in alignment with the
EASA classification, which also addresses take-off weight. Interviewee D1 observes that
“the smaller and the lighter the drones are, the less regulated they are, the
heavier they become, the more stringent the requirements will be” 10 (D1).
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The experts who did not attribute priority to the use of weight as a classification criterion
focussed in their professional work rather on regulation, whereas the expert advocating a
weight-oriented classification was, in their professional work, more concerned with questions
of practical application. As a result of the interpretation, the interviews show that a majority
of experts highlight the relevance of weight as a classifying criterion. Some single experts
raise doubts about the relevance of weight as it may strongly vary. One stated that
“of course you can always argue about the weight”11 (D9).
The quotations, which relate to take-off weight, are shown in the following Table 4.3 in
Appendix F.

4.1.2.3 Type
A second classification approach mentioned by a majority of interviewees uses the
type of drone. Using type as a second criterion, in addition to weight, was also suggested in
chapter 2 as a result of the literature review. As a foundation for drone type criteria, the
interviewees mentioned the
“distinction between just fixed wing systems, the rotary and the hybrid
systems”12 (D3).
Rotor-based drones were discussed in comparison to fixed-wing drones. Other distinctions
concerned combustion versus electric (D2) or multiple hybrid solutions (D5, D9). For hybrid
drones, there seem to be a larger range of distinctions. The classification by type is again
strongly linked to the purpose of the drones. This is confirmed by D2, who mentioned the
relation between the mission and the type of an operation, which informs the classification
approach discussed below.
The interview data indicate that there is a common understanding of the main classes among
the experts. Still, there is a lack of knowledge on hybrid drones and generally a lesser focus
on fixed-wing and hybrid drones. However, a distinction between these two types could be
valuable as the potential of hybrid drones has not yet been compared to that of rotor-based
and fixed-wing drones. Another topic in need of further research is the junction between a
type-based and a weight-based classification dimension. Finally, an exploration of drone
types and their efficiency in OEM intralogistics or, more general, in industrial in-house
logistics is still absent. However, as a type-based classification was mentioned by a majority
of interviewees, it is also considered as a component of the DIALOOP framework in chapter
5.
The quotations which relate to a type classification are shown in the following Table 4.4 in
Appendix F.
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4.1.2.4 Purpose and mission
Drone

experts

also mentioned

purpose

and

mission.

The

interviewees’

recommendations stress the need to
”classify using the mission and the type of operation”13 (D2).
Possible missions are numerous and systematising them may initially be a challenge. Yet,
some state that a classification can be done with regard to purpose (D8, D10) or proper use
of a drone (D7), following individual drone strength. This clearly confirms the literature, for
example if the focus is on distinctions between on
“sensor-carrying systems, […], then logistics and transport systems that
transport any loads from A to B, and then at the upper end man-carrying
systems” 14 (D5).
The interviewees indicate a high relevance of this aspect to the research field as well. The
literature review initially identified different missions such as information gathering and
transporting operations (section 2.2.1), and it is one of the main purposes of the framework
to link drone types to purposes, such as operations or missions. The interview answers
further indicate that such correlations between drone types and purposes or missions have
not been established yet so that there are no criteria for matching drone types with
application scenarios or fields. The topic of purpose and mission is thus central to the
purpose of the overall framework and may thus provide a preferable avenue toward
classifying drones than other approaches (section 5.1), yet may not be applicable for
classification purposes.
The quotations, which relate to a purpose and mission classification, are shown in Table 4.5.

4.1.2.5 Commercial versus private use
Although private use of drones is not in the focus of this research, several participants
considered
“the distinction between commercial and private use” 15 (D1, D3, D4, D8)
as a categorisation approach.
Expert D10 added a quantitative criterion for distinguishing between drones for private and
drones for commercial use: if the price of a drone is
“set at about 10,000 euros, so everything that is north, we would count as pure
professional equipment” 16 (D10).
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The distinction between commercial and private use was part of the findings of the interviews
yet is not discussed any further. As automotive OEM in-house logistics operations are of a
purely commercial nature, this classification is out of scope. In addition, private interests are
overruled by the EASA regarding drone flight. Therefore, the commercial-private distinction
is not discussed in in later chapters of this thesis.
The quotations that relate to a classification along the lines of commercial and private usage
are shown in
Table 4.6 in Appendix F.

4.1.2.6 Indoor and outdoor
A classification between indoor and outdoor is mentioned by a few experts and
therefore discussed. A single voice claimed that this is the
“most important distinction”17 (D3).
Another expert (D4), by contrast, pointed out the possibility that separate classifications for
drones used indoors, and drones used outdoors exist. As in many cases, in-house processes
are located both indoors and outdoors, drones might have to be able to be applied in both
environments. As in the case of private use areas (section 4.1.2.5), the outdoor areas are
for the most part regulated by the EASA classification and such drone usage may therefore
be covered sufficiently. For this reason, this aspect is not discussed any further.
The quotations, which relate to an indoor or outdoor classification, are shown in Table 4.7 in
Appendix F.

4.1.3 Characteristics of different types of drones
The following sections analyse the drone experts’ view on different drone types and
the interpretation of their characteristics with regard to this research. The interview questions
were organised according to three types of drones, i.e. rotor-based drones, fixed-wing
drones and hybrid drones. This division is based on dominant drone types identified in the
literature review (section 2.2.2.2). The following sections emphasise interview data on drone
types, highlighting their respective advantages and disadvantages. The findings are used to
achieve research objective 3 (section 1.3) and are considered in the discussion in the next
chapter.

4.1.3.1 Findings on rotor-based drones
Rotor-based drones are mainly suggested to be used for short-distance delivery, as
described by D3. Only a few participants mentioned research-relevant uses of such drones,
such as
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“transport flights outdoors, of urgent parts, of spare parts”18 (D4).
Also indoor transportation was mentioned (D5). Apart from transportation, also information
gathering is an important scenario for the usage of rotor-based drones. Advantages of the
rotor-based drones can be summarized as flight characteristics, construction infrastructure
and their manoeuvrability, which makes them suitable for many environments. A major
purpose of such drones could be urgent delivery of single parts. Taking the shortest route
demands flexibility of drones as they may have to fly around certain structures or even avoid
other drones.
“Especially multi-rotor systems will prevail because of their flexibility” 19 (D1).
A certain speed in combination with the ability to take the most direct route affords significant
advantages in reducing reaction and delivery times. Controllability is also named as very
important; this could be summarised in the fact of
“very precise flying, with flying on the spot” 20 (D4).
Precise flying or vertical take-off and landing are needed especially indoors (D4). Given the
ability of drones to use three-dimensional space very freely and land wherever needed, they
can relieve the factory environment, i.e. the
“infrastructure on the ground can be kept relatively slim” 21 (D7).
The combination of flexibility, speed and a certain precision have developed well over time
and amount to a unique advantage of rotor-based drones. Likewise, due to their longstanding
development process and mass production, these drones are cost-effective in acquisition
and over their lifecycle (D10).
Disadvantages of rotor-based drones are distinguished according to flight characteristics,
infrastructure and construction statements. Regarding flight characteristics, the lift is created
by the propellers directly and is therefore not wing-based. Thus, the energy efficiency of
rotor-based drones is poor. In comparison, rotor-based drones have a boost and weight ratio
that is about five times worse than that of fixed-wing drones (D9), which mainly results from
their need to stabilise themselves at low speed. The energy used for lift can then not be used
to traverse flight distance or for carrying a higher payload weight. The disadvantages
mentioned most in the interviews concerning the construction were size and weight, which
lead to
”the eternal trade-off, which one must face there” 22 (D10).
The trade-off is that higher payloads can only be reached by increasing the weight of the
drone as such, which leads to limitations.
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It can be said that, according the drone experts, rotor-based drones are very suitable for
deployment in the research area investigated here. Nevertheless, no potential drone
applications were named that were pertinent to the operations in the focus of this thesis, with
the exception of urgent part delivery. However, specific areas or operations for their use were
not explored in further detail.
A step necessary to draw conclusions is to outline in which areas or operations the
advantages of a drone type overcome its disadvantages. Presumably, the advantages of
vertical take-off and landing seem to be of special manoeuvrability value in narrow indoor
environments. In contrast, rotor-based drones are, according to the drone experts, less
usable in long-range operations. However, progress in the field of energy density may
broaden the applicability of such drones in the future and result in their increased use
because the advantages of these manoeuvrable drones can be used at lesser trade-off
costs. Further conclusions are drawn in chapter 5.
The quotations on use scenarios are shown in Table 4.8, quotations on advantages in Table
4.9 and quotations on disadvantages in Table 4.10 in Appendix F.

4.1.3.2 Findings on fixed-wing drones
According to the drone experts, fixed-wing drones will play a less significant role in
the process areas focussed on in this research. Fixed-wing technology could be used for
“increasing the efficiency of the platform so that they fly longer and faster or
both” 23 (D10).
Fixed wing drones are primarily considered for long-distance flight in suburban areas. This
application focusses on deliveries in evenly spread locations, such as facilities with
distributed infrastructure or appearance. Only one participant mentioned using fixed-wing
drones for inspection purposes in warehouses, where they could
“actually somehow fly along high shelves, scanning barcodes” 24 (D1).
Accordingly, the interviews outline clear advantage of fixed wings in long-distance flights. In
this usage scenario, the energy efficiency of fixed-wing drones is of the essence (D7) and,
compared to other drone types, fixed-wing drones are faster. Regarding construction, fixedwing drones are
“also quite reliable and also quite [...] cheap in terms of maintenance” 25 (D2).
The disadvantages of fixed-wing drones are headed by concerns regarding needed
infrastructure, especially the facilities needed for
“take-off and landing” 26 (D1).
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If significant infrastructure is needed for landing, 46% of flight time might be lost (D10), which
is a considerable disadvantage. Moreover, the inflexibility of such drones resulting from a
lack of manoeuvrability (D8, D9) also leads to disadvantages regarding automation in the
factory environment.
In summary, fixed-wing drones appear to offer fewer use scenarios than rotor-based drones
and, thus, attract less attention in the expert community if thinking about this research area.
The current application scenarios as well as the difficulties mentioned indicate that fixedwing drones are generally not suitable for meeting the requirements of the process areas in
the focus of this thesis. In addition, the need for infrastructure may prevent a pervasive
application in a factory environment. Nevertheless, the advantages of efficiency and fitness
for long-distance travel lead to the assumption that there can be cases lending themselves
to the application of fixed-wing drones. In these cases, long-range applicability should be
required, and the focus may not lie on selected process areas, but, rather, on the whole
logistical supply process or extensive parts of it. In particular, early sub-processes in the
supply process could be a plausible usage scenario as they can involve long-range
operations, such as the area of goods receipt, or take place in large spaces, such as storage
in yards, especially when fast delivery is needed. However, the findings point out that fixedwing drones are generally seen as surveillance and information gathering drones, with a
clear emphasis on information gathering. A usage in in-house logistics was not suggested.
The quotations on application scenarios are presented in Table 4.11, quotations on
advantages in Table 4.12 and quotations on disadvantages in Table 4.13 in Appendix F.

4.1.3.3 Findings on hybrid drones
The findings allow for a comprehensive overview of different applications of hybrid
drones, with tilt-wing drones being the most significant drone type.
“A tilt-wing multiple device can start vertically, then goes into gliding flight and
then can land vertically again” 27 (D5).
Other applications, such as a combination of flying and rolling (D4, D6), swimming or driving
or even tethered drones and lighter-than-air applications were only known and considered
by few interviewees. The experts often mention that hybrids have to be
“designed specifically for a particular task”28 (D1).
The main advantages of hybrid drones can, in the opinion of the experts, be summarised as
speed and flexibility. Speed aspects are of significant interest in logistics (D10) because
“distances are covered faster” 29 (D7)
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as the drones can fly up to 200 km/h. In comparison, hybrid drones demand a potentially
“lower energy input than [drones] with multi-rotors” 30 (D8)
in long-distance flights. Thus, they provide a higher range than rotor-based drones, while
also offering a high degree of flexibility regarding obstacles or infrastructure.
Disadvantages predominantly result from the construction of hybrid drones. A majority of
experts stated that their complexity is higher than that of other drone types. This leads to a
larger size and a higher weight. Complexity also results in higher costs. The second
disadvantage is their flight energy consumption. This is significant because the change from
flying to hovering consumes much energy and, contrary to the beliefs of many drone users,
is not possible very often (D10), due to that energy consumption. Additionally, an indoor
application might face a very long transition phase (D4) from horizontal to vertical flying and
the in-flight stability may be insufficient (D1).
The findings show that the drone experts were rather sceptical regarding the usability of
hybrid drones given the present state of the technology. The interviews point at a more
plausible use scenario in the transportation sector. While the prices are said to decrease,
the complexity of the drones is currently a weighty disadvantage and it is expected that hybrid
drones only are useful in very specific areas or highly narrow use cases. While hybrid drones
combine advantages of fixed-wing and rotor-based drones, their significant drawbacks have
to be considered. The advantages resulting from these drones’ combination of fast longrange coverage with precise hovering are cancelled out by energy inefficiency, cost and
complexity, which limits their applicability to very specific needs and settings. More
conclusions are drawn later in chapter 5 by including automotive-expert knowledge and
process requirements in the discussion.
The quotations on possible applications can be found in Table 4.14, on advantages in Table
4.15 and on disadvantages in Table 4.16 in Appendix F.

4.1.4 Drone experts on future developments
Another part of the research addresses the questions of the most relevant future
developments with a significant influence on the implementation of drones. This section
serves as a basis to achieve research objective 3 (section 1.3) which aims at identifying the
preconditions for drone implementation in automotive OEM logistics operations.
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4.1.4.1 Infrastructure
The first theme identified by the drone experts was infrastructure. It may be possible
to decrease investments into ground infrastructure by using drones, while adding flexibility
(D7). One drone expert stated that companies
“must create larger areas where you can fly off and work”31 (D1).
A specific feature of an infrastructure appropriate for drone usage could be the provision of
corridors, which would be a plausible result of following the EASA classification (section
4.1.2.1). In contrast, the concern was raised that complexity may increase, yet could be
handled by
“taking into account appropriate safety requirements” 32 (D8)
or by using drones only for special purposes and, then, as additional elements, as in the
delivery of
"for example special parts” (D8).
Instead of taking cars out of the production sequencing, drones could be utilised to carry
parts their point of usage at a high speed and without negative effects. Infrastructural benefits
may be one of the most significant developments in this research. Advice from drone experts,
may prove very valuable for the implementation of drones in the researched area. The
possibility to reduce complexity through drone deployment, cost-reduction potentials, which
are highly valuable in in-house logistics, and the necessity of a dedicated airspace for drones
are further considered in the discussion in chapter 5.
Quotations on infrastructure considerations are presented in Table 4.17 in Appendix F.

4.1.4.2 Network control system
Another finding from the interviews with drone experts concerns the integration of
drones with other managed assets in an overarching technological structure. Findings point
at a common network thinking amongst the drone experts. One expert stated that there have
to be
“also ways in which drones can interact with other drones or a kind of centralized
system to manage drone airspace”33 (D2).
All drone experts, despite slight differences in expertise and work focus, considered drone
management to be relevant. Some experts articulated a more comprehensive vision of
network communication. This comprehensive vision should inform the later framework. The
integration of drones with other assets can help to find a more efficient and possibly even
safer way to perform logistics operations. Drones should only be used if the advantages
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inherent in their flight ability are needed. Nevertheless, some experts mention the need for
central control facilities, which is not in agreement with the above-mentioned focus on a selforganising, spread network. The initial aim of the network is to bring together as many players
as possible. Additionally, in both cases a high automation could be an aim. A final conclusion
is drawn later regarding network thinking, see in chapter 5.
Quotations on network thinking are gathered in Table 4.18 in Appendix F.

4.1.4.3 Drone-platform thinking
The drone-expert interviews also pointed at a platform implementation as a possible
development similar to a network. However, the results derived from the interviews are
divergent. Drone experts clearly highlight the need to think of drones as a platform, stating
that
“here is such a research platform that flies and has interfaces, do what you want
with it”34 (D1).
This indicates a need for drones with a general utility for many purposes. By contrast, some
experts state that
“there are many who take the approach of developing a drone for, or adapting
it to, to a very specific problem”35 (D1).
Findings clearly indicate that there are two different streams in the views on drone
development in the context of platform thinking. Thus, there is the recommendation that a
platform should match specific purposes, but there are also statements that indicate that the
platform needs to be far more flexible and led itself to numerous, as yet unknown purposes.
This former opinion clearly leads to a preference for special developments geared toward the
needs of customers and application cases.
Quotations on drone platforms are presented in Table 4.19 in Appendix F.

4.1.4.4 Autonomy
From the perspective of drone experts, autonomy leads to a diminished need for
changes in infrastructure built for drone technology. Thus, a higher level of autonomy is
needed
“if environments become more complex and the problem has to be solved” 36
(D1).
Autonomy results in lower a lower need for manpower, or, as one expert put it,
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”I do not buy a drone so that a man then somehow loads the thing and another
controls it, instead the part can be carried directly from A to B” 37 (D10).
Complexity can be mastered by solving navigation problems, increasing computing power
or developing smaller electronics. Overall, the systems have to become more powerful and
intelligent. The level of automation to be aimed for is not specified by the experts. This can
result from different understandings of the experts as well as differences in their professional
focus. Some experts focus on automated navigation whereas others relate automation to
process topics, maintenance or battery replacement. Automation and intelligence also
influence other developments, in particular network structures, efficiency or even the
acceptance of drones by stakeholders.
Quotations regarding autonomy are compiled in Table 4.20 in Appendix F.

4.1.4.5 Efficiency
Interview findings show that efficiency has multiple aspects. Battery ability, energy
efficiency as well as cost orientation are mentioned. Most statements address battery ability.
Furthermore, the interviews showed how battery density can affect performance, with a
potential to increase current performance by the factor five to 10 (D9). It would be especially
helpful
“if we now achieved factor ten with an energy storage device with electrical or
electrochemical [...] storage of electrical energy with batteries“38 (D9).
Otherwise,
“the game starts all over again, how many batteries can you carry, and what is the
trade-off” 39 (D10).
Hybrid drones were addressed very often, probably because they may be affected the most
by such developments. Overall, energy efficiency is of high priority in the future as a
precondition for increasing drone implementation. The most important finding is that,
according to the drone experts, the density of the energy combined with the energy efficiency
of the drone are the determining factors regarding the drone implementation. Any
developments regarding efficiency can influence multiple other fields of development, such
as complexity or costs, and, therefore, efficiency is of very high importance for drawing
further conclusions.
Quotations on efficiency are illustrated in Table 4.21 in Appendix F.
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4.1.4.6 Acceptance
The findings from the interviews with drone experts also highlight acceptance. Drone
experts recommend an extensive and frequent use of pilot projects. Examples of successful
drone implementations can change minds or, in more specific cases, could persuade
employees and work councils, especially if the examples promote the public good, such as
blood delivery or emergency help. At first,
“people have to get used to the drones in the sky” 40 (D2)
by witnessing
“more pilot projects” 41 (D3).
Thus, drone experts emphasise a specific sequence in the implementation process:
Acceptance is to be established first, as it is a foundation for advances in automation and
therefore of the development of meaningful and efficient use cases. Acceptance is, however,
a chicken-and-egg dilemma. If acceptance is low, pilot projects are less likely; yet without
more pilot projects, acceptance cannot increase. For this reason, pilot projects have to be
prepared by and accompanied by other measures to promote drone implementation.
Quotations on the topic acceptance are collected in Table 4.22 in Appendix F.

4.1.4.7 Regulation guidelines
Finally, findings from drone-expert interviews highlight that guidelines are needed to
influence common acceptance. A key solution for higher acceptance can be
“uniform and simple regulatory conditions”42 (D5)
because
“it can be assumed that in the present legal situation a small drone is often
granted approval faster if critical infrastructures are involved” 43 (D7).
The regulations from the European lawmakers seem to be an appropriate start in this
direction. The development and use of regulation guidelines is caught up in the same
dilemma as acceptance. Without the contribution of experts, no useful guideline can be
developed. Although there are some guidelines such as the EASA classification for drones,
further investigations are needed to arrive at regulatory frameworks that are useful in
practice.
Quotations on regulation guidelines are presented in Table 4.23 in Appendix F.
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4.1.5 Summary of the results of drone-expert interviews
Regarding future drone implementation, one statement highlights the significance of
this technology:
“the future of drones will be like today's cell phones or smartphones”44 (D2).
The drone-expert interviews informed the DIALOOP framework in a threefold way. Their first
valuable input consists in the confirmation of the classification, which underpins the
conclusions derived from the literature review and, thus, contributes to achieving research
objective 2: ‘Classify drones for automotive OEM logistics operations’. The classification is
used further to systematise the automotive experts’ opinion on the use of drones in diverse
logistics operations in the following section.
In addition, the findings show that
•

the EASA classification,

•

take-off weight and

•

type-differentiation classifications

are of foremost importance for a classification and are used to develop the final DIALOOP
framework. The other classifications – i.e. ‘commercial and private’ or ‘indoor and outdoor’
are not used for further conclusions and theorising.
Secondly, the drone-expert interviews contributed significantly to an understanding of the
three drone types
•

rotor-based drones,

•

fixed-wing drones and

•

hybrid drones.

The input from the interviewees on current applications as well as on the advantages and
disadvantages offered a foundation for achieving research objective 3. Drones show different
qualities, which are discussed with regard to single process areas later in this thesis (section
5.2). Hybrid drones may only be applied in few cases as of high costs and complexity. Fixedwing drones confront infrastructural limitations regarding starting and landing and their low
manoeuvrability in the narrow spaces of automotive OEM factories cause concern. Rotorbased drones are most suitable for in-house applications because of their flexibility and
manoeuvrability. These insights are also used to draw further conclusions later in this thesis
by synthesizing the results of the drone-expert interviews with those of the automotive-expert
interviews.
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In this sections, major developments are listed and interpreted with regard to the research
topic. According to the interviewees, infrastructure, central control systems, a platform
approach, efficiency, acceptance and regulatory guidelines demarcate the areas of
development with the greatest influence on the future of drone technology and usage. These
results relate to research objective 3 and are further discussed in chapter 5.

4.2 RESULTS OF AUTOMOTIVE-EXPERT INTERVIEWS
The automotive experts were interviewed to gain data mainly on the process areas in
automotive OEM logistics operations. Findings also show which performance measures are
of interest in the process areas, but also in drone implementation. These results mainly serve
to achieve research objective 1 (section 1.3). Furthermore, the interview results in this
section move the analysis towards the use of drones in individual process areas and towards
logistics operations. As was the case with the drone experts, the automotive experts were
asked to identify future developments that may influence drone implementation. All these
results are used to achieve research objective 3, i.e. to explore the preconditions under which
drones can meet current requirements.

4.2.1 Drones in process areas
In the following sections, the investigated process areas are viewed with regard to
their suitability for drone implementation. The first subsection targets process areas;
subsequently, main performance measures in the current process-area landscape are
addressed. Finally, the following subsections investigate the potential for drones in each
process area with explicit focus on logistics operations and performance measures. The
section structure uniforms in that the following steps are executed:
1. logistic operations added by experts
2. logistic operations where drones can be used
3. performance measures, added by experts
4. performance measures which can be addressed by drones
All results are finally drawn on in chapter 5 to finalise the framework.

4.2.1.1 Definition of process areas
In a first part of the automotive interviews, the interviews explored which process
areas are commonly used and to define a process clustering suitable for the later framework.
Automotive experts named ‘goods receipt’, ‘storing’, ‘picking and sequencing’ and ‘delivery
to line’ and ‘empties processing’ as the most relevant areas for the proposed framework. In
the following, quotes defining every process area are cited and discussed.
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The starting process of intralogistics is goods receipt, with A1 stating that
“intralogistics begins [...] with goods receipt” 45 (A1).
Another synonymous term is “classic goods receipt” 46 (A2). Goods receipt is the starting
process in this research.
The subsequent process area of storing is mentioned in several versions, probably because
companies
“have different storage structures” 47 (A2).
A differentiation clearly focusses on the distinction between large loads for normal
warehouses and small loads, which are handled in highly automated and specialised
warehouses (A4), possibly to be distributed to supermarkets (A5), as special picking areas
are called in an automotive context, which also count as warehouses.
As the next process area, picking and sequencing was identified by a majority of automotive
experts. On the one hand, there are
„picking zones, where corresponding shopping carts are picked” (A1)
or brought into a sequence (A4). Distinctions were made between big carriers (GLT), small
carriers (KLT) and automatic small parts storage (AKL) (A7). The second part of this process
area is sequencing, which often takes place during picking or subsequent to it.
The final relevant process area is delivery to line, which was also mentioned by a majority of
experts. In this process, the goods are delivered to the value-adding point of use (A2). This
process can take place in two forms,
„either the material is brought to the lines unmixed or [parts are mixed, but put]
in a sequence” 48 (A10).
The process thus comprises the delivery to the point of use and ends with the material
arriving there (A3). This process is the final step considered in this down-stream-oriented
research.
One additional area was mentioned by experts: the empties return, in which empty transport
containers are sent back to their point of origin higher up in the supply stream. This process
is expected to be at the end of all in-house processes (A3). One interviewee explained with
reference to the German automotive group that he works for that
“we steer empties back to the nearest supplier who needs the [container] part
in the [automotive] group” 49 (A3),
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which clearly shows that the overall process landscape is only partly comparable between
the different automotive experts’ employers.
Quotations on process landscape are presented in Table 4.24.

4.2.1.2 Automotive experts’ view on performance measures
The automotive interviews also addressed briefly the performance measures applied
by the experts in their everyday business. The experts confirmed
•

quality,

•

time and

•

costs besides

•

security of supply and

•

throughput

as the major measures. Differences in quality were made regarding process quality (A4) or
sequencing mistakes (A4) as well as delivery quality (A9). A time differentiation was made
regarding employee times (A7) or additional time for rework (A8) and time for certain
transportation (A5). Costs seem to be perceived in a uniform way by all interviewees, minor
differentiations were made in logistics costs (A7) or procurement costs (A3), which results
from a process perspective. Even more emphasis was put on the measure of supply security,
which is determined by a delicate balance between stock and days in inventory (A7). Finally,
throughput is a major measurement, especially with regard to the ratio of input to output (A5),
which can be measured daily or weekly (A7)
Being asked about the applicability of efficiency, effectiveness and differentiation in the
researched area, the experts opened up varying perspectives. In regard to efficiency, experts
highlighted a tight connection to cost considerations (A2, A10) and stated that investing only
for efficiency reasons and without the prospect of return on investment is not viable (A8).
With regard to effectiveness, a common understanding was that it is mostly measured by
comparing different plants on a management level (A7, A9), and might be not applicable for
a more operational level of drone application. There was agreement on common measures
to be used if certain innovation processes were applied (A9) or certain quality aspects were
optimised (A10). The third measure, differentiation, was understood very differently by the
automotive experts. Some concretised differentiation as transparency (A1, A5), gamification
(A1), flexibility (A2), culture (A10), innovativeness (A2), mutability (A2) or perfection (A5, A7,
A9) and digitisation (A5), yet an overarching collective perspective was absent.
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Overall, efficiency, effectiveness and differentiation were not very present in the responses
of the automotive experts. In contrast, the measures addressing time, cost and quality seem
to be very applicable.

4.2.1.3 Potentials of drones in ‘goods receipt’
Four identified logistics operations
Findings from the interviews showed four main logistics operations in the process
area of ‘goods receipt’, which are receiving of the goods, administrative booking, checking
and finally unloading of goods as well as labelling. Yet, that the process of goods receipt can
also be understood with respect to risks:
“receiving is actually […] only a passage of risk” 50 (A3).
Besides different checks and administrative processing of documents, the main task is
“unloading a truck and placing the goods at some checkpoints” 51 (A4).
Implementation of drones
In the interviews, three possible logistics operations were identified, in which drones
could potentially be implemented, i.e. transportation, booking of goods receipt and checking
of the goods. Regarding the transportation, the drones can conceivably render routing
support for incoming truck (A10). A more extensive implementation of drones in
transportation was met with scepticism, which was rooted in the assumption that the payload
capacity of drones would be too low or that parts are simply too heavy. Some interviewees
could imagine that drones could handle the receiving of goods. Others thought that
“the weight of the carriers [is] simply […] far too high” 52 (A4).
From another perspective, drones were considered as possible scanning tools for
containers. These interviewees considered an implementation of drones in this process area
as advantageous. Yet, it can be argued that such a use of drones results from prior
inefficiencies:
“if I imagine that I should take a drone in 2019 or in the year 2020 to determine
where the truck is or where my load is, then I have actually prior to this another
problem that I have not solved” 53 (A6).
Therefore, the interviewee added, the focus should rather be on the processes instead of
drone technology. Yet, the DIALOOP framework can help to identify some supportive
processes for drone implementation.
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Common performance measures
The main common performance measures in goods receipt were identified as quality
issues, performance, punctuality and duration. Quality issues may be of a varying kind, such
as faulty documentation, transportation damages, delivery quality and completeness, the
latter requiring that
“what has been delivered [needs to be] checked for completeness” 54 (A2).
As a second performance measure, performance itself was identified. According to some
experts (A4, A7), performance is often not measured or only reported with a significant time
lag, i.e. after the fact, what results in a significant time gap till performance increases. As a
third set of performance measures, delivery date and time were mentioned. It should be
checked how punctual the vehicles and, accordingly,
“how punctual […] the goods” 55 (A10) are.
Performance measures influenced by drones
Both speed and quality can be influenced by drones in this process area.
Determinants of speed mentioned in the interviews were parallelising of processes and
reduction of manual processes. Another theme concerned a potential increase in quality
because of gains in accuracy effected through machines as opposed to human employees
(A2). Depending on a possible reduction of workers, having less manpower also results in
less cost and potentially also in higher quality, due to reduction of human mistakes. However,
some experts (A1, A9) did not know any performance measures that could be changed by
drones or, respectively, did not believe that drones could produce a change in performance
measures.
The findings highlight that drones show potential for implementation in both transportationbased and information-based logistics operations in the process area of goods receipt.
Potential tasks to be discharged by drones were, to a limited degree, transportation or
booking and checking. While drones can be a valuable support in scanning, some
interviewees questioned their ability to deliver goods because of their limited transportation
capacity. Quality and speed in the scanning and booking process may be increased through
drones. A reduction in the manpower needed for these tasks may lead to cost reductions.
Quotations on logistics operations are gathered in Table 4.25, quotations on possible drone
implementations in Table 4.26, on common performance measures in Table 4.27 and on
potentially improved performance measures in Table 4.28 in Appendix F.
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4.2.1.4 Potentials of drones in ‘storing’
Three identified logistics operations
The findings identify the logistics operation of storing, buffering, transportation and
releasing from stock as sub-processes of the process area ‘storing’. The majority of experts
highlighted storing as the most significant logistics operation. The process area of ‘storing’
is also compared to buffering (A3, A6, A9). Nevertheless, within the process area of ‘storing’,
transportation was named as of the logistics operations pertaining to it, with using the term
“transport in the broadest sense of course, too” 56 (A2).
The final logistics operation mentioned is releasing from stock , which involves goods being
fetched from the storing place as they are demanded. A range of other operations, such as
measuring of parking situation (A1) or repacking or relabelling, could also be placed within
‘storing’. However, these tasks could also pertain to the process area ‘goods receipt’
according to other interviewees (A4, A6).
Implementation of drones
The findings show that logistics operations for drones in storing are significantly
information-based; transportation was not considered to be a potential application of drone
technology. A majority of the experts viewed information-based operations, such as inventory
taking, as possible applications of drones, for which operation in the vicinity of humans can
be avoided if
“the drone flies through the hall again late at night or during non-operating
times”57 (A5).
Another possibility, the
“optimization of parking-space allocations through the detection of vacant
parking spaces” 58 (A2),
is suitable for this process area and could increase performance. Certain checks for
completeness of stock or warehouse structures could also be performed by drones, and also
different scanning processes, e.g. processes aiming at measuring the current level of storing
capacity used, could also, if carried out by drones, increase performance. Special operations
in intralogistics are searches for lost loads or box finding, which drones may perform
efficiently. Finally, there are surveillance operations. While the transportation of whole
automobiles is not in the focus of this research, there are information-gathering operations
in this process area that drones could discharge. The main purpose would be to ascertain
lot-filling levels, and the ability of drones
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“to hover above the vehicles” 59 (A9)
would be a strength.
In contrast, many interviewee denied that logistics operations in storing lend themselves to
drone operations and argued that there might be no opportunities for drone implementation
at all (A5, A6, A7, A9, A10). One interviewee stated that one
“should […] focus more on my process so that I know how to position myself,
and on making the process robust; then, I do not need to fly through a corridor
afterwards” 60 (A6).
Common performance measures
The interview results show the essential performance measures to be quality,
followed by performance. Categories of quality are damages, wrong storage, wrong label or
delivery. Leading categories of the second measure, performance, are utilisation or storage
filling level, which refers to the degree of the physical utilisation of available storage space.
Days of inventory (A6) pertain to the utilisation and are a measure for the turnover of stock.
To decrease days of inventory and to raise utilisation, goods need to be processed as fast
as possible, i.e. it is
“of course [...]important that we have low, shorter lead times” 61 (A1)
This would result in keeping
“as low a stock as possible” 62 (A1),
which in turn would lead to a low capital commitment (A10).
Performance measures influenced by drones
The findings on performance measures that can potentially be affected by the
implementation of drones point to quality and performance. The majority of the performance
measures that are sub-ordinate to these main, composite measures are performanceoriented measures. These include stock transparency and error-based KPIs. Especially the
latter may potentially be improved considerable by using drones. Transparency can reduce
inventory and related capital commitment by helping to increase the
“utilisation of the storing structure” 63 (A2) .
Additionally, the speed of the storing itself could be increased through automation. This is
mentioned by a majority of experts, who state that transport can be
“faster with a drone vs. the classic transport units” 64 (A3).
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Increased speed would finally lead to
“an increase in efficiency” 65 (A7)
in the opinion of other experts. Furthermore, delivery quality was mentioned by experts in
the interviews. Drones could ensure the security of supply, even if there were less inventory
but a better use of the space available. This may compensate for, or solve, the problems
posed by increases in product variety, in the number of sets built caused by customer
demands.
Findings show that also in the process area of ‘storing’ drone implementation can unlock
potentials. While the logistics operations with a transportation character show a low likelihood
of successful drone integration, information-based operations can, according to the experts,
profit from drone deployment. The information gathered by drones could be used to effect
improvements in performance measures such as quality or performance itself. Also
mentioned as candidates for drone-based improvement were the performance measures
days in inventory and filling level. However, drones require free space in order to be able to
discharge their tasks efficiently, which reduces the range of successful applications.
Additionally, increases in available space can raise the speed at which drones operate and
may make their deployment for sorting and transportation more plausible.
Quotations on logistic operations are presented in Table 4.29, quotations to on drone
implementations in Table 4.30, on common performance measures in Table 4.31 and on
potentially affected performance measures in Table 4.32 in Appendix F.

4.2.1.5 Potentials of drones in ‘picking and sequencing’
Three identified logistics operations
The findings from the interviews led to the identification of three logistics operations
as part of the process area ‘picking and sequencing’, which are delivery to the picking line,
the actual picking and, partly, delivery. Delivery to the picking line comprises the
transportation of parts from storing facilities to the picking place or to the supermarket, where
parts are picked in sequence. In the course of the actual picking operations, so-called
shopping carts and sets are created, which also constitutes
“the pure picking process” 66 (A7).
Whereas some experts only focus on transport others consider sorting or, respectively, the
sequencing of goods as relevant logistics operations. The delivery to the point of use can be
considered to be the final logistics operation in this process area.
Implementation of drones
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The findings show a twofold potential for the implementation of drones in picking and
sequencing as information-based and transportation-related applications appear possible,
with the latter being more dominant. For information-related applications, data collection
methods are lacking for purposes such as measuring temperature, air moisture or dust
exposure (A4). Also, the operation picking and delivering is of importance. Drones could
function as tools for lifting parts, albeit this appears feasible only for small parts. A possible
application is to bring parts to the line in a post-delivery emergency process, which also
affects the next process area in this analysis. By contrast, some experts do not consider any
drone applications in these logistics operations to be possible. One reason can be
unmatching processes or parts, that
„the parts I want to sequence are either stored on shelves or distributed at
ground level” 67 (A4).
Parts can be too heavy or to large, or the existing space is simply not suitable for
drones.
Common performance measures
The findings on common performance measures focus on mostly error-based, but
also speed-related ones. Categories of error-based measures are sequencing errors,
missing parts and wrong pickings. Errors occur because there is
“no 100% control” 68 (A10).
In addition, speed was identified as an important factor for performance in the interviews. A
category pertaining to speed is manual tasks reduction. A reduction in manual tasks would
presumably result from a higher degree of automation reached by drones. A second factor
relevant for speed is that a
„parallelization of the processes is possible“69 (A2),
which could lead to a higher capacity. Speed was mentioned as a relevant performance
measure alongside a reduction of F-times, i.e. assigned worker time units.
Performance measures influenced by drone implementation
The interview results highlight three main performance measures that can potentially
be influenced by the implementation of drones, which are timeliness, delivery quality and
throughput. Timeliness measures
“how much time do you need to complete a certain process” 70 (A3).
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Time needed may be influenced by the ability of drones to take direct routes and to travel at
high speeds. Regarding delivery quality, drones could improve this measure by checking
parts quality and location. Drones can also help with
“avoiding misallocated components” 71 (A9).
Improvements in both measures can result in an increase of throughput; however, some
experts consider drones as not suitable for operating these processes, but only as a support
of
“accompanying processes of this activity” 72 (A2).
As with most other process areas, some experts believe that there are not performance
measures for ‘picking and sequencing’ that could be affected by drone implementation (A4,
A5, A6). Single suggestions were made about redesigning the entire process so that drones
could be implemented in it on a large scale. However, this would require changes in the
following delivery-to-line process.
The findings show that the ‘picking and sequencing’ process area encompasses both
transportation and information logistics operations. Scanning of parts in the line process is
of similar importance as transporting the parts to the picking stations or delivering them
further in the process. There is thus a high potential in refining the delivery process by
controlling it on an informational basis – visually or by other sensors; also, an expeditious
emergency delivery can improve performance. The process area ‘picking and sequencing’
also involves transportation over relatively long distances in the in-house logistics of
automotive OEMs. Thus, the upstream storing locations may be far away from the production
line and may also be widespread. However, this also depends on how ‘picking and
sequencing’ is marked off from the upstream ‘storing’ and the downstream ‘delivery to line’.
However, emergency delivery can offer extra value, especially if long distances have to be
traversed. However, an exclusive use of drones to fulfil this function may not be possible
because of the space requirements for free flight and the sheer number of drones needed –
since a high number of parts would require a mixed process or the usage of drones as an
additional support for the existing process. The conditions of drone implementation are
clearly different, depending on whether drones are integrated into existing structures or
applied in a green field setting. This also has implications for the return on investment from
drone implementation.
Quotations on logistic operations are gathered in Table 4.33, on possible drone
implementations in Table 4.34, on common performance measures in Table 4.35, and on
potentially affected performance measures in Table 4.36 in Appendix F.
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4.2.1.6 Potentials of drones in ‘delivery to line’
Two identified logistic operations
Two different logistic operations were identified using the interview data. The first is
pure transportation and the second is allocation at the line. The delivery to the point of use
has a
“really great potential” 73 (A6).
The process can start
„out of our staging areas with our tugger trains and forklifts, um, transport
systems, up to the spot” 74 (A8).
Furthermore, logistics centres may be located in another hall or location so that the
transportation route is still long enough for using a truck. However, the goods are primarily
transported to, and located at, the point of use, which could match the feeding process
mentioned above. ‘Delivery to line’ can thus be defined as
„traveling the distance, from the warehouse, from the point of origin to the
place of demand“75 (A10).
Implementation of drones
The sub-processes identified as potentially suitable for the implementation of drones
are urgent delivery, long distance delivery and non-series material (synonymous to nonproduction material) delivery. The main category here is an urgent delivery of re-supplies,
i.e.
“an express delivery or a special delivery in case material should have gone
out” 76 (A5),
but also included are
“post-delivery processes when errors occur” 77 (A4).
By contrast, serial delivery was not mentioned by the experts as a potential candidate for
drone implementation, although drones can be used for delivery over long distances, using
corridors or lanes. Whether this is possible may depend on the parts to be delivered as well
as on the overall organisation of supply and storage. A second potential for implementing
drones was found to be in delivery of non-series material. It is, however, very doubtful that
these types of supplies, which may include items such as gloves or shoes, need to be
delivered using a highly innovative technology because they are typically not critical. Some
concerns raised in the interviews highlighted the weight of the drones versus their capacity:
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„the goods to be transported […] are too heavy to be carried with the technical
possibilities of a drone” 78 (A4, A8).
The pre-assembly of goods in automotive OEM production leads to an increase of weight
along the line and the resulting problem that the compound parts may become too heavy for
transportation by drone.
Common performance measures
The interviews revealed the main performance measures to be delivery date,
timeliness, costs and inventory handling. The first category is on-time delivery, which either
means being
“at the right time in the right place” 79 (A2)
or
“that [the part] arrives on time, so in this case not the duration [matters], but the time
window, in which it is provided” 80 (A8).
A major factor regarding timeliness is the handling of the traffic. In this process area, traffic
intensity is a major challenge.
“Topics such as transport load [or] transport frequencies” 81 (A10),
which were raised by some experts, influence supply security and are of high importance
here. Additionally, minimal inventory at the line could lead to reduced costs, yet entails a
higher risk regarding supply.
Performance measures influenced by drones
The findings show speed to be the performance measure often mentioned with
regard to the implementation of drones, as speed is an important factor in both urgent and
long-distance delivery. The process
“happens faster, because I can use drones and unload transport units faster, so
to speak” 82 (A2).
A faster resupply can result in more flexibility close to the delivery date, which, in turn, allows
for a longer window for changes in the order. In summary, drone usage results in timeliness,
speed and automation.
Other categories, in addition to speed, are utilization of the transport route and the use of
space:
“also imagine that the third dimension simply relieves the infrastructure”83 (A10).
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Some experts talked about alternative storage, where drones could be useful. However, the
transport volume may increase if drones are implemented. Especially in a brown-field setting,
i.e. in the case of an already existing plant structure, the use of the space available is of high
importance.
Data show that the logistics operations in the ‘delivery-to-line’ process area have a good
potential for implementing drones. Nowadays especially, traffic density influences delivery
on time to a significant extent. Limiting drone application only to express delivery tasks may
leave important potentials unused. However, transporting non-series materials may not
warrant the costly application drones in the absence of any time pressure. Especially
compound performance measures such as flexibility, speed and timeliness harbour
opportunities for drone implementation in this process area. Especially rotor-based drones
show a high potential for use in a ‘delivery-to-line’ setting, which is highlighted by the
automotive experts’ ratings.
Quotations on logistics operations can be found in Table 4.37, on possible drone
implementations in Table 4.38, on common performance measures in Table 4.39 and on
potentially affected performance measures in Table 4.40 in Appendix F.

4.2.2 Automotive experts on future changes
Similar to the drone experts, the automotive experts were also asked about possible
future developments which may influence the implementation of drones. Here, too, the
interview data gained by way of this question are used to achieve research objective 3. The
following sub-sections summarise the results of the data analysis and offer first
interpretations.

4.2.2.1 Infrastructure
According to the automotive experts, infrastructural requirements that need to be
fulfilled before implementing drones can be distinguished in a corridor solution – either
designated aerial zones or zones specifically designated for air cargo use – and completely
free flight at a higher altitude, where the factory space is not divided by walls or other
obstacles. Free flight can be beneficial as it allows drones to exploit their full potential of
flexibility and, unbound by grids or walls, to take the shortest route (A6). It would be
preferable to use existing space, which would help reduce cost and lessen the competition
for roads and intersections, which is confirmed by A6 and A7:
„I want to be able to get up and down [with my flying drone], I do not want to
have to make holes in my ceiling tomorrow. I want a flexible factory“84 (A6).
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Again, either corridors can be used as an appropriate solution, or the upper space can be
left open for drones to fly over storage and production areas (A4). Additionally, findings show
a high relevance of accessibility for drones and of needed carrier adjustments ( for example
to ensure better hold by the carrying drones). It is necessary
“to change many details in the processes so that, for example, accessibility for
the drone is created”85 (A2)
Other concerns were raised regarding data protection because most drones use cameras
for navigation; this problem could also be solved by using separate corridors for drone traffic.
This shows that, from an automotive expert’s understanding, a separation of drones and
human workers is indispensable. While both solutions, i.e. separate corridors and free flight,
appear feasible, separate corridors may be more applicable in brown-field environments and
free flying areas more suitable for green-field settings, in which the building and the
infrastructure can be planned accordingly.
Quotations to infrastructure are illustrated in Table 4.41 in Appendix F.

4.2.2.2 Drone management system
The automotive experts’ focus was on the creation of flow in a supply chain.
Therefore, it was considered important to be able to
„ map the entire supply chain” 86 (A1).
The regulation or management of in-house traffic in a factory was also in the focus of the
automotive experts. Many technologies have to intersect in a complex logistics environment.
Thus, a drone management system alone may be insufficient because drone operations
have to interact with other automated operations. Instead, a central vehicle management
system is needed, which is able to handle multiple cycles in different variants in order
“to perform not just this one process, but we have to implement a combination
of many processes”87 (A7).
A central vehicle management system may promote drone implementation by enabling the
logistics infrastructure to supply the mass of diverse parts needed in today’s production of
richly varied cars.
Quotations on the drone management system can be found in Table 4.42 in Appendix F.

4.2.2.3 Autonomy
The interview data also point at a connection between a high level of automation and
autonomy. Automation, or autonomy, may result in
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“the reproducibility of the entered flight path” 88 (A8).
Automotive experts would
„relate [autonomy] more to the use case, i.e. the task and not the size” 89 (A2).
Additionally, if using drones for handling activities, the drones need to have at least
“a secure fit with the carried load” 90 (A6).
This secure fit from drones to loads also needs to be considered if automation is the aim.
Findings show that automotive experts are not aware of the maturity level of autonomy
research, and that they also do not see a need for fully autonomous drones. Instead, they
focus more on security and on reproducing flight paths. Thus, they consider automation,
rather than autonomy, and the reproducibility of operational processes as essential for drone
application.
Quotations on automation and autonomy are listed in Table 4.43 in Appendix F.

4.2.2.4 Efficiency
Efficiency strongly depends on loading cycles and numbers as well as the ability of
the drone battery itself. Automotive experts emphasise battery endurance:
“ if I [have to] put the drone on the battery-loading dock three to four times
per shift, that would never work” 91 (A4).
In addition, the experts highlight
“the pure performance, i.e. what a drone can lift” 92 (A2).
Efficiency is thus not only influenced by battery endurance, battery performance or density,
but is also contingent on the relation between payload and process cycles. If drones cannot
meet the required specifications, then, alternatively, the processes or the payloads
themselves would have to be changed.
In summary, automotive experts are generally willing to implement drones, yet are also
concerned about their fulfilling process requirements.
Quotations on efficiency can be found in Table 4.44 in Appendix F.

4.2.2.5 Acceptance
The success of a new technology also depends on its acceptance, and, judging by
the interview results gained from the automotive experts, as with the drone experts, an
implementation of drone technology would most likely require a change of mindset to be met
with approval. After all, processes and the entire environmental setting would be altered by
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drone implementation. In the automotive sector, work councils are frequently adverse to
changes. One expert emphasised that
„the technology has to be present for the people [= the people must have a
concrete idea of the technology] and they have to see what is possible with
it“93 (A1).
Acceptance by the employees seems to be a significant hurdle given the prospective
changes in the working environment. For example, the noise level of transport drones may
negatively affect the working environment and would have to be managed. Acceptance is
also clearly linked with addressing topics such as infrastructure and as a part of the working
environment (section 4.2.2.1), which, in the case of drones with cameras and other sensors,
may also affect workers’ privacy. In sum, mindset, and with-it acceptance, is of high
importance.
Quotations on changing the mindset are collected in Table 4.45 in Appendix F.

4.2.2.6 Regulation guidelines
Findings from automotive expert interviews also highlight safety and security
concerns. Especially safety concerns about drones flying inside the factory building can
influence the implementation of drones. Interviewees stress the importance of
"finding a technical solution so that I can work under the hovering load"94 (A6)
or of wearing helmets, when other solutions are not available. A second major concern
regarding safety was the noise, whose reduction was highly recommended by the
interviewees. Both concerns have major implications for drone usage and are closely related
to the previously discussed role of acceptance (section 4.2.2.5). Furthermore, safety
concerns could also massively influence the development of legal regulations in this area,
which was also mentioned by the interviewees.
Quotations on safety and security are shown in Table 4.46 in appendix F.Legal Framework
Findings regarding social changes emphasise the development of a more precise
legal framework. A key quote is that a
“great enabler for the topic drone is really still the legal framework”95 (A2).
The interviews have shown that there are massive concerns about using the new technology,
which are also a result of a lack of legal frameworks. Developments in this area can therefore
lead to significant advances in acceptance levels with a far-reaching influence on
implementation prospects.
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Quotations on legal aspects are presented in Table 4.47 in Appendix F.

4.2.3 Summary of the results of automotive expert interviews
The section on automotive experts’ interviews confirmed the identification of process
areas in the literature review. This implies that the structure of the research topic developed
in chapter 2 can be maintained. The process areas are goods receipt, storing, picking and
sequencing and delivery.
For each main process area the interview results provided the logistics operations pertaining
to it as well as the relevant performance measures. In addition, the experts elaborated on
how, and if, drones could be implemented in each process area and which performance
measures would be affected by an implementation. Overall, there are potential applications
for drones in every process area.
In a second part of the interviews, the automotive experts were asked about changes
necessary to apply drones in a factory setting. They mentioned changes in infrastructure,
drone management, automation, efficiency, mindset, safety and security and in the legal
framework as important drivers for an implementation of drones.
These results are drawn on in developing the DIALOOP framework in chapter 5.

4.3 SUMMARY OF DATA ANALYSIS
Interview data from both drone experts and automotive experts were analysed. Droneexpert interviews yielded data on drone classifications, on the characteristics of different
drone types and on future developments and changes. Interviews with automotive
interviewees addressed processes, logistics operations and performance measures as well
as potential drone-application scenarios.
The drone expert interviews confirmed the drone classification outlined in section 2.3.1. The
basic classification by types – rotor-based, fixed-wing and hybrid– was supplemented by
three weight classes, namely small, medium and large. Other classification criteria were also
discussed, but only the two above-mentioned classification criteria are taken into further
consideration in finalising the classification system and its application. The data on the
characteristics of different drone types and their suitability for specific environments and
tasks resulted in clear overview of their potential for application and their case-specific
deployment. Although this research focuses on in-house use on company ground, the
DIALOOP classification can also serve as an amendment to the classification presented by
the EASA.
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The data from the automotive-expert interviews (section 4.2) helped structure the OEM
intralogistics investigated in this thesis into process areas and, further, into sub-processes
pertaining to each process area. In addition, performance measures for each process area
were identified through the interviews and, if applicable, were further divided into subordinate
performance measures. The experts discussed potential implementation scenarios for
drones and the performance measures affected by a potential application of drones. Some
experts viewed drones as a possible solution to the structural problem of current
intralogistics, while others were more sceptical about their efficacious use in the identified
process areas.
Both drone experts and automotive experts were asked about future changes necessary to
promote drone implementation in logistical in-house process areas of automotive OEMs. The
challenges mentioned by the experts included infrastructural adjustments, drone and vehicle
management systems, the needed level of autonomy or automation, efficiency, the mindset
of stakeholders, including their acceptance of drone technology in the workplace, as well as
the necessity of a sufficiently detailed legal framework. Additionally, safety and security
concerns were highlighted, especially by the automotive experts. Drone experts seemed
more optimistic about the capabilities of drones, stating that
“we are technically at a level with the drones which would enable much more
than what we currently do”96 (D7).
By virtue of their respective backgrounds, drone experts put their focus on the drones
themselves, whereas automotive experts concentrated on processes. Chapter 4 has
provided the findings needed to develop the DIALOOP framework outlined in chapter 2.3.1
further and in more detail. The chapter has thus also created the basis for the discussions in
the following chapter 5, which aims to synthesise both aspects of drone technology and
requirements of the intralogistics setting them into a matrix that can be used to decide upon,
and guide, drone implementation.
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5 DRONES-IN-AUTOMOTIVE-LOGISTIC-OPERATIONSFRAMEWORK (DIALOOP)
This chapter further examines the data gained through interviews and the state of
research to finalise the development of the DIALOOP framework as a major result of this
research. In this chapter, the results are brought together and synthesised to flesh out and
refine the structural framework created in section 2.3.1. Literature, interview-based findings
and interpretations are used to map, and execute, a comprehensive approach to a
framework, finalise the drone classification system and integrate process areas as well
needed changes in the framework. Finally, the results of the participant validation of the thus
created DIALOOP framework structure and its content are presented.

5.1 COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO USING THE DIALOOP FRAMEWORK
At the beginning, the literature review identified different structural influences on the
to-be-designed framework. If only drone classes were distinguished, the user of the
framework would not be able to address challenges, logistics operations suitable for drone
implementation, or the prospective change in performance measures effected by drone
integration. On the basis of the literature discussed and used to form the preliminary stepwise draft of a framework (section 2.3.2), the following section discusses this four-step
approach in the way the framework can be used. Figure 5.1 outlines the conceptual structural
design of such a framework along with the elements of the research process used to fill the
framework outline with content.
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Figure 5.1 Outline of the DIALOOP framework as a structure for the research process,
Source: The author
In the following, the four steps are discussed in detail, analysing the interview data against
the background of extant literature and determining the implications thereof for the
framework.
1. Strategy definition
Applying the DIALOOP framework should start with defining the vision or strategy. A
vision and mission definition (Ghalayini & Noble, 1996; Trienekens et al., 2008) or taking
account of environmental factors (Mentzer et al., 2004) is considered to be an essential step
in the literature (section 2.3.2). Automotive experts did not mention the topic of vision or
mission. However, they did stress the need for a strategic understanding as a first step of
applying the framework. Similarly, drone experts emphasised the importance of a clearly
defined purpose of a framework (section 4.1.1). Additionally a drone classification according
to purpose and mission was discussed and this shaped the overall approach (section
4.1.2.4). The results thus lead to the conclusion that a ‘strategic mission approach’ is
advisable. The entire literature highlights the importance of a defined purpose or mission
(section 2.2.1), but does not identify or establish relations between missions and specific
drone classes. This gap is closed by the DIALOOP framework. The integration of aim and
mission into a framework can put the specific application scenario of drone technology into
focus and, thus, highlight possible problems along with

solutions suggested by many

experts. In contradistinction to this, the DIALOOP framework’s aim-based approach is similar
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to the one taken in the framework for logistics operations in distribution centers developed
by Vidal Vieira et al. (2017) or the goal-oriented alignment with business strategies in the
multistep-approach outlined by Marchesini & Alcântara (2016). Thus, the emphasis placed
by interviewees on clarifying the requirements to be fulfilled before drones can be
implemented is comparable to the first step recommended by Marchesini & Alcântara (2016),
i.e. a strategic evaluation of technology. Most comparable to the aim of the DIALOOP
framework though are the concepts of purpose and usability (Dörnhöfer et al., 2016).
Establishing a clearly defined strategy (i.e. purpose) and ensuring the usability of a
framework lead to a better understanding of drone implementation. Creating an
understanding corresponds to analysing the as-is state as a step recommended by Gladysz
& Santarek (2015) and Klingebiel (2006). Findings from the interviews about the need of a
comprehensive, purpose-driven approach thus confirm, and align with, the literature that
required a strategy-based multistep structure (section 2.3.2).
2. Matrix-based definition of process areas, logistics operations and performance
measures
The comprehensive approach is implemented in the DIALOOP framework partly by
distinguishing several process areas and the logistics operations pertaining to them. Overall,
this step summarises step 2 and step 3 of the suggested framework approach (section 2.3.2).
The process areas that were clustered roughly by the author, also due to the nascent nature
of the research topic. This second step addresses the definition of current logistics
operations and performance measures, which amounts to a general, not firm-specific as-is
inspection (Gladysz & Santarek, 2015) or a current state analysis (Klingebiel, 2006). The
definition of logistics operations and performance measures also corresponds to the
selection of appropriate processes, activities and measures recommended in the literature
(Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016; Vidal Vieira et al., 2017). The logistics operations identified
by the experts were divergent to some extent, yet only in minor process discussion to area
boundary.
Users of the DIALOOP framework should therefore compare the process areas and the
respective logistics operations with the AS-IS structure of intralogistics in their company on
a matrix basis and, if necessary, adjust the framework. In a similar approach, the researcher
asked the interviewees about their process landscape (section 4.2.1.1) despite there being
well-defined process areas in the literature. In this case, all process areas in the framework
were confirmed. The DIALOOP framework draft can be seen as a guideline, but may not be
applicable in every single case. The core structure of the DIALOOP framework, which can
be used for the above-mentioned comparison purpose, is presented in the following section
5.2. Apart from the definition of process areas, logistics operations and performance
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measures as an important step in applying the DIALOOP framework, the related
performance measures (section 4.2.1) need to be considered to evaluate the implementation
of drone types as specified in the framework’s drone classification. This step is detailed
below.
3. Exploration and evaluation of potentials of drone implementation
The DIALOOP framework’s core can serve as a guide to a step-by-step exploration
of the process landscape with regard to every individual logistics operation’s potential for
drone integration. The framework distinguishes two steps. First, the DIALOOP framework
can be used to identify the current operations with a potential for drone implementation, the
performance measures that would be affected by such an implementation, and the drone
classes suitable for usage in these operations. In a second step, the DIALOOP framework
helps identify the future challenges to drone implementation and the changes necessary to
overcome or circumvent these challenges (section 5.3). This phase of the approach is similar
to a definition of the to-be process (Gladysz & Santarek, 2015) or a field of action (Klingebiel,
2006) and allows for a comparison between actual and target processes and solutions.
Overall, this third step combines the matrix-based approach from step 2 with the AS-IS
comparison part, that then adds drone knowledge to the matrix. (section 2.3.2).
4. Inventory of potentials and iteration
The framework is meant to be applied in an iterative way so that additional findings
as well as changes in the framework’s input parameters can be taken into account. In a first
step in this phase, an inventory of process areas and logistics operations should be
established and matched with pertaining performance measures (Dörnhöfer et al., 2016) with
a special focus on the integration of drone applications. This step also serves to keep the
framework updated in order to provide for a template for other process areas or to other
participants in the supply chain. Thus, new potential application scenarios for drones should
be added to the DIALOOP framework in each iteration. Also, future research could change
or amend the framework and, should this happen, iterations could proceed with the altered
framework.
The four-step approach outlined above and derived from the literature review (section 2.3.2)
was considered applicable by both groups of experts. Furthermore, the experts emphasised
the importance of a coherent and comprehensive approach. The following Figure 5.2
summarises the four steps graphically.
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Figure 5.2 Strategic challenge-oriented use of the DIALOOP framework, Source: The
author
The following section further addresses the steps at the core of the comprehensive approach
that follow the definition of a strategy or purpose, namely the process areas, logistics
operations and performance measures influenced by drones (section 5.2), future challenges
and necessary changes to address them (section 5.3) and drone classification (section 5.4).

5.2 DIALOOP

CORE STRUCTURE: PROCESS AREAS, LOGISTIC OPERATIONS

AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES INFLUENCED BY DRONES
The core of the DIALOOP framework aims to follow a matrix approach to analyse the
potentials of implementing drones in a general way. The structure is designed to guide the
user to conclusions about which process area, and its respective logistics operations, is
suitable for drone implementation. Additionally, this section discusses the performance
measures that would be affected by drone usage and the drone classification. Dörnhöfer
(2016) as a recent and prolific contributor to this field of study has used a matrix approach
as well, with a focus on ‘downstream in-house logistics’, which is also pursued by Boysen et
al. (2015).
The following sections present a detail-oriented discussion and graphical outline of the
process areas goods receipt, storing, picking and sequencing and delivery to line.
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5.2.1 Process area: goods receipt
The research empirically checked the logistics operations in goods receipt, which
were identified in the literature (section 2.1.2), for applicability in the OEM intralogistics
environment. These were register, unload, scan and book (Boysen et al., 2015) or checking,
packing labelling and put-away (Vidal Vieira et al., 2017). Predominantly, the logistic
operations in Boysen et al. (2015) were confirmed by the automotive interview participants
(section 4.2.1.1). The main logistics operations that emerged from the interview data were
receiving of the goods, checking, administrative booking and, finally, unloading of goods.
Drones were assumed by the interviewees to be able to discharge the tasks of scanning,
checking, booking, unloading, transportation controlling and relabelling. These findings lead
to the conclusion that drones could be used in any logistic operation of the process area of
goods receipt and, for this reason, a high potential can be attributed to them with regard to
this process area. It is, more specifically, predominantly information-based tasks that show
a high potential for drone usage, in particular the operations booking and checking of the
goods. This adds to current theory.
Relevant performance measures pertaining to this process area are, according to the
interview data, quality, performance and delivery time and duration, among others (section
4.2.1.1), while the literature identifies a by far larger number of performance measures
(section 2.1.3). The interview results align with the literature regarding quality and delivery
time (Bhatnagar & Teo, 2009; Hedler Staudt et al., 2015; Klingenberg & Boksma, 2010;
Mentzer et al., 2004; Rafele, 2004; Gregory N. Stock et al., 2000). As part of the performance
measure performance, throughput is, according to the interviews, of importance, but there is
no equivalent of throughput among the performance measures mentioned in the literature.
The performance measure perfection is only mentioned by Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) what
implies the performance measure quality, which was identified as important by the
interviewed automotive experts. A majority of interviewees also identified throughput, in
addition to quality, as a major performance measure. Throughput is partly related to delivery
time (Bhatnagar & Teo, 2009; Hedler Staudt et al., 2015; Klingenberg & Boksma, 2010;
Mentzer et al., 2004; Rafele, 2004; Stock et al., 2000). The experts viewed drones as capable
of affecting the main logistical performance measures, in particular throughput, quality and
costs (as a measure subordinate to the performance measure performance).
The results are fed into the core-elements of the framework. Table 5.1 shows the logistic
operations collated from the literature (Table 5.1,left white column) as well as the interviewcontributed logistic operations where drones can potentially be implemented (Table 5.1,left
green column). In the same way, performance measures taken from the literature and
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confirmed by interviews are listed in the right white column, and performance measures that
were believed to be affected by drones are listed in the right green column.
Table 5.1 DIALOOP framework elements for 'goods receipt', Source: The author

Automotive experts would emphasise that speed and throughput as well as quality aspects
can be addressed by drones. The automotive experts’ preference for rotor-based drones as
particularly able to influence speed, quality and costs is supported by insights from the droneexpert interviews (section 4.1.3.1). Rotor-based drones are able to fly a direct path, to land
in a precise spot and to navigate with great flexibility and stability. They combine speed with
controllability and reliability. By contrast, hybrid drones – although combining fast flying and
precise landing – have a high energy consumption and high purchase and operating costs.
By using rotor-based drones in this process area only for checking and scanning, but not for
transportation, the contribution that drone technology can make is less marked. Goods
receipt thus shows a mixed potential for implementing drones as possible fields of application
are of a mostly information-based nature. As far as transport goes, goods often arrive in large
boxes and are numerous, which limits the efficacious use of drones for transport services in
the ‘goods receipt’ area.
Both sets of interviews highlight that mainly rotor-based drones have a potential of being
implemented in ‘goods receipt’. With their mostly information-oriented support of logistics
operations, drones would affect the performance measures quality as well as speed and
throughput.
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5.2.2 Process area: storing
The process area of storing is widely discussed in literature. With a division of the
process areas such as the one applied in this research, storing comprises only a few logistics
operations. The literature review identified put-away, storing and locations assignment.
Automotive experts named storing, buffering as well as releasing from stock as operations
(section 4.2.1.4). Additionally, they added transportation, which the literature generally
appears assign to another area, e.g. delivery to line. Interviewees therefore mainly confirmed
the reviewed literature, see 4.2.1.4. Two main modules were the location assignment (Vidal
Vieira et al., 2017) and the put-away (Paião, 2014), which were also addressed in the
interviews. Overall the experts confirmed the existing literature and emphasised the
numerous variants of storing, which may allow for many different scenarios of drone use.
As with goods receipt, many drone implementation potentials were identified in the interviews
for storing (section 4.2.1.4). Surprisingly to the author, these logistics operations were
information-based, although the process area also should include a considerable part of
transportation. In contrast to the literature review (section 4.2.1.4), no scenarios of pure
transportation operations were seen as suitable for drones in the interviews. Additionally, all
potential drone uses identified were of a supportive character, e.g. search for lost loads, what
only affects single pieces out of many. The potentials for implementing drones thus appear
fewer than anticipated. Nowadays, storing facilities are highly automated. If automotive
OEMs do not use a high-rack warehouse, then mostly the reason is that the goods are too
big or too heavy. Such goods would also be too large or heavy for aerial in-house drones.
Furthermore, many automotive experts saw no implementation possibilities for drones at all.
This may also result from the fact that the identified logistic operations were mostly
transportation and storing itself, whereas possible drone implementations were mostly of an
information-based nature. As instances of possible information-oriented, supportive
functions that drones could fulfil, the storing-specific logistics operations of checks for
completeness, search for lost loads and box finding can be considered. If checks for
completeness are a suitable drone-implementation scenario in storing, then inventory
activities can also be counted among the suitable scenarios.
With regard to storing, multiple performance measures were found in the literature as this
process area is present in almost every industry. The flexibility required in storing (Paião,
2014), which may be afforded by drones rather than by ground-based technology, can be
less enhanced by an information-based, supportive use of drones. With regard to efficiency
(Manzini et al., 2015; Paião, 2014), there may already exist technology that enables a highcapacity handling of parts while using existing spaces in an optimal manner. As already
implied above, it can be assumed that mostly smaller parts are handled in high-rack
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warehouses. However, the automotive experts did mention utilisation and storage-filling level
as possible performance measures that can be affected by a drone implementation. The
experts’ choices of these two measures, both related to a demand of stock reduction, confirm
the findings of Caridade et al. (2017). Essential performance measures regarding quality that
the interviewees identified were damages, wrong storage or labelling (section 4.2.1.4). An
equivalent in the literature is the performance measure perfection discussed by Dörnhöfer et
al. (2016). The experts’ view of quality appears to be strongly linked to costs and efficiency,
and this link can also be found in the literature (Manzini et al., 2015). The performance
measures affected by drones, which are mostly speed, utilisation and quality, are also
strongly related to transparency, which is information focussed and thus dependent on
information-gathering logistics operations, whose potential for drone implementation has
already been confirmed. For this reason, drones could be implemented in the logistics
operations pertaining to ‘storing’, yet their potential may be limited. The cumulated results
can be seen in the core-elements of the framework in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2 DIALOOP framework elements for 'Storing', Source: The author

Given the automotive experts’ assessment of the potential of drones in ‘storing’ (section
4.2.1.4), a high likelihood of implementing smaller rotor-based drones is seen, but a single
interviewee’s answers also pointed at a potential use of hybrid drones. This appraisal is in
agreement with the findings on space limitations in a storage setting and supports the
assumption that mostly information-based applications lend themselves to drone usage, as
they only require the adjustment of certain sensors, for example heat or humidity sensors.
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Against the background of the characteristics of rotor-based drones, this assessment is
plausible, and rotor-based drones would be the preferred choice because of the advantages
they offer in difficult-to-navigate environments due to their precision, controllability and
stability in flight. Their capability of vertical take-off and landing make them especially usable
in small areas. They are thus the drone type most suitable for addressing the identified
performance measures utilization and flexibility. In very special cases, fixed-wing drones or
hybrid drones may also show potential of being implemented. Yet, the limited
manoeuvrability of fixed-wing drones (section 4.1.3.2) and the high costs of hybrid drones
(section 4.1.3.3) should make these cases very rare.
Overall, drones have a proven potential before being implemented in the process area of
‘storing’, where they would discharge mostly information-based, supportive operational
tasks. The preferred drone type would be small rotor-based drones as they are best suited
for enhancing performance and quality in the logistics operations pertaining to the process
area ‘storing’.

5.2.3 Process area: picking and sequencing
The ‘picking and sequencing’ process area comprises putting parts into an order and
the delivery to picking-line (Boysen et al., 2015) as well as layout optimisation (Glock &
Grosse, 2012) or, summing up, picking, auditing, packing and handling (Vidal Vieira et al.,
2017). These elements, which initially were derived in section 2.1.2, were mainly confirmed
by the interviews (section 4.2.1.5). Auditing and packing are also comparable to sequencing
inasmuch as the parts are sorted and packed in the right sequence. However, the logistics
operation of handling may rather be allocated to ‘delivery to line’ according to Vidal Vieira et
al. (2017), whom this thesis follows in this question only partly. The majority of the
interviewees identify potential use scenarios for drones in the operation handling. Especially
emergency processes were highlighted, which have to be carried out when mistakes occur.
Only one interviewee mentioned a data-collection operation. Although several interviewees
by contrast discerned no potentials, the overall picture emerging form the interviews
suggests that drones can be usefully

deployed in handling activities, especially in

sequencing and picking operations.
The literature identifies numerous performance measures in this process area (section
2.1.3), such as orders-picked, equipment utilisation, picking accuracy, order picking cycle
time or picking documentation (Paião, 2014). Layout optimisation to improve time and
efficiency is also mentioned in the literature (Glock & Grosse, 2012), but is met with obstacles
resulting from the increase of complexity driven by more product variants. Also flexibility
(Paião, 2014) is mentioned, which aims at both stock reduction and costumer orientation
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(Caridade et al., 2017). The proliferation of variants of parts is a crucial problem in this
process area. The main performance measures are identified in section 4.2.1.5 and relate to
throughput, which is comparable to picking rate and linked to sequencing errors. Additionally,
utilisation and costs are highlighted. These measures address efficiency and stock-piling.
Performance measures that can be affected by drones pertain to quality and throughput as
well as time aspects (section 4.2.1.5). The cumulated results can be seen in the coreelements of the framework in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 DIALOOP framework elements for 'Picking & Sequencing', Source: The author

Looking at drone classes regarding their potential for implementation in this process area
(section 4.2.1.5), automotive experts highly emphasis rotor-based drones of all size classes
so that they could match with diverse part sizes in this area. Findings show that currently
mostly bigger drones would be needed, which reduces the potential of drones for being
implemented. However, with regard to smaller parts, drones seem to have a high potential
to be used here. The findings from the interviews with drone experts confirm this result
(section 4.1.3). The latter emphasised that rotor-based drones offer high controllability and
precise flying while not requiring any significant changes in the infrastructure. Their precision,
was also mentioned to be a major advantage over fixed-wing drones. Hybrid drones, while
offering advantages of both other drone types, i.e. vertical take-off and landing and high
speed, could be useful depending on the location of the picking and sequencing area. The
location would need more space and justify enough distance for not only using rotor-based
drones.
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Overall, drones show potential of being implemented in the process area of ‘picking &
sequencing’. Interestingly, the results for this area, in contrast to those gained for the areas
of goods receipt and storing, identify a major potential of drones for transporting goods.

5.2.4 Process area: delivery to line
For the process area of ‘delivery to line’, the logistics operations of identification of
parts and scheduling peaks (Golz et al., 2012) as well as scheduling of vehicles (Emde &
Gendreau, 2017) and feeding process (Kern et al., 2017) were identified as constituent tasks
(section 2.1.2). The automotive interviews highlighted pure transportation and allocation at
the line, both transporting operations, as important processes (section 4.2.1.6).
Logistics operations suitable for drone implementation are, according to the automotive
interview data, urgent delivery of supply, resupply or post-delivery after errors occurred
(section 4.2.1.6). Thus, the interviews suggest that drones can be implemented in delivery
to line in a transportation capacity.
With regard to this process area Dörnhöfer et al. (2016) discuss the compound performance
measure perfection, which comprises the subordinate performance measures time and
location as well as part, quality and packaging. However, commonly-known performance
measures are equally usable (section 2.1.2). The interview data gathered from automotive
experts identifies the main performance measures to be speed and on-time delivery (section
4.2.1.6). Speed, as an advantage of drones, along with, and resulting from, the utilisation of
three-dimensional space, is also discussed in the literature, with the time aspect being of
particular importance according to Mentzer et al. (2004). Both performance measures, speed
and on-time delivery, were equally identified by some experts. Thus, performance measures
potentially influenced by drones are speed as well as the utilisation of transport routes by
using the existing space. This is in agreement with pure transportation operations and urgent
delivery, both also discussed in the previous section. The cumulated results can be seen in
the core-elements of the framework in Table 5.4.Table 5.4Table 5.4 DIALOOP framework
element for 'delivery to line', Source: The author
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The automotive experts’ preference for rotor-based drones, and in some cases the
acknowledged potential also of hybrid drones (section 4.2.1.6) is confirmed by the drone
experts’ statements. Delivery to line demands speed, and a flexible utilisation of existing
space. The drone experts emphasised the delivery speed of rotor-based drones as well as
their good controllability, which amounts to efficiency (Marchesini & Alcântara, 2016) and
reliability (Apics, 2017). Speed is also offered by fixed-wing drones and hybrids, yet space
limitations and a lack of manoeuvrability can impede the application of the fixed-wing type.
Hybrid-drone application may depend on the length of the delivery path and the time gains
afforded by hybrids compared to those offered by rotor-based drones. Given the demand for
speed, flexibility and precision highlighted by the automotive experts, the interview data
collected from drone experts also point at a better applicability of rotor-based drones. As the
opinions of both expert groups are in agreement, drones are suggested to have a high
potential for being implemented in the process area ‘delivery to line’.
Summarizing section 5.2 discussing the part of the DIALOOP framework that relates to the
process areas, the following three conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, the above processes
were updated and can now be compared, or used as a basis for detailing, to company
processes of DIALOOP framework users and their future processes. The framework also
supports an iterative approach, which was recommended in section 5.1. Secondly, the
inclusion of performance measures in the framework enables a mediation between the
strategic or mission level and the operational level so that strategic measures can be squared
with operational possibilities to a certain extent. Thirdly, DIALOOP core enables an alignment
of drone capabilities with the requirements of process areas. In all process areas, the
research identified potentials for the implementation of drones.
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5.3 RELEVANT

FUTURE CHANGES INFLUENCING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF

DRONES
Both automotive and drone experts were asked about future developments that may
influence the implementation of drones in automotive OEM intralogistics. Future
developments were perceived in similar ways (section 4.2.2). The empirical results partly
confirm, and partly revise the literature. This section summarises the main themes that
emerge from the interview data. The areas are discussed in detail in the following
paragraphs.
New infrastructure as basis of flexible complexity handling
A first finding on developments from the interviews is a clear focus on infrastructural
development needs. Both automotive experts (section 4.2.2.1) and drone experts (section
4.1.4.1) similarly see a need for infrastructural development as a precondition for the use of
drones. Simple corridor design may lead to a reduction of complexity and, at the same time,
allow for more flexibility. Improvements in infrastructure design could result in higher drone
application and more use cases. The advantages of using direct flight paths would shorten
delivery times and at the same time reduce infrastructural challenges that presently account
for “limitations of AGVs” (Olivares et al., 2015). Although the most important aspect of drone
usage is presently the absence of a need for a special infrastructure, drone experts point at
key advantages of providing of large areas for drones and airspace structures, e.g. nets or
walls. Infrastructural changes can also affect known challenges (section see 2.2.4) such as
safety and security (Clothier et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2016). Overall, large spaces can help
avoid collisions (Khosiawan & Nielsen, 2016) and obstacles (Trujillo et al., 2015) and also
allay noise concerns (Kunze, 2016). Overcoming these challenges may likewise help meet
the acceptance criteria discussed in the literature (Arroyo et al., 2014; Vincenzi et al., 2015;
G. Zhang et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the drone experts confirmed the automotive experts’
requirement of infrastructure adjustments, so that infrastructure can be considered as a
confirmed major factor to be included in the framework.
Drone and vehicle management system
A second finding from both interview groups is the need for a drone and vehicle
management system. This supporting system has the aim to overview the supply chain and
manage drones and other vehicles within the plant for traffic reduction. Implementing such a
system is challenging, but a precondition for process efficiency. Whereas the automotive
experts (section 4.2.2.2) focussed on a more generic vehicle management system, the drone
experts (section 4.1.4.2) highlighted the need for a central drone management system with
interfaces to other systems. While this second solution may be preferable in a brown-field
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setting, yet an overarching vehicle management could lead to a deeper implementation and
a better flow of goods and information, which is equally required. A drone management
system can still address some of the challenges raised in the literature such as economic
concerns (Boysen et al., 2015; Olivares & Cordova, 2016) because of better path planning,
which again lowers costs (D’Andrea, 2014) or can be the solution for battery ability
restrictions (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi, 2017). A central drone and vehicle management
system needs to be established and would clearly have manage only drones at first, but
increasingly also manage parallel and linked processes as well as human-machine
interaction.
Higher level of autonomy
Another major theme identified in the findings is the development of a higher level of
automation as a step towards autonomy. Automotive experts focussed on flight path
reproduction as well as the automated gripping of goods (section 4.2.2.3). By contrast, drone
experts focussed on navigation as well as sensor development (section 4.1.4.4). Progress
in navigation could also promote the development of flight-path optimisation. Interview
results confirm the requirements for implementing drones discussed in the literature (Idries
et al., 2015). Logistical advantages may ensue if drones fly automatically. Even though
automation can be defined as a machine’s capability “of carrying out functions normally
performed by a human” (Vincenzi et al., 2015), autonomy is by definition the highest level of
interaction (Vincenzi et al., 2015), yet there are voices claiming that there are no autonomous
drones. The problem of different levels of autonomy has given rise to different approaches
in literature, such as a five-level classification (Custers, 2016) or a three-level classification
(Gupta et al., 2013). Against the background of the results of both interview groups, a
significant potential can be seen in a further development of autonomy. In any case, the level
of automation needs to be adjusted to the use case at hand.
Efficiency enhancement
Further findings from the interviews concerned the development of more efficiency.
Automotive experts clearly focussed on the lifting capacity of drones (section 4.2.2.4). Also,
the capability of drones in terms of workload and number of flights performed was discussed,
which partly overlaps the above-mentioned payload (lifting weight), but also with a process
view of drone usage. Both concerns are similarly highlighted by the drone experts (section
4.1.4.5). The latter were even more focussed on battery ability energy efficiency as fields
that may harbour important developments influencing the applicability of drones. A higher
energy storage capacity without an increased battery mass would enable drones to perform
a high number of flights, as required in an automotive logistics operations environment. The
potential of such a development is also highlighted in the literature (Hassanalian & Abdelkefi,
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2017; Murray & Chu, 2015; Olivares et al., 2015), which also emphasises drone swarm
abilities. The drone experts confirmed the automotive experts’ concerns that efficiency and
its future development is a key influence and needs to be integrated in the framework.
Required social mindset change and acceptance
Both sets of interviews highlighted the need for a change in mindset. Automotive
experts’ consider the utilisation of drones to depend on the employees’ openness to this new
technology (section 4.2.2.5). After all, new job profiles will have to be created and head
counts may have to be reduced as a consequence of drone implementation. The drone
experts confirmed this result (section 4.1.4.6) and deduced a need for a larger number of
pilot projects in the field of drone implementation, but also surmised that a higher visibility of
drones in everyday life would support companies’ efforts to embark on the use of drone
technology. Pilot projects and a higher visibility of drones could massively reduce the fears
and concerns on the part of stakeholders, especially workers, and them get used to this new
technology. The literature highlights the need to secure acceptance (section 2.2.4), but there
are no publications proposing or investigating solutions to the problem of drone acceptance
in the automotive industry. Yet, intensified drone-application pilot projects, as suggested by
the drone experts, could lead to more acceptance and also accelerate the creation of new
job profiles. The research at hand hopes to promote acceptance by supplying a practiceoriented framework. The level of acceptance reached will also depend on the framework’s
ability to bring drone usage into agreement with government regulations.
Regulation guidelines concerns
Safety and security concerns and their vicissitudes in future developments were
uttered by the automotive experts (4.2.2.6), but were the only concern not also shared
explicitly by the drone experts. From their perspective, progress in drone autonomy would
eventually lead to fewer safety requirements. Thus, the danger of drone crashes, collisions,
losses of payload in mid-air or noise pollution did not figure prominently in in the drone
experts’ thinking. This may mean that there are already solutions to the potential problems
mentioned by the automotive experts. The literature, in contrast to the drone experts, raised
many concerns, such as safety, security, privacy and missing regulation (Luppicini & So,
2016; Rao et al., 2016). On the whole, this interpretation of the empirical findings aligns
rather with the literature. The reason is that safety and security can clearly be considered as
preconditions of the required mindset changes as they influence the acceptance of drones.
Therefore, employees’ safety and security should be included in the framework.
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Legal framework and regulating guidelines
Further findings from the interviews relate to the need for a legal framework or
regulating guidelines. Automotive experts considered a legal framework to be mandatory
(section 0), which is also confirmed by the drone experts, who stressed the importance of
regulating guidelines (section 4.1.4.7). Developing a legal framework seems to be a task
caught in a vicious circle as the currently very complex and varied landscape of drone laws
results in widespread scepticism and very limited acceptance of drones, which, in turn,
makes it unlikely that significant law-making efforts will take place and result in successful
legislation. Yet, the scepticism will not diminish without laws and regulations. This research
hopes to systematise questions of drone implications and, thereby, contribute to the
formation of a conceptual basis that may help legal authorities to address the required
changes.
Platform thinking
One major development was mentioned only by drone experts, namely platform
thinking. Experts highlighted the need to think of a drone as a multi-purpose tool that can be
used for a range of tasks. From their point of view, the drone is part of the platform able to
support numerous applications and to serve as a vantage point for the development of novel
applications. Current tendencies, however, would instead lead to purpose-specific drone
applications.
Summary of future developments and changes
In summary, this section has shown that almost every development or change is
likewise perceived by the automotive and the drone experts. The changes identified as
necessary can be condensed in the following categories:
•

Establishing a new infrastructure

•

Establishing a drone management system and expanding it into a vehicle
management system

•

Integration of drones into new security concepts

•

Striving for a high level of autonomy in drones

•

Increasing efficiency

•

Working towards acceptance of drones and a mindset change

•

Developing usable legal frameworks and regulating guidelines

Although the respective priorities are slightly different, both expert groups in essence share
the same viewpoints.Table 5.5 outlines a summary of the findings.
Table 5.5 Comparison of future changes, Source: The author
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The developments and changes identified here can function as signposts for framework
users to work with. Figure 5.2 shows the integration of future developments and changes
into the framework’s comprehensive approach.
The topic of changes and developments is integrated into the framework on a general level,
i.e. it is not assigned to specific process areas or logistic operations. The reason is that
developments and changes may influence every aspect of the framework and, therefore,
should always be taken into consideration rather than being blanked out by concentration on
a single aspect.
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5.4 DRONE CLASSES OF THE DIALOOP CLASSIFICATION
In light of the interview data, the classification outlined on a literature basis (section
2.3.1) requires minor revisions. Drone experts explicitly confirmed the segmentation in
section 4.1.2. Two leading classification schemata were defined: drone type and take-off
weight. These schemata are in agreement with the EASA classification entered into
European law. These revisions are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Consolidation of types for the DIALOOP Classification
In a first classification attempt, drone types were distinguished into ‘rotor-based
drones’, ‘fixed-wing drones’ and ‘hybrid drones’. The suggested drone classes, developed in
the literature review in section 2.2.2.2, were commonly confirmed throughout the research in
both interview sets. Drone experts confirmed the researcher’s distinction of drones according
to three classes (section 4.1.3) shown in Table 5.6:
Table 5.6 Determined drone classes by type after the analysis, Source: The author
Rotor-based drones

Fixed-wing drones

Hybrid drones

Furthermore, the drone experts also validated the use of these classes as a rating instrument
for the automotive experts, who had to rank drone types for specific purposes in the
interviews (section 4.2.1). The automotive experts appeared to have a good understanding
of the drone classes, but were also given a handout with drone types during the interviews.
Some mentioned that they were not aware of hybrid drones and many of the automotive
experts knew only the rotor-based drone type prior to the interviews. However, with the help
of the handout, the classification was quickly understood and easily applied.
Consolidation of weight for the DIALOOP Classification
As proposed in section 2.3.1, weight differentiation used three ranges: small with ‘up
to 2kg’, medium with ‘2kg to 10kg’ and large with ‘10kg to 25 kg’. The weight-based approach
can be related to the risk-based approach of the EASA framework as
“it's all about the purpose and weight class, mainly”97 (D1).
The classification according to purpose, an important aspect of the DIALOOP framework, is
discussed in section 4.1.1 and the classification according to weight in section 4.1.2.2.
Furthermore, some interviewees (D9) advised to adjust the weight limits further following the
EASA classification, although most of them verified the boundaries. The EASA framework
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was used as a model particularly in the area of weight (EASA, 2018b), which is why the
following decisions were made on the basis of the interview findings:
•

the DIALOOP class 1 ‘small’ is adjusted to 0-4 kg instead of 0-2 kg. The newly created
DIALOOP Class 1 comprises the classes C0, D1 and C2 from the EASA
classification.

•

the upper boundary of DIALOOP class 2 ‘medium’ of <10 kg stays as proposed as
the EASA initially does not differentiate within the weight range between 4 kg and 25
kg. The DIALOOP Class 3 further could granulize the EASA C3 and C4
differentiations into more detail, thereby offering a higher informational value to users
of this classification.

•

the upper limit of the open category remains the same as proposed in section 2.3.1,
i.e. 25 kg.

Figure 5.3 Revised DIALOOP Classification, Source: The author partly adopted from EASA
(2018)
On the one hand, speed was preferred to weight as a classification marker by one expert
(D10), which would confirm the kinetic energy theory (Novaro Mascarello & Quagliotti, 2017).
This risk-based approach is also discussed in the literature, yet has been developed with the
help of manufacturers and users into a “concept of operations” (Pauner et al., 2015). In recent
publications, the classes “open-specific and certified” are used, yet without details about
their categories (Novaro Mascarello & Quagliotti, 2017).
In parallel, Hassanalian & Abdelkefi (2017) used a range from two to five kilos. Within the
drone-expert community, many different opinions occurred regarding classification limits
within and outside of the 25-kilogram range. Furthermore, there is a lack of discussions about
classes in between. The middle class on the other hand could follow other literature, in
particular Bernard et al. (2011), by using 15 kilo as the upper limit, or Weibel & Hansman
(2004) with a range from 0,5 to 20 kilo. Using the interview findings, this research sets the
dividing line between medium class and large class at ten kilogram. This approach helps
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lessen the gap between smaller drones from two to four kilogram and drones at the upper
limit of 25 kilogram.
Except for the minor adjustment from two kilogram to four kilogram, the DIALOOP
classification is very similar to the EASA classification. This allows for a more detailed
differentiation of classes than offered by C3 and C4 in the EASA classification. Although the
EASA classification was passed during the interview phase, the similarity between it and the
classification developed on a literature basis in this research show that there was a need to
develop such a categorisation system. The DIALOOP classification can be seen as an
extension of the EASA classification with the purpose of offering a more detailed approach
to drone classification specifically for automotive OEM logistics operations. A more precise
categorisation of drones could possibly lead to higher acceptance levels. Following a
comprehensive approach again, Figure 5.2, presented at the beginning of this chapter shows
the position of the drone classification in the DIALOOP framework.
With the classification, research objective 2 is achieved, which aimed at a drone classification
suitable for automotive OEM logistics operation. By adjusting the weight boundary of the
drone class the author furthermore aims to higher the acceptance of the classification in later
usage.

5.5 CONTEMPORARY
DIALOOP

PERSPECTIVE ON DRONE POTENTIALS USING THE

FRAMEWORK PROCESS STRUCTURE AND THE

DIALOOP

DRONE CLASSIFICATION
As presented in the above sections, the DIALOOP framework was initially developed
as a highly abstract structure and, thus, unaffected by transitory factors. However, the
interviews yielded insights into topical factors relevant for the DIALOOP drone classes and
the entire framework, which are discussed in the following section. During the interviews, the
automotive experts were asked to give a perceived rating of the proposed DIALOOP drone
classes as a basis for suitability in the process area. The rating is based on the classification
of drones in section 2.3.1 in types – rotor-based, fixed-wing and hybrid – and size classes–
small, medium and large. It can be stated that overall the automotive experts showed good
acceptance of the DIALOOP drone classes applied in combination with the process areas.
DIALOOP drone classes in ‘goods receipt’
With regard to the process area of ‘goods receipt’ (section 5.2.1), the tasks of
transporting, booking and checking were outlined. Overall both drone experts and
automotive experts attributed rotor-based drones the highest potential in this area, while they
saw for fixed-wing drones no likely application and for hybrid drones only a very low suitability
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of being applied. Against this background, a high suitability for rotor-based drone
implementation can be assumed. Only single statements attributed a medium suitability of
application to medium and large rotor-based drones. The highest suitability can be seen for
small rotor-based drones. Other drone classes are not seen as likely candidates for
implementation. The preference is clearly for
“rather smaller solutions because it is indoor” 98 (A1).
Fixed-wing drones show no suitability for implementation at all. There is even a complete
negation of any chance of applying fixed wing drones in ‘goods receipt’ in a statement uttered
by A5:
“with these fixed-wings, with those I can actually do nothing from an intralogistics
perspective” 99 (A5).
Only one expert saw a high suitability in the use of hybrid drones. One expert did not
subscribe to the existence of the process area of ‘goods receipt’ in general. One automotive
expert, A10, abstained from an assessment regarding hybrid drones, stating a lack of
knowledge as a reason.
DIALOOP drone classes in ‘storing’
Summarising the potentials of drones in the process of ‘storing’ has to start with the
observation that the experts exlusively identified information-based tasks as possible
application scenarios for drones. This finding is surprising as logistics operations are typically
tranportation-oriented, such as buffering, pure transportation and releasing goods from
stock. Performance measures generally addressed delivery and product quality, followed by
perfomance. As in ‘goods receipt’, for the tasks considered suitable for drones, rotor-based
drones were clearly preferred. This is partly due to requirements of an indoor application and
to the fact that they
“can turn on the spot, […] [they] do not have to fly a big turn somewhere"100 (A1).
Similarly, a higher suitability for small rotor-based drones was ascertained and also a slight
tendency toward using hybrids could be seen. Especially one expert (A2) expressed a high
suitability for the implementation of hybrids besides rotor-based drones and rated the use of
smaller drones even as very likely. Regarding fixed-wing drones, air space limitations would
prevent them from flying at high speeds in storage facilities. However, some experts ranked
large fixed-wing drones as very likely to be used in the process area of storing. However,
automotive experts in general attributed a high likelihood of application to small rotor-based
drones.
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DIALOOP drone classes in ‘picking and sequencing’
In the process area of ‘picking and Sequencing’, it was particularly rotor-based
drones that matched the requirements and were considered to be able to influence efficiency
and quality of the logistics operations, especially in data-gathering but also in partstransportation functions. All rotor-based drone classes were considered have an at least
good suitability for application. Findings from automotive expert interviews show that rotorbased drones are considered to be more likely to be implemented, yet drone size had a
lesser influence on the perceived ratings. All experts stated that for fixed-wing classes usage
is not likely at all. Regarding fixed-wing drones, a statement made by A10 expresses the
general scepticism:
“on factory grounds I would not even consider the fixed-wings here” 101 (A10).
Findings regarding hybrid drones show that only two experts assumed a slight suitability.
Contrary to their statements, drones may not make sense in this process area.
“Regardless of the technology carrier, it is very unlikely that a drone would be
used there”102 (A4).
This statement represents the opinion of the majority of experts, who see no application for
drones of any kind in this process area. Other more suitable technology may be preferable.
Again, one expert (A10) declined to answer this question with regard to hybrids based on a
lack of knowledge.
DIALOOP drone classes in ‘delivery to line’
A clear tendency to rotor-based drones is found in the process area ‘delivery to line’, as in
all other areas. Yet, there was not much differentiation in the ratings regarding the size of
rotor-based drones. By contrast, some experts did not see any suitability of drones being
applied. All experts agreed on a lesser likelihood of application for fixed-wing drones and
only a few mentioned hybrid drones as possible candidates for implementation.
The drone ratings of the automotive experts showed a strong tendency to a suitability of
implementing rotor-based drones, and about half of the experts attribute to hybrid drones at
least a low suitability. Mostly no differences were made with respect to size, even though
smaller drones were recommended, e.g. by A10 with regard to drones in factory halls:
“the smaller the better” 103 (A10).
A major emphasis was put on transported weight, with one expert assuming that
“with small and light parts perhaps also small and medium [drones] are adequate” 104
(A1).
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However, one expert only considered rotor-based drones fit for indoor use (A1). Others,
addressing the indoor setting, stated that fixed-wing drones were not suitable at all. Fixedwing drones need free space (A4) and may be more
“suitable to travel longer distances, so I would not have a need for them here in
the factory” 105 (A10).
This statement is underpinned by another expert, stating that for
“regular delivery of load carriers, I see everywhere a five, that does not work”106
(A4).
On the other hand, a clear selling point of hybrids could be that they could offer a more
efficient solution than other drone types if the distance between storage location and line is
large (A1).
In summary, the following results were reached. It was shown in the above paragraphs that
the DIALOOP classification was recognised as very useful by the automotive experts, who
used it in draft form for their ratings. These opinions along with the results of the drone expert
interviews (section 4.1.3) make it likely that the ratings are valid and that the application of a
drone classification as a basic framework leads to solid results. The ranking of the perceived
application rating of drone classes can vary according to application cases. However, the
results show that
•

there is a clear focus on rotor-based DIALOOP drone classes. In all

process areas, rotor-based classes were attributed a good or even very good
suitability of being applied. The tendency toward a higher application suitability
of rotor-based drones increases for smaller versions of this drone class. In three
process areas – ‘goods receipt’, ‘storing’ and ‘picking and sequencing’ – smaller
rotor-based drones were preferred, whereas in the ‘delivery to line’ process area
the size apparently did not matter. Furthermore,
•

for fixed-wing DIALOOP drone classes there appears to be almost no

suitability of application in automotive OEM intralogistics. Finally,
•

there is some, albeit limited, interest in hybrid DIALOOP drone classes.

Hybrid drones show a medium suitability of being applied in the opinion of a few
automotive experts.
Some automotive experts stated that there is little or even no reason to apply drones in these
process areas. This can result from a lack of knowledge about drones or it can indeed
indicate that these process areas are not suitable for drone implementation. However,
applying a basic form of the DIALOOP framework and the DIALOOP classification showed
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that automotive experts find the DIALOOP drone classification very applicable. With these
tools, they accomplished almost the same results for automotive OEM in-house logistics as
drone experts experienced in other, non-automotive areas had predicted for the area under
investigation here.
All quotations are presented in Table 5.6, Table 5.49, Table 5.50, Table 5.51 in Appendix F.

5.6 VALIDATION OF THE DIALOOP FRAMEWORK
Due to the inductive nature of the empirical part of this research (section 3.1), a
validation of the DIALOOP framework was conducted. The framework was validated using
a further round of interviews. As described in the methodology chapter, experts from a single
automotive company were drawn on for participation in the validation interviews, and all of
them had already served as respondents in the initial round of expert interviews conducted
with automotive experts.
The validation interviews contained questions
-

about the developed four-step approach structure (section 5.1)

-

about the DIALOOP core structure for every process area (section 5.2)

-

about the future developments and changes ( section 5.3).

All questions focussed on the applicability of the elements. The researcher also asked the
validation respondents if they wanted to change or add anything. For this reason, the
preliminary results were presented to the validating experts prior to the validation interviews.
The following section summarises the validation interview results.
Validation of the comprehensive DIALOOP structural approach
Regarding the overall structure of the comprehensive DIALOOP approach, all experts
confirmed that the approach matched their perception,
“the structure already fits and is a procedure that you can choose”107 (V2).
The framework structure even helps to avoid the common mistake in current drone
applications
“that you start with a solution and then try to find a problem”108 (V3).
This means that drones are often used because of their innovative character without first
analysing the challenges or process needs beforehand and considering other, non-dronebased solutions.
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The applicability of the framework was further supported by statements comparing the
developed framework with other frameworks. It was emphasised that the approach was
similar to those for other technologies, which is in agreement with this research process of
deriving the framework from the literature (section 2.3.2), using knowledge also from
neighbouring fields. The structured, yet flexible application afforded by the DIALOOP
framework was recognised by the experts as conducive to integrating strategic thinking; one
expert mentioned that he would
“especially find it to be an interesting approach to start with strategy”109 (V3)
and further emphasised that the approach, due to practical orientation and transparency,
was suitable for logistics departments. It was further highlighted that companies
“[...] proceed in a similar way with AGV processes”110 (V1)
and that other, not drone-related projects would be approached in a similar way (V3). These
points of contact with other approaches in other areas facilitate the integration of the
framework in automotive OEM logistics departments because at any stage of the DIALOOP
framework users could decide against drones and choose another solution instead. Besides
confirmation of the DIALOOP framework structure as a whole, some more detail-oriented
observations were offered by the validating experts.
The general applicability of the framework for other technologies as well as its unbiased
approach to the question whether or not drones should be used also implies, according to
V2, that for every process area and logistics operation, for which drone implementation is
considered possible, a list of alternative technological solutions could be included, this would
add additional value to the framework application.
As several hundred different logistics operations may be dealt with in the framework, these
comparisons must be practicable. A comparison of technologies on a numerical basis, e.g.
with tow trains, points to future research opportunities. An illustration of this potential
application of the framework is presented in the following Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Definition of "individual process-based" future application of core area, Source:
The author
Finally, the validation process yielded suggestions for applying the comprehensive
DIALOOP framework on the basis of a computer tool. It was recommended to feed all
parameters for drone implementation into a programme. These parameters should be
logically connected and ranked. The current tools would result in a yes or no decision.
However, a software-based instrument with its necessarily quantitative output and its eitheror results was not the aim of this research, as it was not in scope. The DIALOOP framework
has taken first steps towards structured approach to decisions about drone implementation
and, thus, offers a basis for further research that may eventually lead to a digital tool.
Validation of the DIALOOP core structure and contents
The draft of the DIALOOP framework given to the respondents matched their expectations
with regard to structure:
"it fits very well in terms of the approach, i.e. the methodological approach.
That's very fine with what you were doing”111 (V2).
From a less structure-oriented and more content-oriented perspective, the framework’s basic
logistics performance measures of time, costs and quality were highlighted as suitable
“because logistics are always the right part in the right place at the right time”112
(V2).
As in the initial set of interviews, performance measures discussed in very recent logistics
theory were not mentioned.
From a process perspective, long-distance deliveries were discussed as
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“you actually want the process away from the factory premises because it takes
up space without end”113 (V1).
By contrast, another statement pointed out that
“there are many factors because such a process has so many premises. Of
course, any number of combinations of these premises can ensure that it
suddenly becomes relevant”114 (V1).
This clearly implies that there is a plethora of factors to be considered. Thus, long-distance
delivery may enable a better use of factory premises, but may result in a trade-off with ontime delivery. If, however, this trade-off can be avoided, a reliable long-distance delivery
would be
„for example a very big thing in [terms of] quality“115 (V2).
Overall, the validation interviews confirmed initial findings from the interviews identifying time
and quality as essential measures and highlighting emergency processes as well as longdistance delivery as suitable implementation scenarios for drones. This also points at
application areas which were out of scope of this thesis. However, regarding the proposed
DIALOOP framework structures, the experts offered a number of comments, which are
described in the following paragraphs.
One comment focussed on the integration of process variants (V1) in a very detailed way
(not clustered in process areas but looking at one process at a time), especially of existing
processes. This would mean skipping the process areas in favour of comprehensive,
continuous process views. However, the process areas are not expendable, even if process
variants are introduced. The reason is that the process areas would still be necessary for
systematising the individual elements and processes that constitute a process variant. It was
also mentioned that it could take years to integrate hundreds of processes. The comment
led to a slight change in the presentation of the framework, which is outlined in the following
section 6.1.5.
Another advantage of a continuous process view could be the fulfilment towards specially
mentioned process variants such as “sequencing at the supplier and then deliver”, which
may lead to a change of the core structure in the future. The focus on continuous processes
could further facilitate a consistent differentiation between information-oriented and
transportation-oriented (V3) drone implementation. This was not achieved in the previous
differentiation by process areas. However, if elements of the process areas are transferred
into multiple different continuous processes, all performance measures would have to be
researched individually for all process variants.
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Another criticism pointed out that the core structure of the DIALOOP framework – separated
in process areas - may lead the user to assume that performance measures identified for
one process area but are not applicable for the others. This false impression may result from
the fact that the interviewees answered the same iterative questions for every process area.
This would suggest a separation into process areas to be confusing.
Validation of future developments and changes
As a third part of the validation interviews, the future developments and changes were
discussed, resulting in statements such as
“I think that's good, I understand that too, it's okay, yes”116 (V2).
It was striking that the experts highlighted a hierarchy of legal regulation, safety and security
and acceptance and considered changes in these elements to be interdependent. Thus, it
was observed that,
“above all, acceptance and safety and security are, of course, very close
together”117 (V3),
which highlights the above-mentioned interdependence.
Such interconnections between developments and changes were not in the focus of either
the initial interviews or of the validation interviews. Yet, with respect to such interconnections,
it was also highlighted that
“the current legislation makes economic application extremely difficult”118 (V3).
This observation linked economic efficiency to the legislative situation, at least in cases in
which drones are partly applied in public air space.
Additionally, the experts were asked about future developments not considered in the
framework. This question led to the identification of environmental protection as a relevant
development with increasing effective force (especially against the background of the DieselGate scandal in Germany). It is added to the framework.
Efficiency, automation, traffic avoidance and job-profile changes as facets of the changes
and developments discussed in section 5.5, were also confirmed. Apart from the addition of
environmental protection as a development and the observation that developments and
changes may interact with each other in a hierarchical structure or within a sequence of
influence, no further unanticipated results ensued form the validation interviews. The
validation interviews regarding developments and changes thus showed the results to be
valid.
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Scenario-based validation of the DIALOOP framework
As a last step in the validation, the experts were offered scenarios as a vantage point
for working through the DIALOOP framework. Two scenarios were introduced. The first
scenario demanded the implementation of a strategy aiming at “being more competitive,
using more modular approaches or technologies”. The second scenario was a demand to
implement the strategy to “use drones” with a focus on future developments and changes.
First scenario: “Start with the framework at the strategy stage”
The experts were asked to walk the researcher through the DIALOOP framework, and the
observations made in this process confirmed the framework’s applicability and, especially,
its suitability for an iterative approach. Experts stated that jumps or backsteps would make
the DIALOOP framework very interesting for multiple applications and that
“that would fit. You'd probably feel like driving a bit parallel [= taking several
trains of thought into consideration at once]”119 (V1)
Or, in the case of multiple perspectives or process variants,
“I jump back again. You would explain that with your loop, if it came to bear
there”120 (V1).
Especially when using the DIALOOP framework as a tool in a workshop, iterative loops could
be employed until sufficient results are reached or
“until I somehow say I'm done […], then somehow the potentials have been
unlocked”121 (V2).
The scenario-based interviews also led to considerations regarding the graphical
representation of the framework. While the researcher elaborated on the framework’s
iterative nature, the validation process showed that the iterative process structure needed to
be further highlighted in the framework’s illustration. This suggestion is implemented in the
following section 6.1.5. Regarding the application of the framework, a slight difference in the
application in brown-field and green-field settings emerged, which is currently not reflected
in the framework. A differentiation between existing plants and emerging facilities was not
planned from the beginning, but could be addressed by further research taking this thesis as
a vantage point.
It was also commented that the DIALOOP framework could help to gain a fresh perspective
as it guides the user to
“maybe take a look at where the drone actually offers the chance to distance
myself a little bit from the existing process world”122 (V3).
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Although the DIALOOP framework addresses existing process landscapes, it is certainly
also possible that its usage in practice leads to new ideas and new application possibilities.
This could help experts to
“also ask the question where in the existing world might I possibly have
revolutionary approaches to processes simply through these advantages that
the drone offers”123 (V3)
While this may be most relevant in green-field settings, in the case of existing brown-field
processes, the framework can help find
“premises that make it necessary that different processes are required for
different components”124 (V1).
Second scenario: “Drone usage as predefined strategy”
The second scenario, in which drone application was set as a strategy, was characterised
by one expert as a kind of pilot or test approach, especially given the immaturity of the
technology, which requires that
“one would test a proof of concept under the heading Pilot or Enabler [...]”125
(V1).
Regarding the application of the framework, the expert stated that he
“would then use the thing again in the end – so make a loop and then determine
the numbers that you will need in the future“126 (V1).
These thoughts reverberated in the comments of a second expert, who highlighted a usecase approach and stated that
“then you have to think specifically about where I want to go”127 (V2),
but acknowledges that the DIALOOP framework is applicable overall even if drone usage is
determined in the first step of defining a strategy.
On the other hand, a third expert admonished the bias inherent in a process starting out from
a decision about a solution instead of leading up to such a decision:
“I think it's incredibly wrong, […] to start with a solution and look for a problem“128
(V3).
He added that once the decision to use drones was predetermined, the DIALOOP
framework’s steps would lose their purpose. In addition, a strategy-prioritised approach
would have the effect that
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“performance measures would no longer have the meaning they currently
have”129 (V3).
Furthermore, the expert commented that there
“would then probably be much more in focus than potential and costs and key
performance indicators”130 (V3),
i.e. future changes, process areas and logistic operations.
It is shown that the scenario of “setting drones as predefined strategy” highlights the
importance if the DIALOOP framework in the opinion of the author.
Summary of the validation of the DIALOOP framework
Summarising the validation interviews, it can be stated that the DIALOOP framework
matches the expectations of the experts. With the validation, research objective 5 was
achieved; this objective was to have the framework validated by automotive experts. The
applicability of the DIALOOP framework was tested by executing its steps in a scenariobased approach. Both scenarios employed confirmed that the DIALOOP framework meets
the requirements of the experts. On the whole, validation neither led to significant changes
in the framework’s structure or steps nor to the addition of core elements. A few suggestions
were made by the experts, such as digitising the DIALOOP framework in order to create a
software-based tool. The suggestions are partly be revisited in the section on
recommendations for further research (section 7.3).
A table of the validation question is given in Appendix D.
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6 CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY AND PRACTICE
Automotive OEM logistic operations, aerial drones and their possible interplay are the
principal subjects in this research, whose central research question is:
“Can drones be implemented in automotive original equipment
manufacturers (OEM) logistics operations and how can this be achieved?”

To answer this twofold question comprehensively, the following research objectives were
identified (section 1.3):
−

Research objective 1:

Define automotive OEM logistics operations and

performance measures
−

Research objective 2: Classify drones to facilitate their application in automotive
OEM logistics operations

−

Research objective 3: Explore the preconditions under which drones can meet
current requirements of automotive OEM in-house logistics operations and identify
related performance measures

−

Research objective 4: Establish a framework for the implementation of drones in
automotive OEM logistics operations

−

Research objective 5: Validate the framework including the contemporary core
content within automotive OEMs

All research objectives had the aim to structure the separate subjects of logistic operations,
drones, framework development and validation without blocking a comprehensive vision of
the framework. On the basis of a literature review, the overall structure and contents of the
research objectives were confirmed (section 1.3).

6.1 CONTRIBUTION TO THEORY
The following section shows the thesis’s contribution to theory. To this end, the
subsections below discusses the results pertaining to each research objective in respective.

6.1.1 Updated

automotive

OEM

logistics

operations

and

applicable

performance measures
The literature review on logistics operations and performance measures in section
2.1 identified basic process areas and measures, which influenced the DIALOOP framework
drafted section 2.3. The expert interviews were conducted using the process areas as a
structural guide (section 4.2.1). The automotive experts were asked about their perception
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of those areas and confirmed the literature-based selection and definition of the areas
(section 4.2.1.1). Likewise, performance measures identified in the literature were compared
to the performance measures identified by interviewees. The DIALOOP framework and its
usage were then developed at a detailed level and under consideration of the interview
results in section 5.2.
The key findings summarised and discussed in this section are twofold. Firstly there are the
findings to processes and secondly there are the findings to performance measures.
Key results on process-areas
While process areas and logistics operations were not in the main focus of this research, it
was necessary to establish a common understanding of them with the experts to create a
detailed overview over the process landscape as an orientation for the later discussion of
drone implementation with the experts. The process areas relevant for the scope of this
thesis and identified in the literature were
-

goods receipt,

-

storing,

-

picking & sequencing and

-

delivery to line.

They broadly matched those identified by the experts. The literature-based selection and
definition of process areas (section 2.1.2) were thus confirmed by the automotive experts
(section 4.2.1.1). The process areas as well as their pertaining logistics operations were
finally used to form the core structure of the DIALOOP framework (section 5.2). Single
statements from experts regarding supplier integration in the early supply chain as well as
empties processing, both out of scope, indicate fields of further research regarding a supplychain or strategic perspective of drone implementation and have been taken into account in
the recommendations for further research (section 7.3). In this research, however, these
topics were not pursued because of its downstream process-oriented, implementation-based
in-house focus (section 2.1.1). While future research investigating supplier integration would
have a strategic focus, research on empties processing would not deal with a topic related
to downstream logistics and, thus, be in a wider fit with this research.
Key Results on performance measures
The second aspect of research objective 1 was performance measurements. The
literature review (section 2.1.3) identified multiple perspectives with a supply-chain focus, a
manufacturing focus, a logistics focus and an automotive logistics focus. Throughout the
interviews, the automotive experts highlight performance measures which were partly
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identified in the literature on manufacturing and logistics. Figure 6.1 presents the results
graphically.

Figure 6.1 Performance measures foregrounded in the expert interviews (automotive),
Source: The author
The basic measures emphasised in the interviews, such as throughput, time, quality, costs
and security of supply have matches particularly in logistics literature. While some experts
took a supply-chain perspective on drone application, they did not propose to use the
measures efficiency, effectiveness and differentiation, which are typically highlighted in
supply-chain literature. Similarly, the logistics experts among the interviewees did not
mention any newly developed performance measures, which differ from existing basic
logistics measures, although the current research is driven by multiple nascent theories and
influences (section 2.1.1). While basic logistic performance measures as such were not in
the focus of this research, it was necessary to gain an understanding of the experts’
knowledge and application of performance measures as a basis for assessing the potential
of drone applications.
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Although it was anticipated at the beginning of this research that supply-chain-based views
or recent developments in logistics would influence the choice of measures and definition of
process areas by the experts, the results showed that automotive OEM logistics experts
confirmed both existing process areas as well as basic performance measures despite the
novelty of the present topic. This clearly establishes a common view on the research topic.

6.1.2 Logistics operations suitable for, and performance measures affected
by, drone application in automotive OEMs logistics operations
The thesis’s contributions regarding logistics operations potentially discharged by
drones and performance measures affected by drone implementation mostly relate to
research objective 3 (section 1.3). This investigation of potential drone-application scenarios
and of the performance measures affected by these scenarios was based on the distinction
and definition of process areas, of the logistics operations pertaining to them and the
performance measures commonly identified (see previous section 6.1.1).
The findings from the automotive expert interviews on drone potentials are presented in
section 4.2.1, and then in section 5.2 with a particular focus on the DIALOOP framework.
Furthermore, the consideration of drone implementation must take future developments and
changes into account that may influence the implementation in significant ways. Potentially
influential future developments and changes were at first identified in the review of the
literature that discussed already-known challenges of drone implementation (section 2.2.4);
yet, these did not include challenges specific to drone utilisation in an automotive OEM
logistics environment. Therefore, both drone experts (section 4.1.4) and automotive experts
(section 4.2.2) were asked to comment on developments and changes. An analytical
perspective on such influences synthesising both drone experts’ and automotive experts’
views was presented in section 5.3 within the framework-creation chapter. The following
paragraphs summarise all major contributions of this section.
Key contributions of the thesis regarding potential logistics operations for drones
After section 6.1.1 outlined the research contributions necessary to lay a structural
groundwork for the further progress of this research – in particular, identifying, defining, and
confirming a common understanding of process areas, logistics operations and performance
measures –, the contributions gained from the interviews with experts in both logistics
operations and performance measures are highlighted in the following.
Because of the nascent character of this research topic, the relations established between
drone application on the one hand and logistics operations and performance measures on
the other are original contributions geared at filling a research gap in the existing literature.
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The implementation of drones in different process areas was identified to be of either a
transportation-oriented or an information-oriented character. It was not ascertained if the
transportation or the informational character of drone application dominates. The reason is
that there are, as already discussed, hundreds of different processes, which would all have
to be investigated to arrive at this determination. This, however, would exceed the scope of
this thesis, whose aim it was to create a first tool, the DIALOOP framework, which can
adequately address drone implementation for all processes. An investigation of every single
process is not necessary to reach this goal.
The research contributions relate to all process areas, with both a view to logistics operations
as well as to performance measures. Regarding the process area ‘goods receipt’, see Table
5.1, most of the potential drone-based operations align with operations from literature, yet
are not specifically discussed in the literature as potential settings for drone applications.
Performance measures adressed by drones correspond to the basic measures used in
logistics, i.e. time, quality, costs and reliability.
The key contribution of the thesis regarding drones in the process area ‘storing’ (Table 5.2)
is the finding that logistics operations potentially executed by drones are predominantly
information based, yet also delivery of parts and emergency part delivery were identified as
potential application scenarios for drones in this process area. The findings on logistics
operations that can potentially be carried out by drones as well as the findings on
performance measures affected by drone implementation in the process area ‘storing’ are
original contributions to research.
Major contributions on logistics operations and performance measures in the subsequent
process area ‘picking and sequencing” are outlined (Table 5.3). The findings show that
logistic operations suitable for drone implementation are predominantly of a transportation
character (picking, handling, parts emergency process), but data collection, an informationoriented process, is also included. The potentially addressable performance measures again
are basic logistics measures, with the addition of numbers of empties which could be handled
by drones.
The findings relating to the final process area, ‘delivery to line’, are presented (Table 5.4).
They, too, add new insights to the research field. The results show a clear focus on urgent
or error post-deliveries with a potential to improve performance measures relating to speed,
automation and the utilisation of limited space.
Figure 6.2 presents this thesis’s contribution on performance measures potentially affected
by drones. These performance measures can be distinguished in three groups. The first
group comprises basic logistics performance measures, such as throughput, time, quality
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and cost. The second group encompasses manufacturing-based performance measures, in
particular flexibility, automation and inventory. The third group relates to logistics
performance and was not discussed frequently in the literature. These performance
measures are stock transparency, space utilisation, space availability and performance (as
part of an overarching measure performance).
A major contribution to research is the finding that automotive experts do not assess their
processes using newly-developed performance measures. The limitation to basic logistics
performance measures leads to the assumption that drone application as a novel technology
may not be evaluated appropriately without newer measures. Therefore, it is highly
recommended to update performance measures in automotive OEM logistics operations,
also in order to apply the DIALOOP framework as advised in this research.

Figure 6.2 Grouping of performance measures addressed by drones, Source: The author
A final contribution regarding the implementation of drones is the inclusion of the expertise
of drones experts with regard to the application of drones in the process areas. Drone
experts’ evaluation of drone capabilities were matched with logistics operations and
performance measures.
A contribution can be seen in the finding that rotor-based drones offer the best fit to OEM
intralogistics processes and performance measures. This was also evident in the automotive
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experts’ application of the DIALOOP drone classification. The second-best fit is offered by
hybrid drones. Yet, there are multiple difficulties to overcome for a successful use of hybrid
drones, such as their considerable complexity and high costs. Also fixed-wing drones show
many disadvantages. Especially the extensive starting and landing spaces required for their
use can hardly be provided in an automotive OEM intralogistics setting. The only applications
of fixed-wing drones that can be taken into consideration are situated in the context of
supplier integration, where these drones could carry parts over long distances, or of large
car-storage facilities, where they could be used for information-based processes in an
environment characterised by open spaces and long distances. Both application scenarios
are, however, out of the scope of this thesis. Concerns regarding fixed-wing drones are
strongly confirmed by the automotive experts. It can be concluded that only rotor-based
drones and, in some cases, hybrid drones of a suitable type can find application within OEM
intralogistics covered by the DIALOOP framework.
To summarise all the contributions claimed in this section, the research has distinguished
process areas for automotive OEM logistics, identified logistics operations and performance
measures pertaining to these process areas and, on this basis, has identified logistics
processes suitable for drone implementation and performance measures potentially affected
by such an implementation. With these results research objective 3 was achieved.
On the whole, it has been shown so far that drones can be implemented in automotive OEM
logistics operations and can affect performance measures based on the perceptions of the
interviewees. This and the previously mentioned findings constitute novel contributions to
research and fill gaps in the as-of-yet under-researched field of drone application in
automotive OEM intralogistics.
An additional, also novel contribution, which was only mentioned in passing in this section,
consists in an assessment of the suitability of drone types as this is still not developed in
current literature. This is the focus of the following section.

6.1.3 DIALOOP drone classification for the use in automotive OEM logistic
operations
The research steps toward research objective 2, regarding a drone classification for
the DIALOOP framework, started with a literature review (section 2.2.2), which included
literature on current applications of drones (section 2.2.1) and benefits and challenges of
drone application (section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4) and led to a summary of the proposed DIALOOP
classification (section 2.3.1). The literature review on existing drone classes at first identified
multiple drone classes, which were applicable in other application areas. However, the
overall field of drone classification proved to be characterised by a multitude of classifications
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using different drone classes and terminology. None of the existing classes was suitable for
application in automotive OEM logistics operations.
The suggested conceptual DIALOOP classification took account of the most significant wing
types as well as weight as classification categories. A weight range of up to 25 kg was
identified as appropriate for the researched area. Within this range, further differentiations
established a weight class of up to 4 kg and one of up to 10 kg. These weight classes can
be used to match drones with specific use cases, such as transportation on the one hand
(for heavier drones) and for information-gathering operations (for lighter drones).
On the basis of this conceptual classification, the drone expert interviews were held. At first,
drone experts were given the opportunity to communicate their own perception of
classifications (section 4.1.2), then the experts were asked for their opinion on the conceptual
DIALOOP classes (section 4.1.3). In parallel, the conceptual DIALOOP drone classification
was also presented to the automotive experts (section 4.2.1). All results were summarised
and used to form a final DIALOOP drone classification (section 0) and to collect data from
the automotive experts regarding the application of the classes (section 5.5). During the
interview phase, the European Aviation Commission published the EASA classification,
which largely matched the classification drafted in this thesis. This match can be viewed as
a confirmation of the thesis’s classification. The accuracy and usability of the DIALOOP
classification was also confirmed by drone experts in the interviews. Additionally, automotive
experts used the classification to discuss possible drone implementations in the process
areas. Thus, the applicability of the classification was discussed, and tested, by a number of
experts. Rotor-based drones with lower weight were considered as most likely to be used in
an automotive OEM intralogistics setting. However, the other drone classes were considered
to offer specific implementation potentials.
Compared to most of the existing classifications in literature, the DIALOOP framework clearly
separates the three types of drones, i.e. rotor-based, fixed-wing and hybrid versions. Beyond
this, the DIALOOP classification combines common classification criteria from both the
literature and the European Commission. Multiple authors classified especially smaller
drones in the rotor-based segment. Some distinguished weight classes of drones with cutoff limits at 2 kg maximum for the lowest weight class and 15 or 20 kg upper limit. The
research suggested 2 kg as upper limit for the lowest weight class, but revised this limit to 4
kg mainly following comments from the interviews also for better acceptance besides the
EASA classification. The DIALOOP classification now offers a practice-oriented boundary in
the small-drone area of automotive intralogistics. The thesis initially also proposed to set
another boundary for drones with extra payload, adding another 4-5 kg to the drone. This led
to the boundary of 10 kg as upper limit of the medium class and lower limit of the large class.
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Interestingly, the EASA classification includes two classes above the 4 kg limit. The 10 kg
boundary of the DIALOOP classification is strongly recommended to be used to differentiate
the EASA classes C3 and C4. The DIALOOP framework can be applied to arrive at more
practice-oriented and more granulated classifications than offered by the EASA framework
without cutting across the latter’s classifications. Thus, the DIALOOP classification does not
compete with the EASA framework and is thus safe to use also from a legal point of view.
Figure 6.3 shows the DIALOOP drone classes in comparison to classes identified in the
literature, thereby highlighting the thesis’s contribution to research in the field of
classification.

Figure 6.3 Drone classification in current literature compared to DIALOOP classification,
Source: The author
A perspective of the DIALOOP drone classes from the standpoint of practitioners intimately
familiar with current conditions in automotive OEM logistics was added as another viewpoint
(section 5.5). The automotive experts applied the suggested DIALOOP classes during the
interviews and discussed which drones could match current requirements of the intralogistics
setting on basis of a perceived rating. It was apparent that the application of the framework
structure offered the automotive experts useful guidance in thinking about existing
processes, operations, measures and the application of drones. While using the
classification, the automotive experts changed their opinion of certain drone classes in the
process areas. A final overview of the exploration of the final DIALOOP drone classes is
given in the following Figure 6.4:
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Figure 6.4 Exploration of the DIALOOP classification in the thesis, Source: the author
In summary, research objective 2 was achieved with the development of the DIALOOP drone
classification. As a contribution to research, the application of drones in automotive OEM
logistics operations was elucidated against a theoretical background and resulted in a
classification system that helps bridge the gap between a finely granulated, practice-oriented
classification suitable to automotive intralogistics on the one hand and the legally-binding
EASA framework on the other.

6.1.4 Contributions regarding future developments and changes
In addition to logistics operations, performance measures and drone classification,
the research investigated influential development and future changes with a potential impact
on drone implementation. Overall, the developments and changes identified are similar to
those that the literature review found in other areas of technology application. Accordingly,
drone experts and automotive experts highlighted similar developments and changes and
also weighted them, similarly, as shown in section 5.3. A summary of the main contribution
of each change cluster is given in the following.
The contribution of this thesis with regard to developments and changes is twofold. On the
one hand, developments and changes were identified and experts’ main statements were
summarised in Table 5.5. On the other hand, the participant validation identified a possible
need for a hierarchically differentiated chain of effects which shows the causal interrelations
between developments and changes. A ranking of the changes and developments or an
analysis of their interdependencies was, however, not an aim of this research, but is included
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among the recommendations for future research in section 7.3. In addition, the interview data
showed a clear basic accord across both sets of experts, i.e. drone as well as automotive
experts, that the legal restrictions interfere with successful commercial drone implementation
and innovative projects, and that legal changes may be instrumental in enabling other
developments conducive to drone applications.

6.1.5 DIALOOP framework for the implementation of drones in automotive
OEM logistics operations
The research finally culminated in the DIALOOP framework based on both literaturereview and interview-analysis results. The framework, conceptually drafted in section 2.3 on
a literature basis, revised in section 5.1 using empirical data and validated in section 5.6, are
presented in its finalised form in the following section. With the finalised DIALOOP
framework, research objective 4 is achieved, which aimed at the development of a framework
that combined insights on automotive OEM logistics operations with the nascent theory of
an application of areal drones in these operations. The literature review found about 45
frameworks in the literature and drew on six for the first draft of the DIALOOP framework.
The development phases of the DIALOOP framework are at first graphically given in the
following Figure 6.5, also highlighting key characteristics identified in all stages.

Figure 6.5 Exploration stages of the DIALOOP framework, Source: the author
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The large number of frameworks showed that a comprehensive approach to both framework
development and framework application was needed. This approach is outlined in section
5.1.
The DIALOOP approach encompasses:
1. Strategy definition
2. Matrix-based definition of process areas, logistics operations and performance
measures (under guidance of the DIALOOP framework)
3. Exploration and evaluation of potentials of drone implementation (under
guidance of the DIALOOP framework)
4. Inventory of potentials and iteration (under guidance of the DIALOOP framework),
which includes the integration of major developments and changes that may
influence the potentials of implementation
Having defined the overall steps, the DIALOOP core structure was derived. In order to
establish this core structure, the process areas and the logistics operations and the
performance measures pertaining to each process area were listed (section 6.1.2). The basis
for this step was provided by both the literature review and the interviews. The potential
drone application in logistics operation was added as a step. This core structure allows the
framework to be used to compare the as-is state to a potential to-be state.
The third part of the DIALOOP framework is the DIALOOP drone classification. The classes
were developed on a literature basis and then validated in the expert interviews. Small
adjustments led to the classification now included in the finalised DIALOOP framework
(section 6.1.3). The classification supplements, but does not contradict, the EASA
classification and can thus be considered as a useful amendment to the existing and legally
binding regulation. The distinction of drones in different classes aids the user of the
DIALOOP framework in selecting a drone type suitable to the logistics operation and
environment under scrutiny.
As a fourth element of the DIALOOP framework, relevant future developments and changes
were identified. Initially identified in the literature review (section 2.2.4), they were also
pointed out by drone or automotive experts as having a potentially significant influence on
the implementation of drones. The experts also identified the most significant challenges to
be addressed with respect to the discussed changes and developments.
The DIALOOP framework then underwent a validation process with automotive experts. This
step appeared particularly important because of the nascent nature of the research topic and
the resulting need to reduce bias, subjective distortions and blind spots in the qualitative
approach taken here. Overall, the experts confirmed all results – the comprehensive
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DIALOOP framework approach, the core structure including content and the future changes
– as useful to them and did not add any further insights to the already discussed results.
A final graphical version of the DIALOOP framework is given in Figure 6.6:

Figure 6.6 Final DIALOOP framework structure, Source, The author
Key Results regarding the comprehensive DIALOOP framework approach
The DIALOOP framework stands out by several aspects. Firstly, the tool features a
comprehensive approach from strategy to operational implementation. Secondly, by
focussing on an iterative approach in addressing numerous logistics challenges, the
framework’s core contents provide an opportunity to learn from previous iterations. Thirdly,
although the steps are recommended to be executed subsequently, the framework offers the
possibility to jump back and forth, while still arriving at outcomes that support implementation
decisions and efforts. The DIALOOP framework as a whole contributes to theory as there is
no other framework to date that addresses the application of drones in automotive OEM
logistics operations. At the same time, it is aligned with frameworks for other, neighbouring
applications and draws on their strengths. The validated framework marks the achievement
of research objectives 4 and 5. The DIALOOP framework is immediately applicable and can
serve as a guide method for further research regarding the implementation of drones in
automotive OEM logistic operations.
The theoretical contributions shown in this and the previous sections are complemented by
the contribution to practice discussed in the following section.
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6.2 CONTRIBUTION TO PRACTICE: AN APPLICABLE FRAMEWORK
The practice orientation of this thesis was already manifest in the literature review
(section 2.1.1), where the fast-changing environment of the automotive industry was
acknowledged and investigated. The automotive industry is, in this regard, certainly
pioneering new terrain for other manufacturing sectors. Technology integration is major
driver of developments in logistics operations. As far as drone technology in logistics is
concerned, however, previous research and development efforts addressed different areas
of implementation, such as long-range rural delivery. Only a few publications focussed on
automotive OEM plants, and, in doing so, found that their complexity increased at a fast pace
due to the extraordinarily high, and continuously growing, number of parts that need to be
supplied and the concomitant challenges of limited, and shrinking, space availability and
maximised traffic.
Applying the DIALOOP framework in a professional environment makes many of the
theoretical contributions of this thesis available to practice and provides the practitioner with
a guideline needed to navigate the steps toward optimising intralogistics operations, which
is a precondition of maintaining or enhancing competitiveness. In addition, the DIALOOP
framework with its iterative approach offers multiple entry points, such as strategy or logistics
operations, thus enabling top-down, strategy-driven as well as bottom-up, operations-driven
efforts at optimisation. When following an already defined strategy, logistics operations
relevant to this strategy’s implementation can be chosen using this framework. Also, the
framework guides decisions about the performance measures used to direct drone
implementation and, eventually, to measure the success of the implementation. However,
the framework does not presuppose that a decision in favour of drone implementation has
been made nor does it block out alternative avenues toward optimisation other than drone
technology. Rather, the solution-finding process guided by the framework is open-ended.
Furthermore, the framework distinguished several drone classes, thus offering a highly
detailed view on possible application scenarios. The drone classification used in the
framework was developed using interview data from automotive experts with and without
drone experience, but also from drone experts and is therefore highly practice-oriented. The
results of this thesis show that practitioners can benefit from focussing on rotor-based
drones, as they, along with fixed-wing, drones have not only often been discussed in the
literature for automotive practice, but have also been shown in this research to be well-suited
to operating under the conditions of a logistics environment in a direct functional and spatial
vicinity to production. Although hybrid drones are often included in current use cases and
discussed in the literature, the experts’ view on this type vary greatly and the utility of hybrid
drones for possible applications is largely uncertain. Practitioners can thus use the DIALOOP
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framework to become aware of applicable drone classes and, as a result, improve their
implementation rate if adequate use cases are given. The practical perspective of the
framework established by discussing drone applications against the background of current
logistics operations increase the value of the DIALOOP drone classification and makes the
framework a potential vantage point for the consideration of many other implementations.
As a third entry point into the DIALOOP framework, this research has highlighted possible
developments and changes which may significantly influence drone implementation in the
future (section 5.3). With a strategy geared toward competitiveness, defined processes and
a drone classification that organises the field of drone application in a practice-oriented
manner, the framework user can take the developments and changes into circumspect
consideration and future-oriented planning. This also includes ‘soft factors’, such as the
acceptance of drone technology by stakeholders such as employees and the social
ramifications of drone implementation, such as changing job descriptions.
The challenges of implementing drones have also been shown to stem largely from legal
and organisational restrictions. As far as legal regulation is concerned, the lack of
regulations, which has been identified as a factor in the low social acceptance of drones,
cannot be addressed by the DIALOOP framework. However, the framework could help
policy-makers to create further, more practice-oriented regulations. As the framework also
harmonises with the legally binding EASA classification of drones, it can be applied without
losing sight of legal considerations. This, too, strengthens its applicability in practice and
constitutes an important contribution to practice out of this research.
Further contributions to practice also originate from the synthesis of expert knowledge from
both the drone-technology and the automotive-intralogistics area. As the framework is
prospectively be used in an automotive setting, the information from the drone-technology
field contained in the framework helps to remove blind spots and facilitate a fresh perspective
on possible solutions. The research at hand has clearly shown that the experts, while sharing
the same views on many topics, also differ in important aspects, with the drone experts
considering possible problem solutions from a mainly technical perspective, while the
automotive experts’ perspective is often directed at processes and performance measures.
Against this background, this thesis points out the potential of a future collaboration between
automotive and drone experts. The results of such a cooperation could transform the
automotive environment.
The DIALOOP framework offers a guideline for practitioners to explore opportunities to
increase competitiveness through drone technology solving the numerous problems that
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nowadays have to be confronted by logistics operations in an automotive OEM in-house
environment.
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7 CONCLUSION
This chapter concludes the thesis by summarising its main conclusion and suggesting
recommendations regarding the use of the DIALOOP framework. It further discusses the
limitations of this thesis and recommend areas of further research in the field of the nascent
theory of drone application in automotive OEM logistics operations.

7.1 MAIN CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis set out to explore how drones could be implemented in automotive OEM
intralogistics operations. In doing so, it broached a new research field defined by a
combination of research on aerial drones and automotive OEM intralogistics operations.
Despite the still nascent nature of this novel field of exploration, the thesis’s results show that
drones can certainly be applied in this area of in-house logistics.
The primary goal of this thesis, however, was to develop a framework for drones in
automotive OEM logistics operations. This DIALOOP framework requires as a constituent
part a drone classification system.
The drone classification developed in this thesis and integrated into framework was informed
by literature as well as qualitative data gained from semi-structured interviews with drone
experts and automotive experts. The drone classification was first drafted on a literature
basis and then presented to the interviewees, who confirmed the classification as suitable
for distinguishing drone types and classes in a way that is relevant to automotive
intralogistics. The classification focusses on drone types (rotor-based drones, fixed-wing
drones and hybrid drones), yet also differentiates them between according to weight. The
classification also follows the legally binding EASA classification, which it enhances through
additional layers of differentiation without contradicting its classification criteria. The
classification developed in this thesis is thus industry specific and, at the same time, in
agreement with non-industry-specific legal classifications. It is thus highly useful and
applicable.
The DIALOOP framework designed and tested in this thesis is the second main contribution.
By including both strategic and operational elements, the framework can be applied in very
early stages of a decision or exploration process as well as in late stages of drone
implementation. Its applicability was confirmed by the automotive experts in both the main
interviews and in an additional interview round conducted for validation purposes. Especially
the iterative nature of the framework boosts results and broadens its application cases.
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By using the DIALOOP framework in the interviews as both a structuring tool and an object
of enquiry, the thesis arrived at empirical findings concerning logistics operations and
performance measures. It was shown that drones can be a valuable addition to the existing
operational setting. While the operations within a process area only share a few common
characteristics, this research has shown that drones can be implemented in several
processes in each process area. The performance measures that were identified as relevant
as they may be affected by drone implementation were shown to belong to the group of
measures commonly used in a logistics context. They make evident that drone applications
can add value if applied in specific operations, which can be identified using the DIALOOP
framework. As this research and application field is of a still nascent nature, it is
recommended to apply this framework in several projects relating to drone application, thus
accumulating experiential learning through an iterative approach, to which the DIALOOP
framework lends itself.
This research has led to initial results in the combination of two hitherto separate fields of
enquiry and has created a first path toward the implementation of aerial drones in automotive
OEM logistics operations.

7.2 LIMITATIONS
The following section considers limitations of this thesis and that affected data
gathering, data analysis and framework creation. Mostly, these limitations result on a
methodological level, especially concerning validity (section 3.8.1) and reliability (section
3.8.2).
A first limitation that has to be considered is inherent in the number of interviewees in both
sets of interviews, which was limited to nine automotive and nine drone experts. The three
automotive experts drawn on for participant validation were recruited from the existing
sample of automotive experts. The size of the samples can be considered appropriate for
qualitative research on a nascent topic, especially if saturation is reached, which was the
case in this thesis as explained in section 3.6.3. With respect to the validation interviews, the
Corona pandemic presumably increased the workload of potential interviewees and,
therefore, may have reduced their willingness to participate. Some interviewees mentioned
massive changes in the mindset of the industry regarding costs, and their concern for job
security caused them to concentrate on their work and to refrain from expending time on
participating in research. The validation sample was thus rather small, but there was also a
clear pattern in that all three experts confirmed the results, adding only rather marginal
comments. The interview results can thus be assumed to be valid, but a larger sample might
have added further facets to the validation. Furthermore, although in this research the
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advantages are highlighted, one could hold similar set of interviews in a sequence as well.
Especially in more specific cases in single process areas, a start with a process-oriented
view followed by a drones based-view could be a valuable approach which is similar to the
overall DIALOOP framework approach. In future cases, the results can vary on basis of this
sequencing if applying the DIALOOP framework and in some case detailed measurement
results can change as well. However, the DIALOOP framework structure itself might not be
touched by such sequencing.
Another external limiting factor for this research was the German automotive diesel
emissions crisis. It may have prevented experts from participating in this research because
of restrictions on managers’ communication with outside parties or because of fear of
working with an external researcher.
Specific legal regulations, the existence of work councils or culture in general may limit the
generalisability of the research at hand and the transferability of the insights and results to
companies in other countries. In addition, the EASA drone classification is valid in the entire
European Union and, thus, also not particular to a German setting. This, too, enhances the
transferability of results at least in a European context. Nevertheless, especially in the case
that the framework is amended to accommodate supply-chain-focussed approaches, such
regulatory specifics have a higher impact given that supply chains span countries and
continents. If, however, the framework should be amended to accommodate the strategic
use of drone technology, there would be a greater potential of alignment with companies in
other countries.
A further limitation can be seen in the fact that the framework development did not include a
differentiation of all the different process variants in the intralogistics of car manufacturers.
While the researcher acknowledges the existence of a broad range of process variants as
there are multiple methods of supplying and storing parts and that information can be
collected using a variety of sensors, the focus of the research was not on accounting for this
multitude in an encyclopaedic way. Instead, the decision was made to use defined process
areas for the purpose of clustering logistics operations. This approach enhances the flexibility
in using the framework and, thus, appears suitable to the still-nascent nature of the topic.
The trade-off is, however, a certain lack of specificity in the matching of logistics operations,
performance measures and drone classes, which has to be compensated for at the level of
the framework’s application in practice.
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7.3 FUTURE RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS
Following the limitations discussed in the above section, this section recommends paths
for future research. Further research could validate the framework with a larger number of
participants and identify further connections between performance measures and areas of
drone application.
The topic can be further researched by adding quantitative methods in order to investigate
the predominance of problems in automotive OEM intralogistics that would lend themselves
to a drone-based solution. This could help gauge the potential for drone application in this
industry in a quantitative manner. With an increase of application cases over time – ideally
cases using the DIALOOP framework - a case-based comparative research and evaluation
of the framework could take place and lead to further refinements in its structure, content
and application.
Also, research focussing on single process areas could lead to more in-depth results and a
thorough evaluation of the findings of this thesis. In contrast, the focus of future research
could be broader in adjusting the framework so that it can be applied to entire supply chains.
This would broach a much more expansive research field and potentially unlock additional
potentials of drone technology. Especially the field of supplier integration could lead to an
integration of drone-based long-range rural delivery in the DIALOOP framework.
As this thesis focussed on German automotive OEMs, its results should be checked with
respect to automotive OEMs in other countries as well. In a first step, plants of the German
OEMs in other part of the world could be included in such research. As the production
facilities of an OEM certainly share characteristics regardless of where they are located, the
results could help understand differences in intralogistics, and in the potentials of drone
application that are country- and not OEM-specific. An investigation of non-German OEMs
located outside of Germany could also be carried out. This could lead to modifications in the
framework’s structure and content to make the framework more applicable in other national
settings. This would prepare a comprehensive world-wide comparison of automotive OEM
logistics operations with regard to their potential for drone implementation. Similar substantial
changes in the framework could occur if the framework were applied in sectors other than
automotive OEMs.
Research could also be conducted on the degree of process integration in the near future.
Thus, the goods transport could be routed directly through the area of incoming goods
processing, with suppliers delivering the goods directly to the warehouse, to picking or even
to the line. Similarly, integrated processes exist even today. If goods are routed through
processing areas, their movement would allow for stationary scanning. The flexibility afforded
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by drones in information gathering would then be irrelevant. Further research could also
investigate transportation- or, respectively, information-oriented uses of drones.
Further research could help transform the DIALOOP framework into a performance
measurement system of high maturity. Both the DIALOOOP framework and a performance
measurement system developed on its basis could be further researched with respect to how
knowledge gained from applying them can be stored and used to update them and to
enhance their practical applicability.
The thesis strived for a close insight into practice as well as for the practical relevance of its
findings. It is to be hoped that it serves as a vantage point for further investigations that
strengthen the practical application of the DIALOOP framework, facilitate its further
development and analysis as to how the future implementation of drones in automotive OEM
logistics operations is affected by its guidance.
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APPENDIX A, PROFESSIONAL REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT
This chapter describes my personal and professional development journey during the
last four DBA years. Basis for this reflection are elements from the first taught DBA year in
2016/17. The purpose of gaining academic knowledge and applying to professional life is to
see things in different ways and find better solutions for different personal and professional
situations in life (Fulton, Kuit, Saunders, & Smith, 2013). Another main aim in the learning
process of the author was the possibility of becoming a professional researcher to learn
about how to tackle challenges un-emotional and more critically (Fulton et al., 2013). This
overview is about the authors individual position and academic learning from the beginning
till the end of the DBA research. On a basis of first years analysis the following paragraphs
reflects on the developments.
Individual position
The background of the researcher was very family-based in a rural background combined
with a certain world-openness. Overall the author was described as a family person with
strong relation to the parents. In personal life, the partner played a significant role. In sports
the author preferred to play Golf which brings quite a lot of privacy. In professional life, the
studies started with an Engineering Bachelor already focussing on business topics wherever
possible and continued with a consecutive master which brought more business-related
topics. After the studies the career started as a strategy consultant in automotive and went
on as a more implementing consultant in the last scope of duties. Especially the last career
mark added special knowledge to the research topic in logistics. A doctorate is about to add
significantly to the profession, so the profession needed to be defined first (Fulton et al.,
2013).
During the DBA research the author switched jobs and is working as a project leader in a
process-changing software implementation program for one automotive OEM. Overall, the
decision to aim for a practically oriented DBA course instead of a more theory-based Doctor
of Philosophy (PhD) study was found a perfect match, what is described in the paragraphs
to come. Still, from the beginning till the end of the research the motivation of the researcher
was, to gain in-depth knowledge and understanding of this specific topic. From a content
view, the research at hand contributes as derived in all chapters above. Additionally, the
reflection to the development in the DBA journey is summarised in the following with
focussing on overall academic learning, personal development and professional
development. Overall the author always tried to aim for new challenges and successfully
reach the highest level of the academic career.
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Academic learning, Overall
Overall, the professional developments are linked to the personal developments during the
doctorate studies and how the research practice influenced those (L. Anderson, Gold,
Stewart, & Thorpe, 2015). The author tried to critically reflect with applying the reflection
cycle which is described in the next paragraphs. Most important part here is to reflect on
actions (Finlay, 2008).
“In the case of reflection-on-action, professionals are understood consciously
to review, describe, analyse and evaluate their past practice with a view to
gaining insight to improve future practice” (Finlay, 2008).
In order to have a sufficient result it was also important to take care about stakeholders
impacts (Fulton et al., 2013) as well as personal feeling and understanding of situations
(Finlay, 2008). The purpose was to know the achieved qualified standing and to ongoing
develop new skills in different fields in further life (Fulton et al., 2013). Being critical in
research, in this case about personal and professional development, meant that there is no
structures problem and also no solution to a challenge and one has to be open-minded and
ask the right questions (L. Anderson et al., 2015). The following path of describing and
analysing the professional development is basically grounded on Gibbs (1988) Reflective
Cycle (Finlay, 2008), which can be seen in the following Figure A.1

PHASE I
"Description"
What happened?

PHASE VI

PHASE II

"Action Plan"

"Feelings"

Based on your reflection, what
would you do differently in the
future?

What were you thinking and feeling?
What were the emotional responses?

PHASE III

PHASE V

"Evaluation"

"Conclusion"

What was good and
bad about the
experience?

? What specific conclusions can you
draw from your experience?

PHASE IV
"Analysis"
What sense can you make of the
situation?
Figure A.1 Reflective Cycle by Gibbs (1988)
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Knowledge as a basis for stability in mind and therefore in professional life. Within academic
thinking it was important at the doctoral-level especially to show that the author can be a
though-leader with the ability to reflect (Fulton et al., 2013). More knowledge was generated
by the work with experts. A big factor was to understand which knowledge is generated
during the professional doctorate and how it contributes to the profession (Fulton et al.,
2013). The professional doctorate in general could be the bridge of academic knowledge
and professional practice (L. Anderson et al., 2015) what means that properly applied
academic knowledge can significantly contribute knowledge and change perspectives.
Social and political description and analysis is also an important part of critical reflection
(Fulton et al., 2013) in personal and professional development therefore. In the opinion of
the author the personal review and development section was very important for the
development over the years.
The aim was to be open-minded and always try to change perspectives. In case of the author
the research was the reason to start to reflect the actual situation. However, in some
situations there is the possibility that the people around the researcher have different opinion
or are working actively against the idea (Fulton et al., 2013) what happened during the
author’s research situation.
Personal review
Starting with a personal development, the author can reflect, that he overcame challenges
regarding insecurities through more healthy nutrition and sports. Yet, the DBA studies
required a lot of extra hours, which were no longer usable for sports and hobbies, it was
possible for the author to create a permanent balance for both DBA and free time.
One major aspect, as reflected in the first year, was as well, that the author was able to land
a new job and got rid of the consultancy life with now having fixed working hours on a regular
basis. Before this job change happened, the researcher had to compensate through long
hours during the week and working all day during the weekends. Even though, as reflections
in the first year also mentioned a difficult level of relationship to line manager, the author now
faces innovative managers, which were very interested in the research and are of supportive
character as well. The research influenced the author in choosing the new employer on basis
of innovativeness and open-minded culture of managers and colleagues.
Both facts, having a better time management and supportive line managers now lead to the
fact that the author felt better over time and realised that working on the DBA made extremely
more progress as of the positive vibes and energy and the re-gained mentality to contribute
to a worthy practice again. Some experience was additionally given by the experts from the
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interviews, which stated, that they are positively impressed by the braveness of the author
to tackle such an innovative topic.
Overall from a personal perspective, it can be said, that the DBA was the most challenging
project in the researchers life. During the DBA period, all activities, like buying of a new flat,
marriage, job change, weight reduction, sports planning and other happenings, everything,
was less important as the researchers studies. However, it was very challenging to have a
day-to-day guilt and an always existent curiosity, if someone else is working on the same
research topic – somewhere in the world.
Professional review:
In the first year the author described a very unhappy situation being on consultancy level
and always kind of not having an in-depth view to certain topics yet only fly over certain
project steps. The DBA research adds massively to the authors thinking, especially at critical
thinking and going into deep reflections on single options in every research objective. The
higher awareness to a more intense feedback structure and reflection over a long term
developed the researchers skills towards being a better researcher as well as a better and
more patient practitioner. A mentioned duality of being a researcher and a practitioner was
given in the researchers period at least in three of four years. The researcher experiences
lot of misunderstanding from former line managers and faced crucial decisions regarding the
given jobs and projects, as the researcher stuck on the DBA. Yet, another learning for the
researcher was to stand for a personal purpose and to also defend certain free hours a day
for the one thing, that really counted, namely the doctoral research. To stand for own
knowledge and to defend certain thought is a major outcome here.
An interesting development regarding professional mentality was, that at the beginning the
researcher was unhappy for not developing in an intellectual way. During the literature
review, with having hundreds of upcoming papers the researcher at first was very afraid of
having so much input and in relation knowing nothing about the research. With having more
and more literature reviewed and classified mostly as not relevant, the author developed
confidence instead, and is now very happy about having an intellectual stand from that point
on.
Summary
Overall, summarising the development, it can be said, that the authors desired progress was
made, and the research was applied in a sufficient way. Not only the critical thinking and the
in-depth approach added to the authors professional development but also the improved
English language skills and the feedback awareness added significantly. The personal
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development of the researcher towards more empathic and more durable work ethics added
another significant portion to this exciting journey made in the last 4,5 years.
Having summarised all the learnings, it is important to mention, that the research is ongoing
at a certain point and the author plans to go one working on the DIALOOP framework on
both ways: applying the framework in practice and possibly present some further results on
academic conferences to come.
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APPENDIX B, UPR16 SUBMISSION FORM
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APPENDIX C, INTERVIEW RELATED DOCUMENTS
This appendix contains: Ethics approval, Invitation letter, Participant information, Consent
form, Interview questions(guide), Code list
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Interview question areas as applied for ethical approval, 08.01.2019
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After the ethics approval, reviews from the supervisory team and peer review as well as the
two pilot interviews (in each question set) the following questions were used in the interviews.
Automotive expert interview questions:
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Drone expert interview questions:
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Communication Support Paper
(used in second part of the automotive expert interviews to have guidance through drone
classes)
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Coding Protocol for corroborating the interview transcript:
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APPENDIX D, VALIDATION RELATED DOCUMENTS
Favourable ethics opinion to validation amendments:
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Invitation letter validation:
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Participant information sheet validation:
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Consent form validation:
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English validation questions (as proposed to ethics committee):
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Results overview validation:
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APPENDIX E, LITERATURE REVIEW SEARCH BACKGROUND
The literature review was conducted by using Portsmouth Library Search, EBSCOhost
and Science Direct for most of the duration of the thesis. Furthermore, Google and Google
Scholar were used to search for specific sources, which came up during reading the
identified sources. At the beginning of the literature search the publication date was limited
to a maximum of ten years. Motivation for this limitation was to be able to identify a current
state of the research topic and to clarify if the research is justified. For a later search towards
a broader basis, for example logistic operations and performance measures no such timebased limiters were used.
During the research phase an overall of 781 sources were saved in the Mendeley library.
The themes followed the identified field of drones as well as logistic operations. Yet, besides
the focus on the main fields, also sources to nearby research and research topics are
counted in this matter.
The researcher acknowledged that the literature findings did rely on the output of the
individual search platform. Therefore different platforms were used, and multiple times the
same search strings were repeatedly used on other search engines to mitigate that search
haziness. In addition, some platforms were restricted by costly monthly payments. In this
case, the author tried to get one-month free access to get access to specific sources.
The process of reading the sources at all times started with an evaluation of the title and the
abstract. An assessment by the author finalised in relevant work which was carefully read in
detail. The relevant literatures’ source lists then were screened in addition to evaluation the
basis of the work as well as to identify further reading. Mendeley library provided the
possibility to gather and structure the sources with regards to the related topics.
This reading procedure also included a rejection of source that did not have any of the
defined focuses, either drones, logistic operations, process areas, automotive focus,
innovation, future developments or nascent influences into logistics like Industrie 4.0, BTO
or modular or smart manufacturing.
The following tables present an overview about the initial search of literature. Hereby, search
strings are listed besides the field of the strings, limiters and returns. During the second half
of the research, which then mainly focussed on interview gathering and analysis, individual
searches with similar string were applied. Overall, the author is aware that possible sources
were not included in the searches, yet by using multiple search stings as well as weekly
email notifications about the updated on different platforms (during all research phases) it
can be assumed that most influential literature was identified. Furthermore, as the author
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identified, that many authors used similar sources, it can be said, that all reviews literature
parts reached a good level of common understanding. Thus, validity in the literature review
is given.
An overall of 217 sources are finally used in this research.
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APPENDIX F, CODES FROM THE INTERVIEWS
The following appendix lists the themes, categories and codes that were used in the
interviews. If examples would be needed, appendix F clusters the quotes to either themes
or even categories.
For defining the logic on themes, categories and codes, two examples are shown:
Automotive Interviews
The automotive interview codes follow the structure of the interview questioning (appendix
C). Hereby there are structural nodes above all content-relevant nodes, like “04 Process
areas inhouse” that summarise all answers regarding this area of interest. Further clusters
are shown as:
Theme: “041 Goods receipt”
Category: “0416 Performance measures influenced by drones”
Code: “04161 (2) Speed of handling”
Drone Interviews
The drone interview codes follow the structure of the interview questioning (appendix C).
Hereby there are structural nodes above all content-relevant nodes, like “03 Rotor-based
drones” that summarise all answers regarding this area of interest. Further clusters are
shown as:
Theme:

there are “033 Disadvantages [regarding] rotor-based drones”

Category:

“0331 Flight behaviour”

Code:

“03313 Flight distance and range”

The coding also presents a note, in which the statement firstly occurred. In the example from
automotive the code “04161 (2) Speed of handling” contains a “(2)”: this indicates, in which
interview the code was mentioned the first time (if no number occurs, the answer was given
in the first of each set of interviews). On basis of these notes, the author was able to conclude
about a saturation in both sets of interviews.
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APPENDIX G, TABLES WITH TRANSLATED QUOTATIONS
Table 4.1 Quotations of drone expert on general way of use of classification (4.1.1), Source: The author

Table 4.2 Quotations of drone experts on European Union Classification (4.1.2.1), Source: The author
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Table 4.3 Quotations of drone experts on classification on payload and weight (4.1.2.2), Source: The author
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Table 4.4 Quotations of drone experts on classification by type (4.1.2.3), Source: The author

Table 4.5 Quotations of drone experts on classification by purpose and mission (4.1.2.4), Source: The author

Table 4.6 Quotations of drone experts on classification by commercial or private use (4.1.2.5), Source: The author

Table 4.7 Quotations of drone experts on classification by indoor and outdoor use (4.1.2.6), Source: The author
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Table 4.8 Quotations of drone experts on known use of rotor-based drones (4.1.3.1), Source: The author
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Table 4.9 Quotations of drone experts on advantages of rotor-based drones (4.1.3.1), Source: The author
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Table 4.10 Quotations of drone experts on disadvantages of rotor-based drones (4.1.3.1), Source: The author

Table 4.11 Quotations of drone experts on applications of fixed wing drones (4.1.3.2), Source: The author
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Table 4.12 Quotations of drone experts on advantages of fixed wing drones (4.1.3.2), Source: The author

Table 4.13 Quotations of drone experts on disadvantages of fixed wing drones (4.1.3.2), Source: The author
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Table 4.14 Quotations of drone experts on tasks of hybrid drones (4.1.3.3), Source: The author

Table 4.15 Quotations of drone experts on advantages of hybrid drones (4.1.3.3), Source: The author
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Table 4.16 Quotations of drone experts on disadvantages of hybrid drones (4.1.3.3), Source: The author

Table 4.17 Quotations of drone experts on future “infrastructural” changes (4.1.4.1), Source: The author
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Table 4.18 Quotations of drone experts on future “network system” changes (4.1.4.2), Source: The author

Table 4.19 Quotations of drone experts on platform thinking (4.1.4.3), Source: The author
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Table 4.20 Quotations of drone experts on required level of autonomy (4.1.4.4); Source: The author

Table 4.21 Quotations of drone experts on development of more efficiency (4.1.4.5), Source: The author
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Table 4.22 Quotations of drone experts on future changes of acceptance (4.1.4.6), Source: The author

Table 4.23 Quotations of drone experts on legal changes and regulation requirements (4.1.4.7), Source: The
author
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Table 4.24 Quotations of automotive experts about the process landscape in automotive OEMs (4.2.1.1), Source:
The author
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Table 4.25 Most relevant quotations of automotive experts on logistics operations in ‘goods receipt’ (4.2.1.1),
Source: The author

Table 4.26 Quotations of automotive experts on implementation of drones in ‘goods receipt’ (4.2.1.1), Source:
The author
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Table 4.27 Quotations of automotive experts on named performance measures in ‘goods receipt’ (4.2.1.1),
Source: The author

Table 4.28 Quotations of automotive experts on potentially changed performance measures in ‘goods receipt’
(4.2.1.1), Source: The author
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Table 4.29 Quotations of automotive experts on logistics operations in 'storing' (4.2.1.4), Source: The author

Table 4.30 Quotations of automotive experts on implementation of drones in ‘storing’ (4.2.1.4), Source: The
author
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Table 4.31 Quotations of automotive experts on performance measures in ‘storing’ (4.2.1.4), Source: The author

Table 4.32 Quotations of automotive experts on potentially changed performance measures in ‘storing’ (4.2.1.4),
Source: The author
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Table 4.33 Quotations to automotive experts on logistics operations in ‘picking and sequencing’ (4.2.1.5), Source:
The author

Table 4.34 Quotations of automotive experts on implementation of drones in ‘picking and sequencing’ (4.2.1.5),
Source: The author
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Table 4.35 Quotations of automotive experts on performance measures in ‘picking and sequencing’ (4.2.1.5),
Source: The author

Table 4.36 Quotations of automotive experts on potentially changed performance measures in ‘picking and
sequencing’ (4.2.1.5), Source: The author
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Table 4.37 Quotations of automotive experts on logistics operations in ‘delivery to line’ (4.2.1.6), Source: The
author

Table 4.38 Quotations of automotive experts on implementation of drones in ‘delivery to line’ (4.2.1.6), Source:
The author
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Table 4.39 Quotations of automotive experts on performance measures in ‘delivery to line’ (4.2.1.6), Source: The
author

Table 4.40 Quotations of automotive experts on changeable performance measures in ‘delivery to line’ (4.2.1.6),
Source: The author
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Table 4.41 Quotations of automotive experts on future “infrastructural” changes (4.2.2.1), Source: The author

Table 4.42 Quotations of automotive experts on future “management system” changes (4.2.2.2), Source: The
author
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Table 4.43 Quotations of automotive experts on required automation towards autonomy (4.2.2.3); Source: The
author

Table 4.44 Quotations of automotive experts on development of more efficiency (4.2.2.4), Source: The author

Table 4.45 Quotations of automotive experts on required acceptance (4.2.2.5), Source: The author
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Table 4.46 Quotations of automotive experts on regulation guidelines (4.2.2.6), Source: The author

Table 4.47 Quotations of automotive experts on legal changes and regulation requirements (0), Source: The
author

Table 5.48 Quotations of automotive experts key statements on class rating 'Goods receipt' (5.5), Source: The
author

Table 5.49 Quotations of automotive experts’ key statement on class rating in 'Storing' (5.5), Source: The author

Table 5.50 Quotations of automotive experts’ key statement on class rating in ‘Picking and Sequencing’ (5.5),
Source: The author
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Table 5.51 Quotations of automotive experts’ key statement on class rating in ‘delivery to line’ (5.5) , Source:
The author
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APPENDIX H, PUBLIC PRESENTATION SLIDES
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ENDNOTES, GERMAN ORIGINALS TO ENGLISH QUOTATIONS

„Frage ist, worauf die Klassifizierung letztendlich abzielt” (D7)
„man hat am Ende halt dann eine x-teilige Matrix und nicht nur ein Kriterium” (D4)
3
„muss zwangsläufig auf eine Kombination aus verschiedenen Klassifizierungen hinauslaufen” (D9)
4
„wollen eine Drohne nicht implementieren, um eine Drohne zu implementieren sondern einfach weil wir ein Problem des
Kunden damit lösen wollen” (D4)
5
„muss zwangsläufig auf eine Kombination aus verschiedenen Klassifizierungen hinauslaufen“ (D9)
6
„geht’s ja zum einen nach Verwendungszweck und Gewichtsklasse hauptsächlich” (D1)
7
„die bestehenden Klassifizierungen ergeben sich ja letztlich ein bisschen aus dem Luftrecht” (D9)
8
„Wenn man vom Bodenrisiko zum Beispiel wieder an die Frage rangeht, kann es sein, dass man eher nach Gewicht gehen
sollte” (D7)
9
„Gesetzgebung, die jetzt quasi in der Pipeline ist, die wird sich sehr stark nach dem Risiko orientieren, die diese Drohne auf
die Umwelt hat, und da wird das Gewicht wahrscheinlich keine große Rolle mehr spielen” (D10)
10
„je kleiner je leichter die Drohnen sind umso weniger reguliert sind Sie, umso schwerer sie werden umso strenger werden
die Auflagen“ (D1)
11
„man kann halt über das Gewicht natürlich letztlich immer streiten” (D9)
12
„Unterscheidung zwischen eben Fixed Wing – Systemen, den Rotary und den Hybrid-Systemen” (D3)
13
„über die Mission und die Art des Betriebs klassifizieren” (D9)
14
„Sensortragende Systeme, ähm, dann Logistik und Transportsysteme die irgendwelche Lasten von A nach B transportieren,
und dann so im oberen Ende dann so Mann-tragenden Systeme” (D5)
15
„die Unterscheidung zwischen kommerzieller und ähm privater Nutzung” (D1, D3, D4, D8)
16
„bei etwa 10.000 Euro gesetzt also alles was nördlich ist würden wir als reines Profiequipment zählen” (D10)
17
„eigentlich zwischen Systemen für den Inneneinsatz und Systemen für den Außeneinsatz. Das ist eigentlich für uns die
wichtigste Unterscheidung” (D3)
18
„Transportflügen Outdoor, von Dringteilen, von Ersatzteilen” (D4)
19
„könnte […] vorstellen, dass im Logistikbereich vor allem Multirotorsysteme sich durchsetzen werden aufgrund der
Flexibilität” (D1)
20
„sehr präzises Fliegen, mit Fliegen auf der Stelle” (D4)
21
„Infrastruktur die am Boden vorhanden ist, kann relativ schlank gehalten werden” (D7)
22
„der ewige Handel, den man da halt führen muss” (D10)
23
„Effizienzsteigerung der Plattform, dass die also länger und schneller oder beides fliegen” (D10)
24
„tatsächlich irgendwie Hochregale abfliegen, Barcodes scannen” (D1)
25
„die sind auch recht zuverlässig und auch das recht ähm günstig im Wartungsfall“ (D2)
26
„Start und Landung” (D1)
27
„ein Tilt-Wing multiples Gerät kann selbst senkrecht starten, geht dann in den Gleitflug über und kann dann auch wieder
senkrecht landen” (D5)
28
„vor allem in die Richtung geht, dass die Drohnen speziell für eine bestimmte Aufgabe entwickelt werden” (D1)
29
„die Strecken schneller überbrückt werden” (D7)
30
„niedrigerem Energieeinsatz als mit Multirotoren” (D8)
31
„muss größere Bereiche schaffen, in denen sie abfliegen und arbeiten können” (D1)
32
„unter Berücksichtigung von entsprechenden Sicherheitsauflagen” (D8)
33
„auch Möglichkeiten, wie Drohnen mit anderen Drohnen oder einer Art zentralem System zur Verwaltung des DrohnenLuftraums interagieren können” (D2)
34
„hier ist so eine Forschungsplattform, die fliegt, und die hat Interfaces, macht damit was ihr wollt“
35
"gibt ja viele, die diesen Ansatz fahren, auf eine ganz spezifische Problemstellung eine Drohne zu entwickeln oder eine
anzupassen" (D1)
36
„wenn es komplexere Umgebungen werden, muss das Problem gelöst werden” (D1)
37
„ich kauf mir ja nicht eine Drohne, damit ein Mann das Ding dann irgendwie belädt und ein anderer das steuert, da kann
dann einer das Teil auch direkt von A nach B tragen” (D10)
38
„wenn wir da jetzt Faktor 10 schaffen mit einem Energiespeicher mit elektrischem oder elektrochemisch […] Speicherung
der elektrischen Energie mit Akkus” (D9)
39
„geht das Spiel wieder von vorne los, wie viele Batterien kann man tragen, und wie ist das noch in einem Verhältnis
zueinander” (D10)
40
„Menschen müssen sich also an die Drohnen am Himmel gewöhnen” (D2)
41
„Mehr Pilotprojekte” (D3)
42
„einheitliche einfachere regulatorische Rahmenbedingungen” (D5)
43
„allein durch die rechtliche Situation, kann man sagen, dass eine kleinere Drohne oftmals schneller eine Genehmigung bei
kritischen Infrastrukturen sozusagen stattgegeben wird” (D7)
44
„die Zukunft der Drohnen wird wie heute Handys oder Smartphones sein“ (D2)
1
2

„Intralogistik beginnt […] ab dem Wareneingang (A1)
„klassischer Wareneingang” (A2)
47
„haben verschiedenen Lagerstrukturen” (A2)
48
„entweder sortenrein das Material an die Linien bringen oder halt in Sequenz“ (A10)
49
„wir machen Leergutsteuerung nach dem kürzesten Lieferanten, der das Teil im VW Konzern braucht (A3).
50
„Wareneingang ist ja eigentlich, ich sag mal, nur ein Gefahrenübergang“ (A3)
51
„Entladung eines LKWs und das Abstellen der Ware auf irgendwelchen Kontrollpunkten (A4)
52
„das Gewicht der Ladungsträger einfach schlichtweg viel zu hoch“ (A4)
45
46
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„wenn ich mir vorstelle, dass ich im Jahr 2019 oder im Jahr 2020 eine Drohne nehmen soll um festzustellen wo der LKW ist
oder wo meine Ladung ist, dann hab ich eigentlich vorher ein anderes Problem, das ich nicht beherrscht“ (A6)
54
„was ist da angeliefert worden, auf Vollständigkeit geprüft wird“ (A2)
55
„wie pünktlich ist die Ware“ (A10)
56
„Transportieren im weitersten Sinne natürlich auch“ (A2)
57
„die Drohne spät nachts oder eben zu betriebsfreien Zeiten nochmal durch die Halle durchfliegen“ (A5)
58
„Optimierung von Stellplatz Zuweisungen durch die Erkennung von freien Stellplätzen“ (A2)
59
„dass man auch da dann ähm Drohnen über die Fahrzeuge schweben kann” (A9)
60
„sollte ich mich eher auf meinen Prozess konzentrieren, dass ich weiß, wo ich mich hinstelle, und den Prozess robust
machen, dann brauch ich nicht anschließend durch einen Korridor fliegen“ (A6)
61
„wichtig ist natürlich, dass wir geringe, geringere Durchlaufzeiten haben“ (A1)
62
„möglichst wenig Lagerbestände” (A1)
63
„Auslastung der Lagerstruktur“ (A2)
64
„schneller mit der Drohne unterwegs vs. den klassischen Transporteinheiten“ (A3)
65
„wäre das ja auch schon eine Effizienzsteigerung“ (A7)
66
„der reine Pickprozess” (A7)
67
„die Teile die ich sequenzieren möchte die sind entweder in Regalen eingelagert oder ebenerdig verteilt“ (A4)
68
„keine 100% Kontrolle” (A10)
69
„Parallelisierung der Prozesse ist möglich, das heißt ich könnte mehr Aufträge bearbeiten“ (A2)
70
„wieviel Zeit brauchst du, um einen gewissen Vorgang zu machen“ (A3)
71
„Vermeidung von falsch zugeordneten Bauteilen“ (A9)
72
„in Begleitprozessen dieser Tätigkeit” (A2)
73
„wirklich ein Wahnsinns großes Potenzial” (A6)
74
„aus unseren Bereitstellflächen raus mit unseren Routenzügen und Staplern, ähm, Transportsystemen bis vor Ort“ (A8)
75
„die Fahrstrecke zurücklegen, vom Lager, vom Auslagerungspunkt hin zum Bedarfsort“ (A10)
76
„so eine Eilanlieferung oder so eine Sonderanlieferung, wenn mal Material ausgegangen ist“ (A5)
77
„Nachlieferungsprozesse, wenn Fehler auftreten“ (A4)
78
„in beiden Fällen ist die Ware, die transportiert wird, ähm, zu schwer um aktuell mit den technischen Möglichkeiten einer
Drohen transportiert zu werden“ (A4)
79
„Termintreue, das es natürlich zur richtigen Zeit am richtigen Ort ist“ (A2)
80
„dass das also pünktlich kommt, also in dem Fall nicht die Dauer, sondern da reichen die Zeitfenster, wann das bereitgestellt
wird“ (A8)
81
„Themen wie Transportauslastung, Transportfrequenzen” (A10)
82
„schneller passiert, weil ich Drohnen einsetzen kann und sozusagen Transporteinheiten schneller entladen kann“ (A2)
83
„auch vorstellen, dass die 3. Dimension einfach die Infrastruktur entlastet“ (A10)
84
„ich will ja hoch und runter können, ich will ja nicht morgen Löcher in meine Gitter machen müssen. Ich will ja eine flexible
Fabrik“ (A6)
85
„viele Details in den Prozessen so ändern, dass eine z. B. Zugänglichkeit für die Drohne gegeben ist“ (A2)
86
„gesamte Lieferkette abbilden können“ (A1)
87
„nicht nur diesen einen Prozess machen, sondern wir müssen eine Kombination vieler Prozesse umsetzen“ (A7)
88
„die Reproduzierbarkeit des eingegebenen Flugwegs“ (A8)
89
„eher auf den Anwendungsfall beziehen, also auf die Aufgabe und nicht auf die Größe“ (A2)
90
„braucht einen sicheren Formschluss zur Ladung“ (A6)
91
„also wenn ich die Drohne jetzt pro Schicht drei bis viermal auf die Ladestation schicke, das würde niemals funktionieren“
(A4)
92
„die reine Performance, also was kann eine Drohne heben“ (A2)
93
„die Technologie muss präsent werden bei den Leuten und die müssen sehen, was damit alles möglich ist“ (A1)
94
„"jetzt eine technische Lösung zu finden, dass ich unter der schwebenden Last arbeiten kann"
95
„großer Befähiger für das Thema Drohne ist da wirklich noch die rechtlichen Rahmenbedingungen“ (A2)
96
„bei den Drohnen sind wir schon technisch auf einem Level, was deutlich mehr ermöglichen würde als das was wir aktuell
machen” (D7)
97
„geht’s ja zum einen nach Verwendungszweck und Gewichtsklasse hauptsächlich“ (D1)
98
„eher kleinere Lösungen, weil es ist Indoor“ (A1)
99
„bei diesen Fixed Wings, mit denen kann ich aus der Intralogistik heraus eigentlich garnichts anfangen“ (A5)
100
„kann auf der Stelle drehen, dann muss ich keine große Kurve irgendwo fliegen“ (A1)
101
„auf Werksgelände Inhouse würd ich die hier wieder garnicht sehen die Fixed Wings“ (A10)
102
„auch unabhängig vom Technikträger ist es sehr unwahrscheinlich ist, dass da eine Drohne eingesetzt würde“ (A4)
103
„je kleiner desto besser“ (A10)
104
„bei kleinen und Leicht-teilen reicht auch vielleicht Small oder Medium“ (A1)
105
„besser geeignet, um größere Entfernungen zurückzulegen, also den Bedarf hätte ich jetzt hier im Werk nicht“ (A10)
106
„reguläre Anlieferung von Größladungsträgern seh ich überall eine 5, das funktioniert nicht“ (A4)
107
„vom Aufbau her passt das ja schon und ist ein Vorgehen, was man wählen kann“ (V1)
108
„dass man beginnt mit einer Lösung und dann versucht ein Problem zu finde“ (V3)
109
„finde vor allem den Ansatz interessant mit Strategie zu beginnen“ (V3)
110
„So ähnlich gehen wir ja auch bei FTS Prozessen vor“ (V1)
111
„passt das sehr von der Vorgehensweise her, also von der methodischen Vorgehensweise her. Das ist sehr in Ordnung was
sie da gemacht haben“ (V2)
112
„weil Logistik sind ja immer das richtige Teil zur richtigen Zeit am richtigen Ort“ (V2)
113
„willst du den Prozess weg haben vom Werksgelände eigentlich, weil er Platz braucht ohne Ende” (V1)
114
„das sind viele Faktoren, weil so ein Prozess so viele Prämissen hat. Das kann natürlich beliebig viele Kombinationen
einzelner dieser Prämissen dafür sorgen, dass es plötzlich relevant wird“ (V1)
53
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„zum Beispiel ein ganz großes Ding auch Richtung Qualität“ (V2)
„find ich gut, verstehe ich auch, ist in Ordnung, ja.“ (V2)
117
„vor allem das Acceptance und Safety and Security, das ist natürlich ganz nah beieinander“ (V3)
118
„die aktuelle Gesetzgebung macht eine wirtschaftliche Anwendung eben unwahrscheinlich schwierig“ (V3)
119
„das würde passen. Da würde man wahrscheinlich gefühlt vielleicht so ein bisschen parallel fahren“ (V1)
120
„dann spring ich nochmal zurück. Wobei man das ja mit deinem Loop erklären würde, wenn der da auch zu tragen käme“
(V1)
121
„bis ich irgendwie sage ich bin fertig und viertens kommen dann meine Potenziale irgendwie raus“ (V2)
122
„vielleicht auch mal schauen, wo bietet denn die Drohne eigentlich auch die Chance mich von der bestehenden Prozesswelt
vielleicht auch ein Stück weit zu lösen“ (V3)
123
„auch die Frage stellen, wo hätte ich vielleicht in der bestehenden Welt vielleicht revolutionäre Ansätze für Prozesse einfach
durch diese Vorteile die die Drohne bietet“ (V3)
124
„Prämissen, die dafür sorgen, dass verschiedene Prozesse für verschiedene Bauteile erforderlich sind“ (V1)
125
„deswegen würde man hier unter der Überschrift Pilot oder Enabler […] eine Proof of Concept würde man mal testen” (V1)
126
„würde […] dann am Ende das Ding wieder nutzen – also einen Loop machen und dann die Zahlen ermitteln, die man dann
künftig braucht“ (V1)
127
„man muss dann ja schon konkret überlegen, wo möchte ich denn rein“ (V2)
128
„halte es für unglaublich falsch […] mit einer Lösung anzufangen und ein Problem zu suchen” (V3)“
129
„performance measures hätte nicht mehr die Bedeutung, die es aktuell hätte“ (V3)
130
„wäre dann wahrscheinlich viel stärker im Fokus als Potenziale und Kosten und Leistungskennzahlen“ (V3)
115
116
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